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Cx :   Solubility of x (mol cm
-3) 
Dx :   Diffusion coefficient of x (cm
2 s-1) 
XRDd :   Mean crystallite size (nm) 
Nd :   Mean particle size (nm) 
Sd :   Surface averaged particle size (nm) 
Vd :   Volume averaged particle size (nm)
E:   Potential (V) 

  :   Standard equilibrium potential of the M+/M redox couple (V) 
Eox:   Potential of oxide formation of an electrode (V) 
Edisk:   Disk potential (V) 
Ering:   Ring potential (V) 
F:   Faraday constant charge per mole of electrons (C mol-1) 
Hupd:   Hydrogen under potential deposition 
I:   Xurrent (A) 
:   Faradaic current (A) 
	:   Kinetic current (A)

:   Mass diffusion limited current (A)
I/C:   Ionomer to carbon weight ratio 
j:   Current density (A cm-2) 
:   Mass transport limited current density (A cm
-2) 
	:   Kinetic current density (A cm
-2) 
N:   Coordination number 
n:   Number of exchanged electrons 
px:   Gas permeability of specie x (mol cm
-1 s-1)  
Px:   Partial pressure of x (mbar) 
R:   Half path length (nm) 
RHF:   High frequency resistance ( cm
2) 
SPt,MEA:   Practical electrochemically active surface area of catalyst (cm
2) 
SPt,Cat:   Theoretical active surface area of catalyst (cm
2) 
T:   Temperature (K) 
t:   Time (h) 
uPt:   Utilization factor (%) 
ueff:   Effectiveness factor (%) 
v:   Linear potential scan rate (V s-1) 
jad :   Fractional coverage of an interface by species j 
   Overpotential E-Eeq (V) 
ORR:   ORR activation overpotential (V) 
HOR:   HOR activation overpotential (V) 
:   Debye Waller (Å) 
λ:   Number of water molecules per sulfonate groups 
 :   Amount of contamination of an electrolyte for a given metal cation M
+
 :   Kinematic viscosity (m2 s-1) 
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 :  Volume fraction of ionomer in an electrode (%) 
 :   Angular rotation velocity (rad s-1) 
BoL:   Beginning of Life 
BSE:   Backscattered Electron 
CCM:   Catalyst Coated Membrane 
CL:   Catalyst Layer 
CV:   Cyclic Voltammogram 
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DFT:   Density Functional Theory 
DoE:   American Department of Energy 
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ESRF:   European Synchrotron Research Facility 
EV:   Electric Vehicles 
EW:   Equivalent Weight 
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FCV:   Fuel Cell Vehicles 
FEG:   Field Emission Gun 
FIB:   Focused Ion Beam 
f.c.c.:   Face Centred Cubic 
FWHM:  Full Width at Half Maximum 
GDL:    Gas Diffusion Layer 
HOR:   Hydrogen Oxidation Reaction 
HRSTEM-HAADF: High Resolution Scanning Transmission Electron Microscopy High- 
   Angle Annular Dark-Field 
HSAC:   High Surface Area Carbon 
H2E:   Horizon Hydrogen Energy 
ICP-AES:  Inductive Coupled Plasma – Atomic Emission Spectroscopy 
IEC:   Ion Exchange Capacity 
IHP:   Inner Helmholtz Plane 
LEIS:    Low-Energy Ion Scattering 
MA:   Mass Activity (A g-1Pt) 
MEA:   Membrane Electrode Assembly 
MDM:   Membrane electrode assembly Degradation Mechanisms 
MS:   Mass Spectrometer 
NHE:   Normal Hydrogen Electrode 
OCV:    Open Circuit Voltage 
OHP:   Outer Helmholtz Plane 
ORR:   Oxygen Reduction Reaction 
PEM:   Proton Exchange Membrane 
PEMFC:   Proton Exchange Membrane Fuel Cell 
PFSA:   Perfluorosulfonic Acid 
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PSD:   Particle Size Distribution 
PZC:   Potential of Zero Charge 
PTFE:   Polytetrafluoroethylene 
RDE:    Rotating Disk Electrode 
RH:   Relative Humidity 
RHE:   Reversible Hydrogen Electrode   
RHF:   High Frequency Resistance 
RRDE:   Rotating Ring Disk Electrode 
SA:   Specific Activity (A cm-2Pt) 
SCE:   Saturated Calomel Electrode 
SCV:   Sampled Current Voltammetry 
SHE:    Standard Hydrogen Electrode 
SSC:   Solid State Cell 
SEM:   Scanning Electron Microscopy 
STEM:   Scanning Transmission Electron Microscopy 
T.K.K. :  Tanaka Kikinzoku Kogyo 
TEM:   Transmission Electron Microscopy 
UMEC:  Ultra-Microelectrode with Cavity 
XANES:  X-ray Absorption Near Edge Structure 
XAS:   X-ray Absorption Spectroscopy 
XRD:   X-Ray Diffraction 
X-EDS:  X-ray Energy Dispersive Spectroscopy  
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I. Overview 
During the past ten years, solutions have been proposed to mitigate carbon emissions in the 
atmosphere. The burning of fossil fuels, which still provides more than 75 % of energy worldwide, 
produces most of these emissions. The rapidly expanding number of automobiles around the globe 
threatens an even greater escalation in emissions. The need to promote energy-efficiency and 
renewable resources is obvious. The recent development of electrical powered vehicles (with lithium 
as an energetic vector and typical energy densities of ca. 100 Wh L-1 and 100 Wh kg-1) has sparked 
society awareness about life without oil as an achievable good. However, some issues like the safety 
of such systems, their long charging time and limited cruising range remain barriers to their wide-
spreading. One possibility, already investigated by some vehicle manufacturers, is to develop, in 
parallel to batteries, fuel cells based on hydrogen as energy vector (energy densities of ca. 100 Wh L-1
and 10000 Wh kg-1). Applied to transportation, this technology still presents some drawbacks, among 
which its high cost, its high degradation rate, the hydrogen storage and the lack of infrastructure for 
refueling. It also offers some advantages, such as a high cruising range and a charging time of less 
than 5 minutes. Hybrid vehicles using a combined lithium/hydrogen technology have achieved a 
cruising range of about 560 km without refueling [1]. 
Figure I- 1. System cost of an electrical vehicle (EV) and a fuel cell vehicle (FCV) as a function of 
the practical cruising range. Reprinted from Cerri [1]. 
Fuel cells and batteries are both electrochemical galvanic cells that convert chemical energy 
into electrical energy. They are basically composed of two electrodes, where the electrochemical 
reactions (i.e. an oxidation at the anode and a reduction at the cathode) take place, the electrodes being 
separated by an electrical insulator, the electrolyte. The fundamental difference between batteries and 
fuel cell is that the former stores the reactants inside the device (e.g. lithium) whereas the latter needs a 
constant supply of chemicals (an oxidant and a reducer) to operate. Many oxidant/reducer couples can 
be combined to form a Fuel Cell [2]. 
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In this manuscript, the degradations of the key components of the most commonly used fuel 
cell (among those working at low temperatures), the proton exchange membrane fuel cell (PEMFC), 
have been studied. A PEMFC uses hydrogen as reducer and oxygen (or air) as oxidant. At the anode, 
the hydrogen oxidation reaction (HOR – Equation I-1) produces protons and electrons, which are then 
used to reduce oxygen into water at the cathode (oxygen reduction reaction, ORR – Equation I-2).  
  
  	    

  0 V vs. NHE   (T = 298 K)             Eq. I-1 
  
  	     

 1.23 V vs. NHE (T = 298 K)             Eq. I-2 
Protons are transported from the anode to the cathode via a proton-conducting membrane while 
electrons flow through an external device where the electrical energy can be utilized. When energy is 
collected, the two electrodes are polarized, negatively for the cathode and positively for the anode. The 
detailed mechanism of these reactions as well as their structure sensitivity will be detailed below. By 
combining these two half-cell reactions, the global reaction of a hydrogen/oxygen PEMFC is: 
 


       
  1.23 V (T = 298 K)               Eq. I-3 
II. Electrocatalysis of PEMFC reactions 
1. HOR 
 The hydrogen oxidation reaction, which is among the most extensively studied reactions in 
electrochemistry, is believed to proceed in a two-step mechanism when catalyzed by platinum. The 
first step corresponds to the dissociative adsorption of molecular H2 into Had following a Heyrovsky 
(Equation I-4) and/or Tafel step (Equation I-5). In the second step the adsorbed molecular hydrogen 
Had is electrooxidized into H
+ following the Volmer step (Equation I-6):  
     
 	   (Heyrovsky)                Eq. I-4 
          (Tafel)                             Eq. I-5 
   
 	    (Volmer)                Eq. I-6 
The HOR on platinum is very fast [3] and is therefore under diffusion control for overpotentials as low 
as 0.1 V. Typical HOR exchange current densities in a PEMFC on a Pt/C catalyst are on the order of 
0.2 to 0.6 A cmPt
-2 at T = 353 K [3]. 
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2. ORR 
 The oxygen reduction reaction (ORR) has been widely studied as the cathode reaction in a 
PEMFC but also in the fields of electrosynthesis and corrosion science. From the kinetics viewpoint, 
Pt is the best electrocatalyst and typical values for the ORR exchange current density are very low and 
range from 10-7 to 10-9 A cm-2Pt in typical PEMFC operating conditions at T =  253 K [4]. The ORR is 
a complex 4-electrons reaction involving many reaction intermediates, the most stable being H2O2. 
From a mechanistic viewpoint, the simplified but still ongoing and believed ORR mechanism has been 
initially proposed by Wroblowa et al. [5]. It proceeds either by a direct 4-electron pathway or in a 
series of consecutive 2-electron pathway. These 2 and 4-electron pathways apparently compete on 
platinum [6-8].  
Figure I-2. Simplified scheme of the ORR on Pt surfaces in acid solution proposed by Wroblowa et 
al. [5] 
In any case, the rate determining step is believed to be the first electron and proton transfer to adsorbed 
O2: 
 
 	                          Eq. I-7 
Using the Butler-Volmer approach, the ORR rate can be expressed as [7, 9, 10]: 
[ ]
RT
G
RT
FE
nFkCj x
≠
+
∆
−
−=
ad
2
exp

exp)1(H- adOk
ϑ
                 Eq. I-8  
where n is the number of exchanged electrons, k is the rate constant of the rds, CO2 is the concentration 
in O2 in the electrolyte, proportional to the partial pressure in O2, [H
+] is the concentration of protons 
near the electrode surface, θad is the total coverage by adsorbed species on the modified surface: 
dioxygen molecules and reaction intermediates θOx,ad, anions θanions,ad and surface oxides originating 
from water splitting θOH,ad, x is the number of sites occupied by the (O2H)ad adsorbate (x = 1 or 2), α is 
the apparent transfer coefficient of the ORR, F is the Faraday constant, E is the electrode potential vs. 
a suitable reference such as the RHE,
ad
≠∆ ϑG is the coverage-dependent Gibbs free energy of the 
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reaction. The Gibbs free energy of oxygen adsorption depends on the surface oxide coverage 
according to Equation I-9: 

adOx,0
rGG
ad
−∆=∆ ≠≠ϑ                     Eq. I-9 
where ≠∆ 0G is the Gibbs free energy of oxygen adsorption in the limit of zero coverage, β is a 
symmetry factor and r is a surface coverage-dependent lateral interaction factor between adsorbed 
oxygenated species (r > 0 for attractive interactions and r < 0 for repulsive interactions). Equation I-8 
shows that the coverage by adsorbed oxygenated species (θad) affects the kinetic current in two ways. 
First, the adsorbed oxygenated species reduce the number of free Pt surface sites, available for the 
adsorption of O2 molecules. Second, they modify the Gibbs free energy of oxygen adsorption [7, 11, 
12]. 
 Other electrochemical reactions than the ORR can occur simultaneously at the cathode catalyst 
surface during PEMFC operation and can increase the  term: (i) hydrogen oxidation (as hydrogen 
can cross-over the electrolyte from the anodic compartment), (ii) the specific adsorption of sulfonate 
groups from the ionomer (or any other anionic contaminants such as residual chlorides from the 
catalyst synthesis) and (ii) the formation of surface hydroxides/oxides. The magnitude of these 
parasitic reactions in a PEMFC can be evaluated from in situ cyclic voltammetry measurements of the 
PEMFC (using the driven-cell mode [13]) while the cathode is supplied with a non-reacting gas such 
as Ar (see the “MEA” curve in Figure I-3A) or ex situ (using a 3 electrode configuration in liquid 
electrolyte which has been shown to greatly mimic a PEMFC environment [14], see the “RDE” curve 
in Figure I-3A). At low cathode potential, i.e. E < 0.3 V vs. RHE, the catalyst surface is the place for 
the adsorption of atomic hydrogen () in the negative going sweep. The anodic current recorded in 
the positive going potential sweep corresponds to the electrochemical desorption of . The specific 
adsorption of sulfonate groups cannot be evaluated with accuracy using cyclic voltammograms but it 
is believed to occur mainly for E > 0.5 V vs. RHE [15]. At higher cathode potentials, i.e. E > 0.6 V vs.
RHE, in the cathode potential widow of interest for a PEMFC application, the catalyst surface faces 
the kinetic irreversible formation of surface oxides in the positive going potential sweep and their 
reduction in the negative going potential sweep [16]. The formation of surface oxides, which can be 
seen as the early step of three-dimensional passive film formation in corrosion science, decreases the 
availability of the platinum surface and inhibits the ORR kinetics. A total coverage of the surface is 
reached at approximately E = 0.9 V vs. RHE (Figure I-3B), which roughly corresponds to the open 
circuit voltage of a PEMFC (discussed hereafter). The formation of surface oxide can be then seen as 
the main foe for the ORR, as it leads to a high activation overpotential (ORR > 300 mV). The ideal 
catalyst for the ORR should postpone to the highest value the potential of surface hydroxides/oxides 
formation and reduction. In their recent work, Stephens et al. [17] introduced a review of the 
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electrocatalysis of oxygen reduction with a more theoretical approach based on density functional 
theory (DFT) calculations. By taking into consideration the adsorption energies of the different 
intermediates involved in the ORR (and not only H2O2) it then becomes possible to calculate the 
overall free energy pathway for the reaction, as a function of potential. They came to the conclusions 
that it is not possible to vary the adsorption energies of these intermediates independently of each 
other by changing the catalyst material. Therefore, a surface that binds O• strongly can also be 
expected to bind HO• or HOO• strongly, as each adsorbate binds to the surface via the oxygen atom. 
Figure I-3. (A) Cyclic voltammograms on a Pt/C (47 wt. %) recorded in a thin-film rotating disk 
electrode (0.5 M H2SO4) configuration and in a MEA (measured in a driven-cell mode) reprinted 
from Gasteiger et al. [13]. (B) Predicted PtOH coverages as a function of potential under PEMFC 
operating conditions for various gas exposures reprinted from Liu et al. [18]. 
III. Brief description of PEMFC materials 
The heart of a PEMFC, where the chemical to electrical conversion occurs, is the Membrane 
Electrode Assembly (MEA). It is composed of two catalytic layers (CLs), two gas-diffusion layers 
(GDL), and the proton exchange membrane (PEM). The CLs are composite materials composed of 
ionomer-bonded carbon-supported Pt-based nanoparticles. The PEM is usually a perfluorosulfonated 
ionomer, which acts as a transport medium for protons but also as an electron insulator and a gas 
separator between the hydrogen and oxygen compartments. The two GDL enable the fuel/oxidant 
transport to/from the CLs, the water management and the electronic/heat conduction. The actual 
design of this 5 layer structure benefits from almost two centuries of feedbacks since the first 
hydrogen/air fuel cell structure originally developed by William R. Groove in 1842 (Figure I-4) [19]. 
A) B) 
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Figure I-4. Grove fuel cell which consisted of the assembly of 4 cells in series connected to an 
electrolyzer. The electrodes were made of platinum grids. Reprinted from Grove [19]. 
1. PEMFC electrodes/catalytic layers  
Due to the low solubility of hydrogen and oxygen in electrolyte solutions, porous electrodes 
called gas-diffusion electrodes, with an ideal porosity close to 60 % of the volume (Figure I-5A) [20], 
are used in PEMFC to electro-oxidize dihydrogen and electro-reduce dioxygen. These two 
electrochemical reactions, especially the cathodic one, are very complex and involve various types of 
reactants. Therefore, the electroactive sites must be accessible from a network allowing good gas 
permeability, low resistance to proton transport, low barrier to water diffusion and sufficient electrical 
contact with the external circuit, in order to produce water that also should be quickly eliminated. The 
region where the catalyst phase meets the gas phase and the ionomer phase is called the “three-phase 
boundary” (Figure I-5B). If one of these points is failing locally, the electrochemical reaction cannot 
occur. State-of-the-art electrodes are ionomer-bonded carbon-supported Pt-based nanoparticles 
(ionomer and carbon ensure sufficient proton and electrical conductivities) and are designed to 
maximize the number of “three-phase boundaries” [21]. 
The catalyst utilization factor uPt expresses the fraction of Pt-based nanoparticles that is both 
in electronic and ionic connection in the catalyst layer. This factor can be defined as the ratio of the 
practical electrochemically active surface area (SPt,MEA) to the theoretical active surface area of Pt 
particles (SPt,Cat) as defined by Gasteiger et al. [14]. The effectiveness factor ueff, first introduced by 
Thiele [22] and Wheeler [23] in the field of heterogeneous gas phase catalysis and later adapted to 
electrocatalysis for PEMFC [24], is defined as the apparent rate of current conversion exhibited by a 
specific catalyst layer design (current density, expressed per cm2 of Pt) divided by the ideal rate 
obtained if all Pt atoms were used ideally, i.e. in absence of ohmic and mass-transport limitations. A 
proper catalyst layer morphology therefore results of a trade-off between sufficient ionomer content to 
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reach high proton conductivity (and thus high uPt) and sufficient porosity to enable high 
reactant/products mass-transport (and thus high ueff) [25-27]. 
Figure I-5. (A) 3D visualization by FIB nanotomography of a porous electrode reprinted from Zils 
et al [20]. (B) TEM image showing a model structure of a Pt/C catalyst surrounded by a thin 
ionomer film reprinted from More et al [28]. 
a. Platinum-based catalyst nanoparticles 
As detailed above, the slow ORR kinetics lowers the performance of a PEMFC compared to 
thermodynamical predictions. Despite their drawbacks, Platinum-based electrocatalysts remain the 
best candidates for a successful PEMFC operation, for both the anode and the cathode. Indeed, these 
materials offer the lowest overpotentials and the highest exchange current densities for the ORR and 
HOR combined with a high electrochemical stability in acidic media [14]. During the last four 
decades, only when working on structuring the electrodes, the platinum loading has been reduced by a 
factor 100, while maintaining a decent ORR activity. This gain has been achieved when switching 
from Pt black electrodes to nanometer sized Pt nanoparticles, obtained by chemical syntheses or 
physical techniques [29]. The optimal size, that maximizes the surface specific area and the ORR mass 
activity (activity per mass of platinum), for a Pt catalyst ranges from 2 to 5 nm (Figure I-5B).  
From a thermodynamic point of view, the equilibrium shape of crystallites is determined by 
the minimization of surface energy per unit area of exposed facets. In the case of Pt, which crystallizes 
in a face-centered-cubic (f.c.c.) structure, the surface energy of atomic planes with high symmetry 
follow the order (111) > (100) > (110), where (hkl) are the Miller index for planes and directions in 
crystal lattices, as expected from the surface atomic density [30]. The equilibrium shape of a Pt crystal 
A) B) 
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at zero temperature is a truncated octahedron consisting of (111) and (100) facets [31] (Figure I-6A). 
Clearly, Pt nanometer sized catalyst deviates from this ideal description and possesses numerous 
surface defects (Figure I-5B). However these nanoparticles, in terms of electrochemical behavior, 
possess fingerprints of their underlying model surface composition. Therefore we will have many 
occasions in this manuscript to comment and compare the behaviors/results obtained on Pt-based 
nanoparticles with those obtained on model surfaces. 
From an electrocatalytic viewpoint, the Pt activity for the HOR and ORR (among other 
electrochemical reactions) is structure sensitive, as nicely summarized by Markovic and Ross [32]. For 
an ideal particle at equilibrium shape, the contribution of various structural elements is a function of 
the particle size and can be easily computed. As the particle size decreases, the surface fraction of 
edges increases whereas that of atoms associated with (111) and (100) facets decreases. For 
nanocrystals, this translates by the so-called particle size effect that renders small nanoparticles less 
active for the ORR than extended surfaces [14, 33-35]. Defect sites of lower coordination, edges and 
kinks bind ORR intermediates strongly leading to an almost negligible contribution from these under-
coordinated atoms to the ORR activity (Figure I-6).  
                                                                 
Figure I-6. (A) Atoms distribution for a 309 Pt atoms truncated octahedron under equilibrium 
shape crystal at T = 0 K based on a modified Wulff construction and reprinted from Mottet [36]. (B) 
Proportion of surface facets on Pt nanoparticles as a function of their size, based on a modified 
Wulff construction, as depicted in the inset, (C) theoretical trends in surface specific ORR activity, 
as a function of particle size, relative to the activity of Pt(111), by taking into account the theoretical 
activity and the relative proportions of the facets depicted in (B), and (D) theoretical trends in ORR 
activity, where the current is normalized according to the mass of Pt. (B, C and D) are reprinted 
from Stephens et al. [17]. 
B) A) 
C) 
D) 
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With state-of-the-art materials, the Pt loading in a PEMFC is about 0.1 mg cm-2 at the anode 
and 4 times higher at the cathode [14]. Platinum based electrodes represent approximately one half of 
the cost of a stack and one fourth of the total cost of a PEMFC system [37]. A lot of efforts have to be 
made to reach the long-term target cost of less than $50 to produce 1 kW. Currently, the average 
platinum loading needed to produce 100 kW, the requirement for a Fuel Cell Vehicle, is 50 gPt. 
Contrary to the cost of the PEM, that can decrease up to a factor 100 if the increase of the annual 
productions rate maintains in the future [38], with the continuing rise of the platinum cost as primary 
resource , the current platinum loading in a PEMFC system (0.5 mgPt cm
-2 equating to 0.5 gPt kW
-1) has 
to be divided by at least 5 to reach the long-term cost target. 
b. High surface area carbon support 
Pt catalyst nanoparticles are supported onto high surface area carbon black, e.g. Vulcan XC-72 
carbon 250 m2 g-1carbon. The ensemble Pt catalyst and carbon support is denoted as Pt/C.  Thanks to the 
high carbon surface area, an equal ratio of 1 to 1 of platinum mass per carbon mass can be achieved 
while keeping the mean platinum particle size at 2 to 5 nm. The role of the carbon support is to ensure 
the good electrical conductivity between the catalyst nanoparticles and the current collectors of the 
PEMFC. Typical sizes for carbon primary structures range from 30 to 100 nm (Figure I-5B). 
c. Ionomer 
In order to ensure sufficient proton conductivity in the two Pt/C electrodes, the latter are partly 
filled with a proton conducting solid polymer, most of the time the same as the one used in the PEM 
(detailed below), a perfluorosulfonated polymer. To make the distinction with the polymer in the 
electrolyte (the PEM), the polymer in the electrodes will be referred to as the ionomer. The ionomer 
content in an electrode is expressed with the I/C ratio, which is the mass of ionomer divided by that of 
carbon. Low I/C values (< 0.5) induce undesirable high proton conduction resistance, whereas high 
I/C values (> 2) induce undesirable high gas diffusion resistances through the electrodes [40]. An I/C
ratio from 0.5 to 1 is close to the optimum and must be adjusted to the physical and chemical nature of 
the carbon substrate [41]. When well distributed on the Pt/C catalyst, the average ionomer thickness 
over the carbon particles is in the range of a few nanometers (Figure I-5B). 
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2. Proton exchange membrane (PEM) 
The large improvements on solid polymer electrolytes brought by Nafion® membranes have 
resuscitate the interest for PEMFC in the 1980’s, with respect to other type of low temperature fuel 
cells. Typical solid polymer electrolyte materials are perfluorosulfonic acid (PFSA) membranes, such 
as Nafion® (Du Pont de Nemours & Co.), Flemion® and Aciplex® (Asahi Glass), Dow (Dow Chemical 
Company), and Aquivion® (Solvay). Structurally, PFSA membranes consist of a 
polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE) backbone upon which perfluorovinyl ether and sulfonate groups are 
bonded (-SO3H, see Figure I-7A). The sulfonate groups allow the transport of protons (and other 
cations) in the membrane, which leads to a high acidic environment in/near the electrolyte for the 
electrodes. The PTFE backbone ensures high mechanical and chemical stability up to T = 393 K (for 
practical purposes the operating temperature of a PEMFC based on a PFSA PEM is set below T = 353 
K). The most important properties of a PEM are:  
 the ionic (proton) conductivity (in S m-1), which is strong function of its water uptake (λ, 
without unity, number of water molecules per sulfonate groups), equivalent weight (EW in 
gpolymer molSO3H
-1 defined as the weight of polymer in molecular mass per mole of sulfonic acid 
group) or ion exchange capacity (IEC = 1/EW) [42-44], the temperature and the history of the 
PEM. Typical ionic conductivities at fully humidified conditions are close to 100 mS cm-1 .  
 the gas permeability of hydrogen and oxygen ( and  respectively in mol cm
-1 s-1), 
defined as the product of the gas diffusivity D (in cm2 s-1) and solubility C (in mol cm-3). 
Typical diffusion coefficients (and solubilities respectively) of dissolved O2 and H2 in Nafion
®
are in the range of 1.10-6 cm2 s-1 (10-6 mol cm-3 respectively) at T = 353 K [46, 47].  
Figure I-7. (A) Chemical structure of Nafion
®
. (B, C) Two models of transport in Nafion
®
membranes: the Cluster Network model reprinted from Gierke and Hsu [48] and the Water 
Channel model reprinted from Schmidt-Rohr and Chen [49] 
In a PEMFC, the PEM witnesses different ionic species (protons, impurities, cation 
contamination), liquid water from electro-osmotic drag and gas. Therefore, it is a still on-going 
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challenge to understand how such polymers handle these motions. Various models have been built up 
to describe the structure of Nafion® membranes and its change with the water content [50, 51]. Most of 
them are based on ionic clusters distributed in a hydrophobic polymeric matrix (“inverse micelles”) 
[48, 50-52]. Upon swelling, the ionic clusters tend to aggregate to form a network where protons can 
efficiently be transported (Figure I-7). In the cluster-network model, sulfonate ion clusters with a 40 Å 
diameter are hold within a continuous fluorocarbon lattice while narrow channels of about 10 Å in 
diameter interconnect the clusters [48]. In the water-channel model, (Figure I-7C), the sulfonic acid 
functional groups self-organize into arrays of hydrophilic water channels, each of them being ~ 25 Å 
in diameter, through which small ions can be easily transported [49].  
3. Gas diffusion layers (GDL) 
Two gas diffusion layers sandwich the electrodes and the PEM to form a membrane-electrode 
assembly (MEA). These GDL, made of carbon fibers, provide the gaseous reactants and eliminate the 
produced water at/from the electrodes, through an optimal distribution of both a hydrophilic and a 
hydrophobic porous structure. These layers also provide a mechanical support to the electrodes 
(powders) and the PEM (soft polymer). State of the art GDL (e.g. Toray®, Freudenberg®, Sigracet®) 
are about 250 µm thick, porous at 80% and possess in-plane resistance smaller than 1 . A good 
adhesion of the GDL to the electrode is necessary to avoid undesirable high electrical contact 
resistance. A complete datasheet about the GDL preparation techniques, ideal properties and 
characterizations methods has been given by Mathias et al. in Reference [53].  
4. From the single galvanic cell to the PEMFC stack and system 
 The five-layer MEA are sandwiched between two bipolar plates made of stainless steel [54] or 
graphite-polymer-composite [55] to constitute a PEMFC unit/ single/ elementary cell (Figure I-8a). 
These bipolar plates are pretreated to show a hydrophilic behavior and stamped with a serpentine flow 
field design in order to let the gases and produced water droplets diffuse from a gas inlet to a gas outlet 
[56]. The bipolar plates ensure uniform gas distribution and heat management and collect the current. 
Bipolar plates represent a significant fraction of the total price of a stack (up to 45%) as well as nearly 
80% of its weight. When x unit cells are assembled in series, they constitute a x-cell stack (Figure I-
8b). A complete PEMFC system gathers the PEMFC stack and the required devices to hydrate, heat 
and supply the gases to the PEMFC stack and to collect the produced electricity. A MobixaneTM
system, able to deliver from 0.5 to 2.5 kW under everyday life operating conditions, is shown in 
Figure I-8c. 
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Figure I-8. (A) Simplified composition of a PEMFC unit cell. (B) Simplified composition of a 3-cell 
PEMFC stack. (C) Picture of a PEMFC system: the Mobixane
TM
. 
IV. PEMFC performance under polarization with state-of-the-art materials: from the 
thermodynamical promises to the first limitations 
 A PEMFC has an electromotive force of ca. Eeq (T, PO2, PH2) = 1.169 V, which equates to a 
standard electric work of ca. 237 kJ molH2
-1, under typical PEMFC operating conditions at T = 253 K 
[14]. During operation, additional voltage losses appear, which are at the origin of the shape of the I - 
E polarization curve (see Figure I-9). As detailed in a series of studies conducted by Gasteiger and 
coworkers [3, 4, 14, 40, 57, 58], the polarization curve can be deconvoluted into several contributions:  
 Activation losses due to the kinetics of the HOR ( !) and the ORR ( !!) on Pt-based 
materials. 
 Ohmic losses (
ohmicE∆ ) associated with the transport of protons and electrons in the cell. 
ohmicE∆  is mostly composed of the membrane resistance and of the non-negligible electrical 
contact resistances between each component of the MEA.  
 Mass-transport losses ( "#due to the proton transport in the polymer phase of the electrodes 
($ % &'()*+,)-') and the oxygen transport in the gas phase of the electrode ( "#(./01 2
 "#(.34").  
A) 
B) 
C) 
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At low current densities the difference between the cell voltage and the thermodynamic equilibrium 
value is dominated by the cathode overpotential (ηORR) due to the sluggish kinetics of the ORR. At 
large current densities, mass transport of dioxygen and protons in the cathode CL and in the GDL give 
significant contribution to the overall losses. For example, at j = 1.5 A cm-2, the ORR losses account 
for 410 mV, the HOR losses represent 5 mV (75 % of the total voltage losses are attributed to the 
electrochemical reactions), the ohmic voltage loss (
5678,  $ % &-') accounts for 90 mV (15 % 
of the total losses), and the mass transport limitations account for 50 mV (10 % of the total losses). A 
PEMFC performance can be modeled with equation I-10, where each of these terms are calculated 
(see [3, 4, 14, 40, 57, 58] for the detailed expression of each term) with physical parameters of the 
materials used in the PEMFC (e.g. the measured kinetics of the electrodes, the transport properties of 
each species in each phase, etc…). 

9:;;  
<:= 2 $ % &! 2  ! 2 > !!> 2 $ % &(?+9! 2  @A(<B 2  @A(C:@     Eq.I-10 
Figure I-9. Circles: 50 cm
2
 single-cell H2/air performance. Squares: Ecell vs. i for the mass-
transport-free and ohmic corrected (i.e., iR-free) Ecell/i-curve shown in (a). (c) Triangles: Addition 
of the ohmic losses, Eohmic, to the polarization curve shown in (b). (d) Diamonds: Ecell/i-curve 
shown in (a) corrected for 50% of the mass-transport losses. Reprinted from Gasteiger et al. [14]. 
V. Introduction to the durability issues of state-of-the-art PEMFC components under 
operation 
 During the last decade, PEMFCs have witnessed major technology breakthroughs, which for 
the first time rendered fuel-cell powered applications a practical possibility. However, three major 
hurdles still need to be overcome to ensure economic viability of the technology: cost, 
storage/production of hydrogen, and durability. In terms of durability, MEAs must be able to spend at 
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least 10 years in a vehicle, equating to 5,500 h of operations under transient conditions (including 
start-stop and freeze-thaw events [38], while keeping a decent electrical performance over time. 
However PEMFC systems can lose electrical performance (decrease of 
,4DD in equation I-10) due to 
reversible or irreversible failures of one or more of its materials constituting the MEA [59, 60].  
1. Platinum instability under PEMFC operation 
 The degradation of platinum nanoparticles occurs through their electrochemical dissolution 
(
E@E@
 = 1.18 V vs. NHE at T = 298 K), possible at the cathode of a PEMFC under high voltage 
(and accelerated by potential transient conditions [61-64]) due to the low but finite equilibrium soluble 
platinum concentration (+II or +IV oxidation state) as shown in Figure I-10A. The dissolution of Pt is 
believed to proceed either by the direct electrochemical dissolution from the metallic phase [59, 65, 
66]: 
    	                    Eq. I-11 
or via the formation of oxidized Pt (in the form of a 2D adsorbate phase or a 3D subsurface oxide) and 
its subsequent chemical dissolution: 
  F  A  F
  F	                           Eq. I-12 
A  F
  A  F                  Eq. I-13 
or via the reduction of the oxide [67]: 
  
  	    G                  Eq. I-14 
 The reduced stability of the Pt-based nanoparticles compared to bulk Pt is related to the 
increasing fraction of low-coordinated atoms with the decrease of their size. Indeed, low-coordinated 
atoms possess higher surface free energy than the atoms contained in the bulk material [61]. The 
excess surface energy affects the chemical potential per metal atom, as shown by the Gibbs-Thompson 
relation: 
HI  HI  J 
KLMNLM
0
                 Eq. I-15
where HI  J is the chemical potential of the bulk Pt phase, r is the radius of the Pt nanoparticle,
OE@ is the surface tension andPE@ is the molar volume of bulk Pt. Equation I-15 shows that the 
chemical potential of a Pt atom in the smaller grain r is higher than in the bulk and consequently larger 
grains will grow at the expense of the smaller ones. This phenomenon is known as Ostwald ripening. 
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In electrochemistry, the Gibbs-Thompson relation translates into a size dependency of the redox 
potential (Mz+/M) for a given metal M [68]: 

I  
I  J 
KQRNQR
ST0
                 Eq. I-16 
where F is the Faraday constant. Equation I-16 nicely explains the preferential dissolution/redeposition 
of the smallest platinum nanoparticles observed during PEMFC operation [66]. Once produced at the 
PEMFC cathode [61-64, 69-71], Ptz+ (z = 2 or 4) ions can: 
 redeposit electrochemically on larger Pt nanocrystals. This mechanism does not lead to a loss 
of platinum mass in the electrodes but to the increase of the mean particle size (Figure I-10B) 
and so to a decrease of the electrochemical surface area. The decreased electrochemical 
surface area lowers the ORR mass activity (the catalytic activity expressed per gram of Pt) and 
so increases the   !! term in equation I-10 (assuming the ECSA loss is not counterbalanced 
by the positive effect of the nanoparticle growth).
 be transported through the ionomer phase of the cathode/membrane following the electro-
osmotic drag or the chemical diffusion, before being chemically reduced by hydrogen crossing 
over the membrane. It has also been suggested [63] that chloride ions (commonly used for the 
synthesis of metal nanoparticles), fluoride or sulphate ions (membrane/ ionomer degradation 
products) may promote the migration from the cathode to the anode of negatively charged Pt 
complexes. Diffusion/migration of Ptz+ ions out of the cathode leads to a decrease of the 
platinum content and to the formation of the so called “Pt-band” in the PEM (Figure I-10C) 
[72-74]. 
A) C) i
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Figure I-10. (A) Equilibrium soluble platinum concentration as a function of the temperature and 
the cell voltage and (B) size distributions of Pt/Vulcan nanoparticles before/after potential sweeping 
in a MEA. Reprinted from Ferreira et al. [62]. (C) FEG-SEM images of (i) a cross-sectioned aged 
PEMFC MEA with (ii – v) higher magnification of Pt nanoparticles inside the PEM imaged by 
TEM. Reprinted from Guilminot et al. [63]. 
2. Carbon instability under PEMFC operation 
The equilibrium potential of carbon oxidation to carbon dioxide is 0
/ 2COC
E = 0.207 V vs. NHE at 
T = 298 K. This implies that carbon support materials are exposed to conditions which favor their 
oxidation in PEMFC cathodes: high values of the electrode potential, acidic environment (pH < 1), 
liquid (water) and oxidizing (dioxygen) environment, elevated temperature but also the presence of 
electrocatalysts such as (noble) metal nanoparticles. The mechanism of carbon oxidation remains 
intensively discussed since the early study of Kinoshita and Bett [75]. It has been suggested that 
carbon oxidizes to CO2 via a dual pathway including the formation of carbon surface oxides (indirect 
pathway) or the evolution of gaseous CO2 (direct pathway): 
C + 2H2O  CO2 + 4H
+ + 4e−     
UU
  = 0.207 V vs. NHE (T = 298 K)          Eq. I-17 
C + H2O  COad + 2H
+ + 2e−     
UU
 = 0.518 V vs. NHE (T = 298 K)          Eq. I-18 
COad + H2O  CO2 + 2H
+ + 2e−    
UU
 = - 0.103 V vs. NHE (T = 298 K)            Eq. I-19
It is believed that these two processes occur independently on the surface of carbon supports used in 
PEMFCs [76]. The carbon oxidation kinetics is rather slow at conventional operation potential of a 
PEMFC cathode, but is significantly increased for E > 1 V vs. RHE [76, 77] or during electrode 
potential transients [78].  
At the nanoscale, the oxidation of the carbon support is enhanced at the platinum | carbon 
interface, because platinum nanoparticles play a role of catalysts. Oxidation of the metal | carbon 
interface causes the detachment of the platinum nanoparticles. Once disconnected they can either (i) 
superficially diffuse and further coalesce/agglomerate with other Pt nanoparticles [62, 79-82] or (ii) 
stay electrically disconnected from the carbon support in the ionomer phase [62, 79, 80, 83, 84]. These 
phenomena result in a decrease of the ECSA [63, 85]. When occurring at large rates (e.g. due to 
numerous potential transient events), the carbon oxidation through the direct pathway causes a 
decrease of the cathode catalyst layer thickness (Figure I-11A and B) as well as changes in its porous 
structure, which in turns affects the transport properties of gas/liquids and increases the mass transport 
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Figure I-12. Pourbaix diagram for H2O2 formation and decomposition. Reprinted from Pourbaix 
[103] 
VI. Introduction to the work presented in this thesis  
It is clear from the introduction that several hurdles need to be overpassed to ensure the 
technological and economic viability of the PEMFC technology. One of the major difficulties is the Pt 
cost of the MEA [14]. The classical cathode (400 µgPt per geometrical cm
2) and anode (100 µgPt per 
geometrical cm2) Pt loadings must be reduced to meet economic viability. To reach this goal, research 
and development activities explored two strategies: (i) directly reducing the Pt loading in the CL, (ii) 
improving the Pt specific activity (SA, activity for the ORR per unit Pt surface area) of the cathodic 
reaction by a fine tuning of the physical (size, facet distribution and shape) and/or chemical structure 
(addition of one or more co-elements to platinum) of the metal nanoparticles. However, the question 
whether “out-of-equilibrium” large Pt nanocrystallites and Pt-alloys maintain their favourable 
electrocatalytic properties over time still remains opened [14, 38, 73, 104-111]. Unfortunately, most of 
the works conducted so far investigated the durability of Pt-based/C nanoparticles on short time scales 
(acid-leaching, voltage cycling in liquid or in solid electrolyte, short PEMFC testing), which are very 
useful, but do not provide a clear insight into the long-term degradation mechanisms of Pt-based/C 
catalysts. Also, a detailed picture of how Pt-based/C atomic structures, chemical compositions and 
morphologies are changing during PEMFC operation and how they influence the surface reactivity is 
still lacking.  
On this basis, in Chapter III, we will investigate whether a commercial Pt3Co-based cathode, 
which initially performs better for the ORR and present a lower platinum content than a pure Pt 
cathode, presents the required robustness for wide commercialization in PEMFC systems. 
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Chapter IV will be devoted to the understanding of the degradation mechanisms of Pt3Co 
catalysts in real PEMFC conditions. A special effort will be made to discuss and reconcile the 
conclusions obtained by different groups on such catalyst aged under accelerated tests or real PEMFC 
operation. 
As briefly evoked in the paragraph describing the durability issues of proton exchange 
polymers, the presence of metallic cations as traces in a PEM accelerates its chemical degradation. 
However, their influence on the ORR kinetics at Pt surfaces has only been scarcely studied and is not 
fully understood from a mechanistic point of view. This will be discussed in Chapter V and a special 
attention will be paid to the influence of Co2+ contamination on the ORR kinetics and mechanism.
Finally, although a few studies pointing toward localized degradation phenomena (e.g. relative 
to the PEM or CL) exist, it is striking to note that the PEMFC MEA is generally considered to age 
homogeneously. Knowing that oxygen is consumed and water produced/accumulated along the gas 
channel, in-plane heterogeneities i.e. from the location where gases are fed in to the position where 
they exit the MEA, are likely to develop, leading to uneven current distribution within individual 
MEA. Heterogeneities of ageing of Pt3Co/C catalysts (structure and composition) within a same MEA 
will be highlighted in Chapter VI. 
Before entering the chapter dedicated to results and discussions, Chapter II will provide a 
survey of the main experimental techniques used in the present work.  
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I. Stack aging 
 The PEMFC stack aging was performed by Axane at Sassenage (Isère, France). The cells and 
stacks designs are proprietary informations. However these informations are not necessary to 
understand the degradation mechanisms of the Pt3Co/C cathode catalyst. The PEMFC stacks were 
composed of 16 cells, 85 cm2 each, made of a Pt/C catalyst at the anode (platinum metal loading over 
carbon ≈ 50 wt. %; loading in the MEA, ≈ 0.2 mgPt cm
-2
MEA) and a Pt3Co/C catalyst at the cathode 
(platinum metal loading over carbon ≈ 50 wt. %, and loading in the MEA, ≈ 0.4 mgPt cm
-2
MEA). Two 
stacks were operated at constant current (either I = 20 or 50 A, translating into an average current 
density of j = 0.24 or 0.60 A cm-2, respectively) and one stack was operated in start/stop conditions (1 
h at j = 0.60 A cm-2 /1 h of stop), all other conditions being set identical. The cathode was fed with 
humidified air (65 % RH, 1.1 bar abs., gas stoichiometry of 2.5) and the anode with dry pure 
dihydrogen (0 % RH, 1.3 bar abs., dead-end mode ~ average H2 stoichiometry of 1). The gas flow 
rates were 3.2 and 33.2 NL min-1 for dihydrogen and air, respectively and were supplied in a counter 
flow mode i.e. the anode inlet facing the cathode outlet. This last information is essential for the 
discussion in Chapter VI about the aging heterogeneities within each MEA. The relative humidity 
(RH) was fixed at the gas inlet by an adequate choice of the humidifier and cell temperatures. Air and 
H2 purges were performed intermittently to remove the water produced at the cathode or 
nitrogen/water accumulating at the anode. Before the aging tests, all the MEA underwent a 
conditioning procedure in the stack, which consists of successive current steps (5 min each at I = 30 A 
and 45 A). The conditioning was stopped when a stabilization of the electrical performances was 
recorded (approximately 17 h). 
 For the stack operated in start/stop mode, during stop conditions, the gas flows were stopped 
for 1 hour, during which a valve sealed the anode and did forbid any air inlet through the anode gas 
channels. As the hydrogen permeability through the PEM is fast, the composition of the gases at the 
cathode changes rapidly from air to a mixture of air and hydrogen. Consequently, the potential of the 
cathode drops to an undetermined value located between the conventional open-circuit potential 
(OCV) under air (ca. 1 V vs. RHE) and 0 V vs. RHE. This process is accompanied by a transient 
pressure drop across the MEA, the overall pressure at the anode decreasing fast when H2 diffuses 
through the PEM; whereas the diffusion of air in the opposite direction is slower.  
 The stacks were disassembled after different life stages and some MEAs were removed and 
sent at LEPMI for physical, chemical and electrochemical characterizations. Those MEAs were 
replaced by fresh ones and the stack was then re-conditioned and re-operated until the next MEA 
sampling.  
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II. Single-cell testing 
PEMFC single tests were performed in collaboration with Air Liquid CRCD at Sassenage 
(Isère, France). The 85 cm² MEA were the same as those used for stack aging. Prior to the testing, the 
MEA underwent a 17 h conditioning procedure in a 6-cell PEMFC short stack, similar as in the stack-
aging procedure. The operating parameters (temperature, relative humidities, pressures, etc…) are the 
same than those used for the stack-aging. Polarization curves were recorded using Air/H2 reactants. 
The MEA high frequency resistance (RHF) was measured by electrochemical impedance spectroscopy 
(EIS) and cyclic voltammograms were recorded, as detailed in Chapter IV.  
 
III. Ex situ characterization techniques on the fresh/aged MEA cathode catalysts 
 The MEA used in the study were catalyst-coated membranes (CCM). In this preparation 
technique, an ink (suspension of the catalyst particles in water and/or organic solvent with addition of 
ionomer) containing the catalyst of interest is spread on a Teflon support and then transferred to the 
proton exchange membrane by hot pressing (decal method) or directly dispersed onto the membrane 
[1]. Then the catalyst coated membrane is sandwiched between 2 porous carbon papers or cloth 
supports, the gas diffusion layers (GDL) [2, 3]. A five layer MEA is then obtained (configuration A in 
Figure II-1). MEA prepared by the CCM procedure allow easy post-mortem analysis of the aged 
catalyst because the two GDL can be easily mechanically removed without detaching the catalyst 
layers from the membrane (configuration B in Figure II-1). It is also easy to scrap off the catalyst layer 
from the membrane with a razor blade, and to obtain a catalyst powder blended with the ionomer 
(configuration C in Figure II-1). The latter can be analyzed by TEM, STEM-HAADF, X-EDS, 
electrochemical techniques and ICP-AES. The PEM can also be used as a mechanical support to 
perform XRD and XAS measurements on the catalyst layer (configuration D in Figure II-1). Except 
when specified, all the characterizations have been performed in the specified region close to the 
cathode inlet region of the MEA. 
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Figure II-1. Schematics of the disassembly procedure used to analyze fresh/aged CCM MEA. 
 
IV. X-Ray Diffraction (XRD) 
 The X-ray diffraction technique is based on the interactions of X-ray photons with atoms 
arranged (periodically or not) in a 3 dimension structure. The incident monochromatic X-ray radiation, 
characterized by its wavelength??????, produces a Bragg peak if its reflections on the various planes 
interfered constructively, i.e. when the phase shift is a multiple of 2pi. This condition can be expressed 
by Bragg's law, which gives the angles for coherent and incoherent scattering from a crystal lattice: ?????? ? ?????????                    Eq. II-1 
where ???? is the diffraction order,????? is the characteristic distance between each (hkl) diffracting 
planes and ? is the angle between the incident ray and the scattering planes. If crystallites are less than 
approximately 100 nm in size, appreciable broadening of the diffraction peaks occurs. The quantitative 
relation between peak broadening by nanocrystals and the crystallite size was deduced by Scherrer in 
1918 [4]: ????? ? ?????????                    Eq. II-2 
where XRDd  is the crystal dimension normal to the diffracting planes, K the Scherrer constant (K = 
0.95), ??? the integral breath of the diffraction peak in terms of the 2θ angle in radians (the full width 
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at half maximum (FWHM) is frequently used), and θ is the angle at the peak maximum. Factors that 
influence the peak broadening are stress and strain effects, stacking faults, structural disorder and 
instrumental broadening. The later was measured under identical conditions on a reference sample 
(Si(111)) and subtracted before determination of the crystallite size of our samples.  
 A cylinder of ca. 1 cm2 was cut with a punch in the MEA (configuration D in Figure II-1) and 
analysed using a Philips TW 1730 vertical goniometer/ diffractometer equipped with a diffracted-
beam monochromator using Cu (K
a1) radiation (???? = 0.15406 nm). The values extracted from the 
(220) diffraction peak, the only one not overlapping with other diffraction peaks, are reported in the 
manuscript. This value was confirmed by comparing with three other diffraction peaks ((111), (200), 
and (311)). 
V. Electron Microscopy related techniques ? Three types of electron microscopy techniques i.e. that use a beam of electrons to illuminate 
the specimen and produce a magnified image, have been used to characterize the Pt-based catalyst 
powders: (i) by transmission (Figure II-2A), (ii) by transmission and high angle annular detection 
(Figure II-2B) and (iii) scanning (Figure II-2C). The following description of these techniques is 
largely inspired from Chatenet et al. [5]. 
 
Figure II-2. Scheme of (A) TEM, (B) STEM-HAADF and (C) SEM. Reprinted from Chatenet et al. 
[5]. 
A) B) C) 
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1. Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM) 
 A TEM (historically the first imaging device based on the use of electrons) is constituted of 
three main parts: (i) the electrons gun, used to accelerate the electrons at a high voltage (> 100 kV) in 
order to enable their transmission through a thin sample, (ii) the condenser and (iii) objective lens. The 
principle of a TEM approaches that of an optical microscope, electrons being used instead of photons 
and electromagnetic lens instead of optical lens. TEM images (2 dimensions projection of a 3 
dimensions sample) result from either a mass/thickness contrast (heavy elements absorb/scatter 
electrons more efficiently) or a diffraction contrast. The former is most important for non-crystalline 
materials such as polymers, whereas the latter becomes predominant for crystalline material and 
strongly depends on the crystallites orientation.  
 TEM observations were performed with a Jeol 2010 TEM operated at 200 kV with a point to 
point resolution of 0.19 nm. As TEM analysis is only possible for samples thinner than a few hundred 
nanometers (electrons have to go through the sample) [6], only catalyst powders and ultramicrotomed 
membrane-electrode assemblies can be imaged. For the preparation of the ultramicrotomed samples, 
small pieces (1 cm3) of the (fresh/aged) membrane electrode assemblies (configuration B in Figure II-
1) were first embedded in an Epoxy® resin and dried at T = 333 K for 3 days. Then the samples were 
sliced with an ultramicrotome (Leica® EM UC6) using a diamond knife (Diatome® ultra 35°) to obtain 
less than 100 nm-thick slices (between 70 and 90 nm depending on the sample, the thinner the sample 
the better for the observations). The fresh/ aged cathode catalyst powders were simply deposited on a 
copper grid baring a lacey carbon membrane for their observation.  
 The particle size distribution of each catalyst was reconstructed by measuring the diameter of 
at least 400 individual and round shaped particles from representative TEM images obtained at high 
magnifications (× 200 000). For each particle size distribution the number-averaged diameter Nd , the 
surface-averaged diameter Sd , and the volume-averaged diameter Vd were determined [7]:  
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li stands for the number of particles having a diameter di. Each diameter does not have the same 
meaning. The number-averaged diameter Nd is the mean diameter, the surface-averaged diameter Sd
is the diameter reported to the average surface area of the particle and is the most relevant parameter in 
electrocatalysis (where the surface area dictates the performance) and the volume-averaged diameter 
Vd is the diameter reported to the average volume of the particle; the latter is the most relevant 
diameter for comparison with XRDd  (see Equation II-2, for which the volume of the particle is 
contributing to the overall signal). 
 
2. High Angle Annular Dark Field (HAADF) imaging mode 
 In a TEM, transmitted electrons can be collected by a HAADF detector (see Figure II-2B), for 
which the intensity of the signal is a function of the atomic number Z of the observed sample, 
therefore providing chemical information at the atomic scale (atoms of higher atomic number scatter 
more electrons at large angle, producing a brighter image). This imaging mode is therefore very 
powerful to image multi-phasic or multi-atomic structures, such as core/shell nanoparticles used in 
catalysis [40, 41] or in electrocatalysis [42]. In first approximation, the image intensity at any point is 
proportional to the product of the number (B) of atoms electrons have gone through and the square of 
the average atomic number Z of the atoms constituting the column:  
I = k B Za                     Eq. II-6 
where k is a fixed coefficient (a ≈ 1.8 – 2). The experimental intensity profiles (determined with 
Digital Micrograph®) of each particle imaged by STEM-HAADF are then compared with theoretical 
ones calculated for specific particle structures. Pt-Co/C catalyst powders were observed in HRSTEM-
HAADF imaging mode on a FEI-Titan microscope equipped with a Cs probe corrector providing a 
probe size in the order of 0.1 nm. A 200 kV electron acceleration voltage was chosen in order to 
minimize the nanoparticle damage under the electron beam. 
 
3. Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) 
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Imaging with SEM consists of sweeping a finely focused electron beam over a conducting 
sample. The beam energy can be varied between 1 and 40 keV. Upon impingement on the specimen, 
the electron beam generates different signals, among which are secondary electrons (SE, sensitive to 
the surface topography), backscattered electrons (BSEs), which are used to observe the global 
structure of embedded MEA, and X-ray fluorescence. BSEs are electrons of the incident beam which, 
upon elastic scattering, escape the analyzed surface. The BSE intensity increases with increasing 
atomic number in the sample, resulting in a compositional contrast image, called Z contrast. While the 
resolution of conventional SEM ranges between 5 and 10 nm, it can reach 1 nm for the newest field-
emission gun (FEG)-SEM apparatus, for which the well-defined structure of the LaB6 cathode that 
generates the electrons enhances the obtained resolution. The scanning transmission electron 
microscopy (STEM) mode in a SEM, although of much lower resolution than a conventional TEM, 
can be used to image ultramicrotomed MEA cross sections (an in-lens detector is placed below the 
sample) at low magnification, which nicely complements the data originating from TEM.  
FEG–SEM images were obtained on a Zeiss Ultra 55 microscope, designed to maximize the 
imaging resolution at low beam energies. Embedded cross sections of the fresh/aged MEA 
(configuration B in Figure II-1) were observed to monitor the variations of the components thickness 
(catalyst layers and PEM) upon aging. For the preparation of the embedded cross sections, the MEA 
were first embedded in an Epoxy resin (dried under ambient air for 1 day), further polished with SiC 
polishing disk with small grain size (4000) and finally covered by a thin carbon film. Similar as in 
TEM, ultramicrotomed samples of the (fresh/aged) membrane electrode assemblies can be observed 
using the STEM mode in a FEG-SEM. To measure each average thickness of the MEA components, 
the number of pixels corresponding to each layer was integrated (with ImageJ®) prior to conversion to 
an equivalent thickness. The presence of platinum or cobalt (metal particles or ions) inside the PEM 
was first surveyed by observations at high magnification (× 5000) and then by local X-ray energy 
dispersive spectrometry (X-EDS) analyses.  
 
4. X-Ray Energy Dispersive Spectroscopy (X-EDS) 
X-EDS analyses basically consist of analyzing the energy of the X-rays emitted from the 
sample upon interaction of the electron beam with the inner-shell atomic electrons of the specimen. 
The spatial resolution of X-EDS is a few micrometers in SEM but can be smaller than 1 nm for TEM 
using the STEM mode. The FEG-SEM and TEM used in this manuscript were equipped for X-EDS 
analyses, performed with a Silicon Drift Detector (SDD).  
The Co and Pt atomic percentages (Co at. % and Pt at. %) of the Pt-Co/C catalysts were 
determined by X-EDS. During TEM and FEG-SEM observations, X-EDS acquisitions have been 
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performed at high primary electron beam energy (200 and 20 keV respectively), so as to excite the Pt 
Lα and the Co Kα transitions. The analyses were performed for 60 s on a large area of nanoparticles 
assembly, except when indicated, such as during line scan X-EDS associated with STEM-HAADF. 
 
VI. Inductively Coupled Plasma - Atomic Emission Spectrometry (ICP-AES)  
 ICP-AES is an analytical technique used for the detection of solubilised trace of metals. It is a 
type of emission spectroscopy that uses the inductively coupled argon plasma to produce excited 
atoms and ions that emit electromagnetic radiation at wavelengths characteristic of a particular 
element. The intensity of this emission is indicative of the concentration of the element within the 
sample (and has to be calibrated prior to the experiment).  
 The metal content of the fresh/aged cathode catalyst powders was measured by ICP-AES. 5 
mg of the cathode catalyst were first digested in concentrated aqua regia (volume ratio HCl/HNO3 
3/1) made from high purity acids (Suprapur®, Merck) at room temperature for at least 5 days. Part of 
the digestion solution was then pipetted and diluted so as to obtain a working solution containing ca. 5 
ppm of metal in diluted aqua regia (below 1 M HCl). The Pt and Co atomic content were determined 
by comparing three series of measurements for each working solution and a calibration plot made 
from standard samples. For that purpose, we used two Pt-related (λ = 265.945, 214.423 nm) and three 
Co-related (l = 228.616; 238.892; 230.786 and 236.38 nm) wavelengths. 
 
VII. Electrochemical experiments  
1. Electrochemical methods 
 During cyclic voltammetry measurements, the potential E imposed between the working and 
the reference electrode is swept linearly at a constant rate ? ? ??? ???  between two potential limits, 
while the current that flows between the working and the counter electrodes is recorded. The total 
current I recorded during CV is the sum of a faradaic and a capacitive contribution. The faradaic 
contribution ?? (the algebraic sum of all the faradaic currents) comes from charge transfer reactions 
(oxidation, reduction) at the working electrode. The capacitive contribution ??? does not involve any 
electrochemical reaction (charge transfer) and is caused by accumulation (or removal) of electrical 
charges on the working electrode and in the electrolyte solution at its vicinity. There is always some 
capacitive current flowing when the potential of an electrode is changing, and the capacitive current is 
zero when the potential is constant (provided the transient has elapsed). ? ? ? ?? ?????                     Eq. II-7 
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??? ? ??? ? ? ? ????                     Eq. II-8 
  Three types of cyclic voltammetry measurements were surveyed: (i) in supporting electrolyte 
(hereafter denoted as CV), (ii) during the stripping of one monolayer of CO adsorbed on the catalyst 
(hereafter denoted as CO stripping) and (iii) during the oxygen reduction reaction in quasi-stationary 
conditions (hereafter denoted as ORR).  
 
a. Cyclic voltammetry 
 The electrochemical processes that occur on Pt/C electrodes during a CV were detailed in 
Chapter I. CV in argon-saturated supporting electrolyte were recorded while the potential of the 
working electrode was scanned between 0.05 V vs. RHE and 1.23 V vs. RHE at v = 0.020 V s-1. When 
no additional informations are provided, the CVs shown in the manuscript were obtained after the 
complete stabilization of the signal, which normally requires 10 cycles. 
 
b. COad stripping voltammograms and measurement of the catalyst active area 
 For the CO stripping technique, first carbon monoxide was purged in the electrolyte for 6 min 
at a constant electrode potential E = 0.1 V vs. RHE, allowing its adsorption (chemisorption) on the 
platinum surface (COad). This adsorption can be a-top (one CO molecule adsorb on one Pt atom), 
bridged (one CO molecule adsorb on two Pt atoms) or multifold (the latter is not likely at large CO 
coverage) [8]. Argon was then purged in the electrolyte during 39 min to remove the CO molecules 
dissolved in the electrolyte, while keeping the potential constant at E = 0.1 V vs. RHE. The electrode 
potential was then cycled three times between 0.05 V vs. RHE and 1.23 V vs. RHE at v = 0.020 V s-1 
(the first potential scan enables the irreversible stripping of COad molecules; the second and the third 
are used to verify that all COad species have been oxidized in the first potential cycle). 
Thermodynamically, CO can be oxidized at low potentials (???????? ??-0.1 V vs. NHE), but as seen 
experimentally, this oxidation only proceeds for E > 0.6 V vs. RHE in acidic medium. Therefore, the 
COad monolayer electrooxidation into CO2 is thought to proceed following a Langmuir-Hinshelwood 
mechanism involving adsorbed COad and adsorbed oxygenated species OHad: ?? ? ??? ? ???????? ???? ????                  Eq. II-9 ???????? ? ???????? ? ??? ????? ? ?? ? ??              Eq. II-10 
Assuming that (i) all CO molecules are adsorbed in an a-top configuration and (ii) a full coverage of 
the Pt surface by CO molecule is reached, the Pt electrochemical active surface area can be calculated 
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via the coulometry of the electrochemical CO oxidation reaction. The measurement of this coulometry 
was achieved by subtracting the third to the first potential cycle [9]. The electrochemically active 
surface area of Pt-based/C catalysts can be then calculated assuming two electrons exchanged and a 
charge density of 420 μC per cm2 for the CO oxidation, a common value for bulk Pt (and assumed to 
hold true for Pt-Co/C catalysts). This reaction is also widely studied and has strongly advanced the 
understanding of structural and size effects in fundamental electrocatalysis [8, 10-13]. 
 
c. ORR voltammograms and measurement of the catalyst specific activity 
 When O2 is purged in the cell and the working electrode polarized (E < 1 V vs. RHE) the 
processes that rule the ORR (?????) are either kinetic (charge transfer limited) at low overpotential or 
O2/mass transport related at large overpotential, as described in the Koutecky-Levich model [14]: 
?????? ? ?????? ? ?????                  Eq. II-11 
For a single step redox reaction where ? electrons are exchanged, the potential-dependant kinetic 
current is given by: ?? ? ? ? ???                   Eq. II-12 ????? ? ??? ?????????? ??? ????????? ? ? ?????????? ??? ?????????? ??            Eq. II-13 
where F is the Faraday constant, S the surface of the electrode, ??? and ???? the oxidation and 
reduction kinetic constants, ?????? and ?????? the oxidant and reductant interfacial concentrations, ??? and ???? the symmetry factors (??? ???????=1), T the temperature (in K) and R the gas constant. 
 The O2 mass transport related term is a straightforward function of the O2 concentration near 
the electrode: convection and diffusion in solution greatly impact this term. In order to have the 
control of this term and therefore to access ORR kinetic currents, measurements are always performed 
in oxygen-saturated environment, usually with rotating disk electrodes, the angular rotation velocity ? 
(in rad s-1) of which can be controlled to fix the diffusion and convection properties close to the 
electrode surface. As the disk turns, some of the solution described as the hydrodynamic boundary 
layer is dragged by the spinning disk and the resulting centrifugal force flings the solution away from 
the centre of the electrode. Solution flows up, perpendicular to the electrode, from the bulk to replace 
the boundary layer. This translates into a laminar flow of solution towards and across the electrode. 
The region close to the electrode interface (δRDE) is therefore known to be under diffusion control: ???? ? ???? ? ???? ? ???? ? ?????                Eq. II-14 
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With the law of conservation of mass that links the current to the flux of species, the analytical relation 
between the O2 mass-transport-limited current and the angular rotation rate of the RDE (Levich 
criterion) is: ???? ? ???? ? ?????????????????????              Eq. II-15 
where ??? (in mol cm-3) is the oxygen solubility in the electrolyte, ??? the oxygen diffusion 
coefficient in the electrolyte (in cm2 s-1) and ? the kinematic viscosity of the electrolyte (in m2 s-1). 
 In electrocatalysis it is convenient, when comparing the electrocatalytic properties of two 
catalysts for a given electrochemical reaction, to look at their specific activities (the kinetic current per 
real cm2 of catalyst) or mass activities (the kinetic current per mass of catalyst) at a given potential. 
For the ORR, the mass and specific activities are usually reported at E = 0.85 or 0.9 V vs. RHE. In 
RDE measurements, the kinetic limited current can be easily extracted from the total current with the 
following relation: 
????? ? ????????????????????                Eq. II-16 
 Quasi-stationary ORR voltammograms were recorded in oxygen-saturated solution while the 
potential was scanned downside between 1.1 and 0.4 V vs. RHE at v = 0.001 V s-1 (to minimize the 
contribution of the capacitive current) after the potential was hold 1 min at E = 1.1 V vs. RHE (except 
in Chapter V where the potential was scanned positively between 0.4 and 1.05 V vs. RHE at v = 
0.001 V s-1). After correction from the ohmic drop in solution [15], the ORR kinetic current at E = 
0.85 V vs. RHE was determined by dividing the measured current by the electrochemically active 
surface area of the catalyst obtained by the CO stripping technique. 
 
2. Preparation of the inks and of the porous electrodes 
 Electrochemical characterization was performed in a three-electrode cell thermostated at T = 
298 K in 0.1 M H2SO4 using an Autolab PGSTAT302N potentiostat. All the glassware was cleaned by 
immersion in a H2SO4:H2O2 mixture overnight and thoroughly rinsed with MQ-grade water. Solutions 
were prepared from ultrapure water (Milli-Q grade, 18.2 MW cm, 1-3 ppb TOC) and H2SO4 (Suprapur, 
Merck). In the three electrode configuration the working electrode was either (i) a rotating disk 
electrode (RDE) composed of the cathode catalyst powder deposited as a thin-film on a glassy carbon 
disk (Sigradur, 0.196 cm2), a rotating ring-disk electrode (RRDE) or (iii) a ultra-micro electrode with 
cavity. The counter-electrode was a flame-annealed Pt foil and the reference electrode was a freshly-
prepared reversible hydrogen electrode (RHE). 
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a. Porous RDE 
 CO stripping, ORR and cyclic voltammograms were all recorded with the porous RDE 
technique, except when specified. All porous RDE were prepared according to a home-made 
procedure first introduced by Gloaguen et al. [16, 17]. First, an ink was prepared with 5 mg of the 
cathode catalyst powder, 54 µL of 5 wt% Nafion® solution, 2.4 mL of MQ-grade water (18.2 MW cm-
1) and 20 µL of ethanol. After homogenization in an ultrasonic bath, an aliquot of 20 µL was deposited 
onto the polished glassy carbon disk of the RDE and sintered for 5 minutes at T = 383 K to ensure 
evaporation of the Nafion® solvents. The optimal catalyst loading that has to be loaded onto the glassy 
carbon disk (GC) to (i) ensure 100% utilization of the electrocatalyst, (ii) obtain the theoretical 
diffusion-limited current predicted by the Levich equation on a Pt disk electrode of the same 
geometrical area, (iii) avoid mass-transport limitations within the thin-film electrodes and (iv) make 
sure that the specific activity is not depending on the mass of Pt–Co/C loaded onto the electrode, was 
determined to be 30 μgPt-Co per cm
-2 of electrode [18]. Finally the working electrode was immersed in 
the electrochemical cell at a controlled potential of ca. E = 0.10 V vs. RHE. 
 
b. Porous Rotating Ring Disk Electrode (RRDE) 
  RRDE experiments were performed to determine the number of exchanged electrons in the 
ORR by quantifying at the ring the amount of dihydrogen peroxide produced at the disk. The ORR 
takes place on the central disc electrode and the produced H2O2 is either oxidized or reduced on the 
concentric ring electrode, depending on the potential of this electrode [19]. The disc and ring currents 
(?? and ??, respectively) were recorded as a function of the disc electrode potential ??. The average 
number of exchanged electrons ??? (equation II-20) was calculated from the charge (equation II-17 
and II-18) and mass (equation II-19) balance equations. The collection efficiency N of the RRDE tip 
was determined using a standard method with the [Fe(CN)6]
4-/[Fe(CN)6]
3- redox couple (N = 16 %). 
The two- and four-electron disc currents are ???? and ???? respectively. In this methodology, the 
current related to the reduction of dihydrogen peroxide into water is assumed to be negligible, or 
included in the four-electron disc current: ???? ?? ???                    Eq. II-17 ?? ?? ???? ??????                  Eq. II-18 
????? ?? ????? ? ?????                   Eq. II-19 
The number of exchanged electrons is then function of the ring and disk currents with: 
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??? ? ???????? ??                    Eq. II-20 
The RRDE was a PINE analytical rotator with a glassy carbon disc (radius r = 5 mm, coated with a 
catalyst ink as in the porous RDE technique) and a bulk Pt ring (inner radius r = 5.2 mm; outer radius r 
= 6 mm). The ring potential (Ering) was set at E = 1.23 V vs. RHE to oxidize the H2O2 species, no other 
faradaic reaction being possible at this electrode potential. 
 
c. Ultramicroelectrode with cavity (UMEC) 
 The cavity microelectrode, provided by the ‘‘French CNRS UMEC Network’’, consisted of a 
gold microelectrode (50 µm in diameter) sealed in a large glass tube (8 mm in diameter). A small 
cylindrical cavity (35 µm in diameter and 30 µm in depth) was obtained by LASER ablation of the 
gold wire. Filling the cavity was achieved using the UMEC as a pestle in an agate mortar containing a 
small amount of Pt/C powder (30 wt. %, E-TEK) without any polymer additives. Compared to the 
porous RDE technique used to characterize the Pt-based/C electrocatalysts, the use of UMEC allows 
to work with a low content of material, and suppresses the ohmic and capacitive effects originating 
both from the large thickness of the composite RDE electrodes [20, 21].  
 Similar as for RDE configuration, the contribution from the oxygen diffusion in solution must 
be corrected from the overall current in order to access the ORR kinetic current [14] : 
?????? ? ????????????                   Eq. II-21 
in which ?????? stands for the current density corrected from the diffusion in solution, ???? (A m-2 
geometric) is the limiting current density on the voltammogram and ? (A m-2 geometric) is the 
experimental current density. Moreover a correction has to be done in order to take into account the 
diffusion in the active layer using the macro-homogeneous model [17] (because the depth of the cavity 
of the UMEC is in the same range as its surface area) : 
?????? ? ?????????? ???? ? ???????????? ???????? ? ?????????????            Eq. II-22 
where ?????? (A m-2 geometric) is the experimental geometric current density given as a function of the 
electrode potential from Eq. II-21, ??????? (A m-2 geometric) is the true kinetic current density corrected 
from the oxygen diffusion in the solution and in the active layer, ?? ? ???????????? , ? ? ?? ?????m is the active layer depth. The Tafel plot is then calculated by taking into account the roughness 
factor?? ? ?????????????????????.  
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d. Solid State Cell (SSC) 
 A home-made SSC was developed to measure the electrocatalytic activity of Pt-based/C 
electrocatalyst in contact with a proton conducting membrane. The design and principles of the SSC 
was inspired from the pioneering works of Parthasarathy et al. [22]. The use of this cell is motivated 
by the idea that the electrocatalytic behaviour of a catalyst in liquid supporting electrolyte differs in 
some points to its behaviour in a PEMFC environment, mainly due to the strong adsorbing anions in 
liquid electrolyte that do not perfectly mimic the low adsorbing behaviour of the sulfonate moieties of 
a PFSA membrane. This SSC consists of a PEM (Nafion® 117, 1100 g mol-1 EW), an ultra-micro 
electrode with cavity pressed on one of its side and a Pt counter electrode and a reference electrode (a 
RHE) pressed on its other side. The cell was operated under controlled atmosphere, and allows 
examining the activity of Pt/C for the electrochemical CO oxidation and the ORR. To ensure optimal 
proton conductivity between the working and the reference electrodes, gases are humidified before 
being purged in the cell (T = 333 K). Preliminary tests have shown a good concordance between the 
specific activities for the ORR on a Pt/C catalyst recorded in this cell and in a fuel cell [23].  
 
VIII. X-ray Absorption spectroscopy (XAS) 
1. Principles 
 XAS is a characterization technique, chemically resolved, that enables the determination of the 
local geometric and electronic structure of a material. In this technique a monochromatic light, 
characterized by a given energy E in the X-rays domain and intensity I0, is focused on a material 
(Figure II-3A). When the energy of the monochromatic light is high enough, the corresponding core 
electrons of all the atoms having the same Z number will leave their energy level and move up to a 
state above the Fermi level (Figure II-3B). For a 3d transition metal such as cobalt (electronic 
configuration [Ar] 3d7 4s2,) the core electrons we are talking about are located within the 4s2 level and 
will need an energy of approximately E0 = 7700 eV, defined as the K absorption edge, to be excited. 
As the energies used to excite core electrons are high (E = 0.1-100 keV), XAS experiments can only 
be performed with Synchrotron radiation. However, for atoms with higher Z, such as platinum 
(electronic configuration [Xe] 4f14 5d9 6s1), the electrons located at the K edge need too much energy 
to be excited (E0 = 78395 eV) and thus it is more common to excite the electrons that are located 
within the 2p3/2 level (E0 = 11560 eV corresponding to the L3 edge) and to monitor the interactions of 
these electrons with the surrounding matter. During XAS experiments, the sample is scanned in a 
range of energy, from close below (-100 eV) to well above (+1000 eV) the absorption edge. We were 
interested in the interactions of the excited electrons, once located above the Fermi level, with the 
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neighbours of the absorbing atom, and which lead to a modification of the transmitted photon flux 
intensity It as a function of the photon energy (Figure II-3A). 
 
Figure II-3. Simplified scheme of (A) a XAS experiment and (B) a focus at the atomic level of an 
atom excited by a flux of photons.  (C) Simple (in red) and multiple (in blue) scatterings are shown 
in example of the type of path that can take the photo-electron. 
Each absorbing atom in a system is characterized by its absorption coefficient µ(E) function of 
the incident photon. In a transmission XAS experiment, this absorbing coefficient can be determined 
with the flux of incident I0 and transmitted photons through the sample (having a thickness e) It: 
????? ? ???? ????? ?????? ?                 Eq. II-23 
In the case of diluted samples, the fluorescence photon flux intensity If, measured at 90° of the 
incident beam, is recorded. This flux of X-ray fluorescence signal originates from the fact that, as soon 
a core electron is excited above the Fermi level it leaves an empty place in a core level, which has then 
a strong probability to be filled with an electron located at a higher energy level, accompanied by the 
emission of a fluorescence photon, whose energy is typical of the absorbing atom. The absorption 
coefficient measured in fluorescence mode is given by the following expression: 
???? ? ????? ??????                   Eq. II-24 
The absorption coefficient ? is calculated following the Fermi’s golden rule. It is a general formulation 
for a system transiting from a fundamental non-excited state to an excited state. With the hypothesis of 
a uniform electric field at the scale of the atomic orbital, the adsorption coefficient can be written as 
follow: 
If 
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????? ? ??????? ? ?????????? ? ?? ? ???                Eq. II-25 
where ?????? ? ?????? is a matrix translating the probability of transition between an initial ? (before 
absorption) and a final ? atomic state (after absorption), ??  is the vector of the electric field, ? is a 
space operator, ???? ? ?? ? ??? is a Dirac distribution indicating the conservation of the energy of 
the system, ?? is the absorption energy, ?? is the kinetic energy of the photoelectron. 
 Practically, each X-ray absorption spectrum (? ? ?????, with E the energy of the incident 
photons, can be divided visually into two regions/regimes (Figure II-4A), below and above the 
absorption edge, but in practical, the two regions of interest are located: (i) near the absorption edge 
(about ± 100 eV from the absorption edge), referred to as the XANES region (X-ray Absorption Near-
Edge Spectroscopy) or (ii) well above the absorption edge (+80 eV from the absorption edge), referred 
to as the EXAFS region ( Extended X-ray Absorption Fine Structure). XANES is strongly sensitive to 
the oxidation state and coordination chemistry of the absorbing atom, while EXAFS is used to 
determine distances, coordination number, disorder and chemical environment of the absorbing atom 
neighbours. The oscillations in the EXAFS region are coming from the constructive and destructive 
interactions between the waves describing the emitted and the back-diffused photo-electron by the 
closest neighbours of the absorbing atom (Figure II-3C). In this manuscript we have focused on the 
EXAFS region/oscillations analysis for the main reason that the electrons ejected right above the 
absorption edge (XANES) have a long mean free path that enable probing the matter that surrounds 
the absorbing atom up to + 25 Å. In the case of small nanoparticles, this distance can correspond to the 
mean particle size, and thus results that are contained within the XANES are too difficult to be 
discussed quantitatively as they imply to have a good knowledge of the materials within these 
characteristic distances. In the EXAFS region the electrons have a lower mean free path and they 
probe the matter down to 5 Å. 
In EXAFS, we are modelling the oscillations?????, resulting from the electron-matter 
interactions, obtained from the experimental absorption spectrum (????) subtracted from an ideal one 
(?????) corresponding to the absorption of one single isolated atom (Eq. 4). This step is the most 
critical in the whole EXAFS calculation as the ????? term is unique and function of the experimental 
spectrum. This removal of the background was performed with the Athena software . ???? ? ?????????????????                   Eq. II-26 
Typically, EXAFS oscillations are expressed as a function of the k wave vector of the photo-electron: 
? ? ???????????                   Eq. II-27 
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The characteristic EXAFS oscillations are then presented in Figure II-4B as a function of k. 
This signal is weighted by a factor kx (x = 1, 2 or 3, in this work x = 2). This factor is used to exalt the 
EXAFS oscillations in a specific range of k values. The EXAFS signal ???? is the sum of sinusoidal 
signals. Its mathematic description can be obtained after simplification of Fermi’s golden rule. In the 
case of a K edge, the EXAFS signal simplifies as follows: 
???? ? ??? ??????? ? ??????? ? ???????? ? ?????? ??????? ???? ???????            Eq. II-28 
This EXAFS equation is the sum over different j terms corresponding each to the contribution of one 
atomic shell. In this sum there are theoretical calculated values ????? ??,? ???? and λ which are 
respectively, the effective back-scattering amplitude, the effective scattering phase shift and the 
electronic mean free path respectively and structural parameters that we want to determine (??, ??, ?? 
which are the coordination number in the shell j, the mean squared displacement or Debye Waller 
parameter and the interatomic distance between the absorbing atom and any atom in the shell j 
respectively). As this equation is a sum of sinusoidal terms, by taking the Fourier Transform of the 
EXAFS signal, we obtain a signal in the R space where each peak corresponds to the contribution of 
one shell of interaction (in Figure II-4C). These interactions can be simple, an electron ejected 
interacts with one neighbouring atom and is then retro-diffused to its initial position (see the red path 
in Figure II-3C that can contribute to the red shell highlighted in Figure II-4C), or multiple (see the 
blue path in Figure II-3C that can contribute to the blue shell highlighted in Figure II-4C). The number 
of equivalent paths corresponds to the number neighbour. 
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Figure II-4. (A) Absorption spectrum pattern ???? at the K edge of a Co foil (in black). The 
background function ????? representing the absorption of an isolated atom is shown in red. The 
XANES and EXAFS regions are highlighted in orange and blue respectively. (B) k
2
 weighted 
EXAFS spectrum? ???. (C) Fourier transform of the k2 weighted EXAFS spectrum. The first and 
following shells of calculation are circled in red and blue respectively. 
These peaks are then fitted with the software Artemis  to extract the structural parameters cited 
above corresponding to each shell of interaction. In our case we will limit the calculation of the 
structural parameters to the first shell of interaction. All the experimental standard deviations have 
been set at ± 10 % for the coordination numbers and ± 0.01 Å for the lattice parameters. This is the 
best resolution (function of the optics, detectors, etc.) we can obtain experimentally on this beamline, 
even though the standard deviation obtained on these parameters with the fitting software was much 
lower. When the fit indicated a greater standard deviation, this latter value was reported in the 
manuscript.  
More details on the XAS technique can be found in review papers [25, 26]. More information 
specific to the absorption beamline CRG-BM 30B, which stands for Collaborative Research Group – 
Bending Magnet) of the European Synchrotron Research Facility (ESRF), such as the type of 
monochromator (double Si(2 2 0) crystal with an energy resolution ΔE/E = 5.6×10−5  resulting in a 
beam size on the sample of about 0.3×0.3 mm2), or the type of detectors (incident and transmitted 
??????
??????
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signals were collected by Si diodes, and fluorescence counts by a CanberraTM 30 elements solid-state 
detector) can be found in Hazemann et al. and Proux et al. [27-29]. ?
2. Ex situ measurements 
 Fresh/aged Pt3Co/C catalysts (prepared following configuration D in Figure II-1) were 
investigated with X-ray absorption spectroscopy at the European Synchrotron Radiation Facility 
(ESRF) in Grenoble (French CRG beamline BM30B). These tests were performed ex situ (i.e. without 
electrode potential control) in the fluorescence mode. The measurements were performed at the Pt L3 
and the Co K edges.  The extraction of the atomic background of each signal was performed with the 
Athena software . The XANES spectrum qualitative analysis (edge energy, jump,…) and the 
extraction of the EXAFS oscillations were done with the software Athena . The fit of the EXAFS 
signals were performed with the software Artemis using a f.c.c. Pt3Co description path . 
 
3. In situ measurements 
 In situ XAS coupled to electrochemical tests were conducted in a home-made cell (Figure II-
5). This cell, made of Kel-F (homopolymer of chlorotrifluoroethylene), was designed to minimize the 
quantity of liquid electrolyte (which absorbs part of the XAS signal) through the path of the X beam. 
A circular gold current collector is used to connect the probed sample to the working electrode channel 
of the potentiostat. A platinum wire is used as a counter electrode and a deported saturated calomel 
electrode (SCE) as the reference electrode. These items, especially the platinum counter electrode, are 
maintained off the X-ray beams (incident and fluorescence). The cell is showing an angle of 45° with 
respect to the incident beam, which enables simultaneous recording in transmission and in 
fluorescence modes (the fluorescence detector is positioned perpendicular to the incident beam, while 
the transmission detector is in its continuity). The XANES and EXAFS shown in this thesis report 
have been extracted from the transmitted signal. The fluorescence signal was recorded to confirm the 
results obtained in the transmitted mode. The samples used in this part of the work were prepared by 
PaxiTech®. They are made of a Pt3Co/C (46 wt. % metal loading over high surface area carbon 
purchased at Tanaka Kikinzoku Kogyo (T.K.K.), as detailed in the following section) catalyst ink 
deposited as a catalyst layer on a membrane, similar as in a MEA configuration (configuration D in 
Figure II-1). A theoretical platinum loading in the sample of ca. 5 mgPt cm
-2 (assuming an atomic ratio 
Pt/Co in the catalyst nanoparticles of ca. 3) was calculated to be the optimized electrode loading to 
obtain an ideal absorption jump at the cobalt edge (??? ? ??? ? ?? ) to perform the observation at both 
the Pt L3 and the Co K edges. Experimentally, during operation while the cell is fulfilled with the high 
absorbing electrolyte, this absorption jump was ten times lower than expected at the cobalt K edge, 
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which was insufficient to perform in situ measurements at the Co K edge. Therefore, all the in situ 
measurements were performed only at the Pt L3 edge. 
 
Figure II-5. (A) Scheme of the XAS/electrochemical cell and (B) picture of the cell in operation 
taken at the beamline BM30B. During the fluorescence acquisition at the Co K edge, the external 
body of the cell made of stainless steel was removed to avoid any interference of the alloying 
elements of the stainless steel (Fe and Cr) with the cobalt content of our working electrode. 
 
IX. Preparation of the benchmark Pt3Co/C-skeleton and Pt3Co/C-skin catalysts 
The Pt3Co/C-skin and Pt3Co/C-skeleton used in this work were synthesized using a procedure 
similar as that used by Wang et al. [30]. Pt-Co nanoparticles, having a Pt/Co atomic ratio close to 3/1 
and a Pt content of 46 wt. %, supported on high surface area carbon (850 m2 gcarbon) were purchased 
from T.K.K.. The received catalysts were first immersed overnight in a stirred solution of 1 M H2SO4 
to obtain a Pt-skeleton catalyst. A fraction of this Pt-skeleton catalyst was then heat treated at T = 673 
K under ultra-high vacuum during 4 h to obtain the Pt-skin catalyst.  ?
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 Why platinum alloys catalysts are used for the ORR? I.
 In the early 70’s, platinum alloyed to non-noble (transition) metal were tested for the first time 
as ORR cathode catalysts in PAFC systems. Binary (PtV and PtCu) and ternary (PtCoCr, PtRhFe, 
PtIrCr, PtNiCo, PtFeCu, and PtFeCoCu) alloys demonstrated a two- to- threefold gain in both ORR 
mass and specific activities [1]. In addition, “diluting” Pt conveys undoubtable economic interest. 
Their implementation in PEMFC systems waited till the early 1990’s. The use of such alloys as 
catalyst for the ORR is however not innocent. At this time it was thought that the rate determining step 
in the ORR was the dissociation of the oxygen-oxygen bond, which is favoured when decreasing the 
interatomic distance in the crystallographic structure of the catalyst. In its ordered face centred cubic 
(f.c.c.) structure, the Pt lattice parameter is 3.93 Å. Pt-M alloys (with M the non-noble metal) present 
reduced lattice parameters compared to pure Pt. However one cannot get completely rid of the 
platinum content, because it confers an electrochemical/chemical stability to the alloy (most of the 
non-noble metals being thermodynamically unstable in the working potential window of a PEMFC 
cathode). One of the difficulties, from a fundamental point of view, that rose in the 1980’s and 1990’s 
was to understand how changes in the atomic composition (the atomic ratio between platinum and 
non-noble metal atoms) and the method of synthesis (with or without any chemical and/or thermal pre-
treatment) of the alloy affect the intrinsic ORR activity of the Pt-based alloys [2, 3]. These difficulties 
can be summarized into two major questions: 
Ø What is the real effect of a non-noble metal atom underlying a platinum surface on the 
electrocatalytic properties of the alloy?  In other words, is there another effect than the 
geometric effect (also called strain effect, which originates from the Pt overlayer lateral 
compression [4, 5]) that rules out the enhancement of the catalytic activity of the alloy? 
Ø What is, at any time, the surface composition of a Pt-alloy? 
 Answers to these questions came from studies on model surfaces. Indeed, the elucidation of 
surface composition and structure is more facile for extended surfaces, especially on single crystals. It 
has been shown that, more than a beneficial geometric effect (smaller bond length in a Pt-alloy than in 
pure Pt), there is also an electronic effect (also called ligand effect) originating from the decrease of 
the position of the d-band centre relative to the Fermi level [6]. This d-band centre is a key parameter 
in electrocatalysis, since it establishes chemisorption and electrocatalytic trends of metal surfaces. 
From density functional theory (DFT) studies, based on the assumption that changes in adsorbate 
chemisorption energies over different metals are related to the metal d-band centre, Hammer and 
NØrskov have shown that the strength of the metal-(hydr-)oxide bond can be evaluated for a given 
surface [7]. The prediction of the strength of the metal-hydroxide and metal-oxide bonds is of high 
interest as this cluster plays a crucial role in electrochemical reactions such as the ORR (by acting as a 
site blocking species and so lowering the rate of the ORR) [8] but also in the metal dissolution [9]. The 
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lower the d-band centre, the weaker the interactions with adsorbates and the better the catalyst for the 
ORR in PEMFC application. The most optimized configurations are obtained for Pt3Ni and Pt3Co 
surfaces (Figure III-1). The geometric and electronic structures of an alloy are specific to each alloy, 
as these two parameters strongly depend on the non-noble metal, the composition (atomic ratio Pt/non-
noble metal) and the structure (changes of the atomic composition from one atomic layer to another 
due to surface segregation of one of the element) (Figure III-1A and B) [10]. 
 
Figure III-1. Relationships between experimentally measured specific activity for the ORR on Pt3M 
surfaces in 0.1M HClO4 at T = 333 K versus the position of the d-band centre for Pt-skeleton (A) 
and Pt-skin (B) surfaces. The Pt-skin is obtained after a thermal annealing of the Pt-skeleton. 
Reprinted from Stamenkovic et al. [6]. 
 The same reasoning applies for nanometre sized alloy particles, although the control and 
determination of the structure and composition is more complex than for model single crystals 
surfaces. It has been experimentally confirmed that there were the same activity enhancement factors 
for the ORR over corresponding Pt catalyst from model electrodes to nanomaterials [11]. With state-
of-the-art Pt-alloy supported catalysts, there is a three-fold enhancement of the ORR specific activity 
but only a two-fold enhancement of the ORR mass activity, because Pt-alloy/C catalyst exhibit lower 
specific surface area than Pt/C catalyst [12].  
 Incommensurable data in the literature concern new synthesis methods, novel alloying 
elements tested, physical/chemical/electrochemical pre-treatments that enhance the electrocatalytic 
properties of Pt3M (with M a first row non-noble metal) nanomaterials [13-15]. Each of these alloys 
generates unique structures of unique geometric and electronic properties. However, very scarce 
studies focus on the electrochemical/chemical stability of such platinum alloy in the cathode 
environment of a PEMFC. A first work published by Antolini et al. gathers all the results published at 
the time regarding the stability of Pt-M/C alloy catalyst [16]. Many adverse results are presented; in 
particular, negligible [3, 12] and non-negligible non-noble metal dissolution rates are reported. The 
A) B) 
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dissolution of the non-noble metal atoms can have a positive effect (surface roughening [17, 18], 
improved electronic effect [2] or presence of cations in the electrolyte [19]), a negative effect 
(decrease of the ORR activity [20-22], metal cations in the electrolyte [10, 23, 24]) or even no effect 
[1]. However, even when a decrease of the performance of PtxCoy/C electrocatalysts was monitored, 
there was still a gain relative to Pt/C [12, 25, 26]. 
In order to clearly understand this disparity of results, the use of atomic resolved techniques is 
essential to get more information about the fine structure (local distribution of the alloying elements) 
of a Pt-alloy and its modification upon aging. Chen et al. were the first in 2010 to report the formation 
of a very few spongy particles in the cathode catalyst layer after 24 hours of intensive potential 
sweeping at 100 mV s-1 between 650 and 1050 mV vs. RHE, thanks to Scanning Transmission 
Electron Microscopy – High-Angle Annular Dark-Field  (STEM-HAADF) observations [26]. The 
authors associated the apparition of these spongy particles to the initial presence of cobalt-rich 
particles Pt<0.5Co>0.5/C, for which a great amount of Co is able to dissolve, leading to an almost pure Pt 
structure. More recently such observations were coupled with a mapping of Pt and Co obtained by 
electron energy loss spectroscopy (EELS) on tenths of Pt3Co/C particles [27, 28] and confirmed the 
heterogeneous redistribution of the platinum and non-noble metal atom within the nanoparticles, 
depending on the initial size of the particle.  
However, most of the studies conducted so far investigated the durability of PtxCoy/C particles 
on short time scales, with short-duration voltage cycling in liquid electrolyte or PEMFC, which are 
very useful but do not provide a clear insight into the long-term degradation mechanisms of Pt3Co/C 
catalysts.  
The aim of this chapter is to confirm whether or not Pt-alloy cathode catalyst meet the 
requirements in terms of robustness when used as cathode electrocatalyst in a PEMFC. To answer this 
key question, we will work on a commercial state-of-the-art Pt3Co/C catalyst. The initial structure of 
this catalyst will be first determined and compared to that of two model catalysts, the Pt-skeleton and 
the Pt-skin structures, which will be detailed in the following. Then, the commercial cathode catalyst 
will be operated in a 16 cell stack under different operating conditions for more than 1000 hours. 
Physical, chemical and electrochemical techniques will be used to correlate the changes of the surface 
reactivity of a Pt3Co/C catalyst with the changes of its fine structure upon degradation. 
 
 Initial composition and structure of the fresh Pt3Co/C catalysts II.
1. First insights by X-ray diffraction 
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 It is essential to determine the structure of the pristine Pt3Co/C cathode catalyst, to be able to 
discuss its degradation mechanisms upon aging in PEMFC stack. As discussed in the experimental 
section, the only information that was provided about this alloy cathode catalyst was its platinum to 
cobalt ratio, its metal loading on the carbon support (≈50 wt. %) and its loading in the MEA (≈ 0.4 
mgPt cm
-2
MEA). No information was available whether this cathode catalyst underwent any treatments 
(thermal and/or chemical) post-synthesis, which are believed to greatly influence the surface structure 
of the catalyst nanoparticles, and therefore its electrocatalytic activity.  
Post-synthesis chemical treatments basically consist of washing the fresh Pt3Co nanoparticles 
with an acidified H2SO4 or HClO4 solution at pH ≤ 1 in order to leach all the cobalt atoms located at 
the surface of the catalyst. Indeed, the Co/Co2+ redox potential is ????????? ? -0.28 V vs. NHE, which 
means that Co atoms are instable in a PEMFC environment. In addition, the enthalpy of mixing of Pt–
Co alloys [29] is too small to significantly upshift the Co/Co2+ redox potential. Assuming that after the 
synthesis platinum and cobalt atoms are randomly distributed within the nanoparticle (true for some 
synthesis methods), this ex situ pre-operation leaching avoids that a great amount of cobalt atoms 
leaches in the PEMFC (with harmful consequences, see Chapter V) as soon as the catalyst operates at 
the cathode. Acid-leaching is believed to lead to the formation of a very thin (1 or 2 atomic layers) 
pure platinum surface with similar structural properties (interatomic distance) than the unmodified 
Pt3Co core. The catalyst surface after such acid leaching is atomically rough and composed of low 
coordinate platinum atoms (having a smaller activity for the ORR and being more prone for a rapid 
dissolution). The obtained structure is often referred to as the Pt3Co skeleton (Figure III-2) [2, 4, 30-
32].  
 Post-synthesis thermal treatments can also be carried out in order to (i) reduce the number of 
low-coordinated Pt atoms and (ii) rearrange the surface layers of the alloy catalyst in terms of structure 
and composition. Indeed thermal treatments yield surface segregation of the platinum atoms, at the 
expense of the cobalt atoms, and thus formation of a pure platinum shell (from 1 to 4 monolayers thick 
[4, 26, 33] equating to 0.277 nm to 1.108 nm, depending on the duration, the atmosphere and the 
temperature at which the thermal treatment is performed [34]). This surface segregation upon 
annealing is obtained because, in the case of an initial Pt3Co alloy, as the heat of mixing is small and 
the heats of sublimation of the elements are similar, the strain energies become determinant and the 
surface is thus enriched in the larger atom (here Pt) [35]. DFT calculations of Hirunsit et al. confirmed 
that structures with pure Pt surfaces (Pt100/Co100/Pt50Co50 and Pt100/Pt50Co50/Pt75Co25) are the most 
stable configurations in vacuum [36]. The formation of a pure Pt surface upon annealing was 
confirmed on extended surfaces by low energy ion scattering (LEIS). The resulting surface atoms 
possess a larger Pt-Pt bond length than in a Pt3Co system, the latter however remaining smaller than in 
a bulk Pt nanocatalyst. The obtained structure, often referred to as the Pt3Co skin (Figure III-2), has 
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been evidenced to perform better for the ORR in acidic media than the as-synthesized Pt3Co and the 
Pt3Co skeleton structures. This result suggests that the unfavourable changes of the geometric structure 
of the annealed surface (larger surface bond distance than in a Pt3Co or Pt3Co-skeleton system) are 
largely counterbalanced by favourable modifications of the electronic (Pt-O(H) bond energetics) [32] 
and geometric structure (smaller proportion of low-coordinated atoms) of the annealed nanoparticle 
and emphasize some more the difficulty to deconvolute the complex interplay between strain and 
ligand effects [37-41]. 
 In order to get more information on the initial structure and composition of the commercial 
Pt3Co/C catalyst (denoted hereafter as “Pt3Co/C MDM”), we compare it, by XRD and XAS, to model 
Pt3Co/C skeleton and Pt3Co/C skin structures. A good knowledge of the initial structure is mandatory 
to unveil the degradation mechanisms. 
 
Figure III-2. Cross-sections of a homogeneous cuboctahedral Pt3Co nanoparticle, a “Pt3Co 
skeleton” obtained after a chemical treatment and a “Pt3Co skin” obtained after a thermal 
treatment. Colour key: platinum atoms-blue, cobalt atoms-red. 
 Figure III-3 presents the X-ray diffractograms of the Pt3Co/C MDM, the Pt3Co/C skeleton and 
the Pt3Co/C skin electrocatalysts. In these diffractograms, each peak corresponds to the diffraction of 
the X-rays by one of the crystal orientation of the polycrystalline catalysts. Their 2θ position is related 
to the averaged lattice parameter of the catalyst while their full width at half maximum can serve to 
calculate the average crystallite size [42]. When comparing the diffractograms of the different 
catalysts, we notice that the diffraction peaks shift towards smaller 2q angles for the skin with respect 
to the skeleton structure, indicating larger average interatomic distance for the former. Assuming that 
Vegard’s law applies to Pt-Co solid solutions, this translates into lower molar fraction of Co alloyed to 
Pt for the skin vs. skeleton structure (Table III-1). The mean crystallite sizes, determined from the 
Scherrer law using the full width at half maximum of the diffraction peaks, are similar within the error 
bar of the measurement (see XRDd  in Table III-1). This indicates that the thermal treatment used to 
form the skin surface (4 h at T = 673 K) does not lead to any significant coarsening/-agglomeration of 
the Pt3Co nanoparticles [43]. On the contrary, larger annealing temperature (T = 1000 K) used by 
Chen et al. [31] causes a severe coarsening/-agglomeration of the nanoparticles and so ECSA loss of 
Thermal 
treatment
Pt
3
Co skeleton Pt
3
Co skinPt3Co
Chemical 
treatment
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the catalyst (increase from 5.4 nm, equating to 52 m2 gPt, to 9.2 nm, equating to 30 m
2 gPt) [31]. Slight 
changes of the mean crystallite size are confirmed by the values of the mean particle size estimated by 
TEM (see Nd , Sd  and Vd  values in Table III-1). 
 
Figure III-3. XRD patterns of the Pt3Co/C MDM (black), the Pt3Co/C skeleton (pink) and the 
Pt3Co/C skin (khaki) catalysts. The insert is a zoom on the (220) diffraction peak. 
 Interestingly, the diffraction peaks of the commercial Pt3Co/C catalyst nearly superpose with 
those observed for the skin structure, suggesting similar average atom-atom bond length and similar 
atomic composition (see Table III-1). However, this result does not necessary implies that the Pt3Co/C 
MDM and the Pt-skin catalysts possess similar atomic arrangement (and a similar core-shell structure). 
As we will see later, X-ray absorption fine structure (EXAFS) spectra provide the number, the type 
and the distance of the backscattering atom surrounding the central absorbing atom and thus provide 
more information about the fine structure.  
Catalysts XRD TEM 
a(220) / nm XRDd  / nm at. comp. Nd  / nm Sd  / nm Vd  / nm 
Pt3Co/C skeleton 0.2706 4.6 Pt3Co 3.9 4.7 5.2 
Pt3Co/C skin 0.2725 4.3 Pt4.5Co 4.0 5.1 5.8 
Pt3Co/C MDM 0.2720 3.5 Pt4Co 4.2 4.8 5.3 
Table III-1. Physical parameters extracted from the XRD diffractograms and the TEM pictures of 
the Pt3Co/C MDM, the Pt3Co/C skeleton and the Pt3Co/C skin catalysts. 
 
2. X-ray absorption near edge spectroscopy measurements 
(111) (200) (220) (311) 
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XANES spectra provide a wealth of information about the oxidation state, the d-band density 
and the electronic environment of the absorbing atoms. To the best of our knowledge, only two groups 
compared the X-ray absorption behaviours of skin and skeleton structures. The first study, dated 2009, 
was made by Chen et al. [31]. A Pt3Co/C-skeleton, referred to as “AT-Pt3Co”, and a Pt3Co/C-skin 
obtained by annealing “AT-Pt3Co” at 1000 K for 3 h, referred to as “HT-AT-Pt3Co”, were studied at 
the Pt L3 and L2 edges (which allow the determination of the d-band vacancies) but not at the Co edge 
[31]. In the second study in 2011, Wang et al. performed in situ X-ray absorption measurements on 
various PtNi/C catalysts [34]. They tested three catalysts: as-synthesized PtNi/C, acid-treated Pt3Ni/C, 
and acid-treated/annealed Pt3Ni/C. The XANES spectrum were recorded at the Ni K and at the Pt L3 
edges at E = 1.0 V vs. RHE (open circuit potential conditions).  
In this study, Synchrotron X-ray absorption spectroscopy measurements were performed at the 
European Synchrotron Radiation Facility for the three catalysts of interest here. The measurements 
were carried ex situ at the Pt L3 and the Co K edges, which allows reconstructing the fine structure of 
the catalysts. Figure III-4 presents the normalized X-ray absorption near edge structure (XANES) 
spectra of the catalysts recorded at the Pt L3 (Figure III-4.A) and at the Co K edges (Figure III-4.B). 
The absorption edge E0 of each sample is defined as the energy at which the second derivative of the 
XANES spectrum equals zero (the first observed maximum of the first derivative). In the bottom part 
of the figures are shown the derivatives of the XANES spectrum as a function of the energy, which is 
more useful to comment the shifts of the absorption peaks (Figure III-4.B and D for the Pt L3 and Co 
K edges respectively). Figure III-4 shows no change of the oxidation state of the platinum atoms from 
one sample to another, in agreement with the observations of Wang et al. [34]. The position of the 
absorption edge for both catalysts is the same than for the Pt foil, E0 = 11563 eV. The intensity of the 
white line is smaller for the Pt3Co-skin than for the Pt3Co-skeleton catalyst, indicating a reduced 
amount of platinum oxides in the former structure. However, both alloyed structures are very close to 
that of the reference Pt foil. The differences between the Pt3Co-skin and the Pt3Co-skeleton 
nanocatalysts are more marked at the Co edge. Although no edge energy shift (same absorption edge 
E0 = 7720 eV on the Pt3Co/C samples and the Co foil) is monitored, there are great changes of the 
spectrum features, which can be rationalized by a change of the cobalt atomic arrangement in the 
nanoparticle, when comparing both Pt3Co/C samples to the Co foil (the Co foil has an hexagonal 
compact structure, the Pt foil and the Pt3Co nanoparticles a face centred cubic one), but also when 
comparing the Pt3Co-skin to the Pt3Co-skeleton, similar as in Reference [34]. A higher white line 
intensity was observed for the skin catalyst, contrary to what was evidenced in [34], for which the 
authors argued that a small amount of NiO exists underlying the highly corrugated Pt surface 
morphology in the skeleton catalyst, whereas subsurface Ni in the skin catalyst is well protected [34]. 
As we will further see from the EXAFS measurements, cobalt atoms do neither have oxygen 
neighbouring atoms in the skeleton nor in the skin structures. 
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 Similar as for the XRD measurements (Figure III-3), the XANES spectrum of the Pt3Co/C 
perfectly superposes with the spectrum of the Pt3Co/C-skin. This indicates that the atomic 
arrangements are very similar in the commercial Pt3Co/C and the Pt3Co/C-skin catalysts. 
 
Figure III-4. XANES spectrum of the Pt3Co/C MDM (in black), the Pt3Co/C skeleton (in khaki) and 
the Pt3Co/C skin (magenta) catalysts recorded at the (A) Pt L3 and (B) Co K edges. The 0 on the X-
axis corresponds to the absorption edge energy of the respective absorbing element E0. The spectra 
recorded with Pt and Co foils are shown for comparison (in grey). The derivatives of the XANES 
spectra are shown in B and D for the Pt L3 and Co K edges, respectively. 
 
3. Extended X-ray absorption fine structure measurements 
 We now focus on the EXAFS spectra measured on the three different catalysts. Figure III-5 
displays the k2 weighted EXAFS spectra (k is the wave vector) recorded at the Pt L3 (Figure III-5A) 
and at the Co K (Figure III-5B) edges. The EXAFS spectra have been all fitted within the same k-
range window (3.5 Å-1 ≤ k ≤ 11 Å-1). The minimal and maximal values of k were chosen as follows: 
below k = 3.5, the signals contained too much information from the XANES part of the spectra and, 
above k = 11, the signals were too noisy. The corresponding Fourier transforms (FT) of the k2-
weighted EXAFS oscillations measured at the Pt L3 and Co K edges are shown in Figure III-6. The 
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first shell corresponds to the peaks with radial coordinates comprised between about 1 and 3 Å. The 
structural parameters extracted from the fitting of these oscillations are separated into the contribution 
of the several A – B interaction shells, A being the absorbing atom (here Pt or Co) and B the scattering 
atom (Pt, Co or O). Table III-2 shows structural parameters extracted such as N the number of A - B 
nearest-neighbours, R the A – B mean distance, and σ2 the Debye-Waller factor that delivers 
information about the ordering of the crystallographic structure from the “absorbing atom point of 
view”.  
 
Figure III-5. k
2
 weighted EXAFS spectra of the Pt3Co/C MDM (in black), the Pt3Co/C skeleton (in 
purple) and the Pt3Co/C skin (in khaki) catalysts recorded ex situ at the (A) Pt L3 and (B) Co K 
edges. 
For the Pt3Co/C-skeleton, the values of the average first shell coordination number for a 
platinum atom (NPt = NPt - Pt + NPt – Co)
† and cobalt atom (NCo = NCo - Pt  + NCo – Co) are very close: NPt = 
9.5 ± 1.0 vs. NCo = 9.5 ± 0.9. Those numbers are less than the expected value of 12 for a bulk face 
centred cubic structure but can easily be rationalized by considering the nanometric dimension of the 
catalysts. Indeed, these coordination numbers equate to a mean particle of ca. 3-4 nm [44], in 
agreement with what was measured by XRD and TEM (Table III-1). Indeed, the fraction of low 
coordinated atoms (located at the surface) to the total number of atoms increases with a decrease of the 
Pt3Co/C particle size. For example, considering a 3.9 nm f.c.c. particle with cuboctahedral shape, 812 
of the 2869 atoms are located at the surface (≈ 30%) [45]. The fact that similar values NPt and NCo are 
† NA - B being the number of closest A – B neighbors 
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found indicates that the platinum and the cobalt atoms are randomly and homogeneously distributed 
within the Pt3Co/C-skeleton structure (same ratio of surface to bulk atoms for cobalt and platinum). 
However, considering the accuracy of the measurement, such values do not discard the possibility that 
a monolayer of pure platinum atoms exists at the extreme surface layer of the Pt3Co/C-skeleton 
nanoparticles.  
 
Figure III-6. Fourier Transform magnitudes of k
2
χ (k) EXAFS spectra at (A) the Pt L3 and (B) the 
Co K edges for the Pt3Co/C MDM (in black), the Pt3Co/C-skeleton (in purple) and the Pt3Co/C-skin 
(in khaki) catalysts. The full lines are the experimental data and the dotted lines are the fitted data. 
The results obtained for the Pt3Co/C-skin catalyst differ slightly. The average first shell 
coordination numbers differ, whether the Pt or Co atomic environment is considered: NPt = 11.1 ± 1.1 
and NCo = 7.4 ± 0.7. Similar observations (NPt > NCo) were derived from the EXAFS analysis on 
annealed Pt3Co/C particles by Lai et al [46, 47] and on annealed Pd-Co nanoparticles by Kim et al. 
[48]. The lower coordination numbers at the Co edge for the skin with respect to the skeleton structure 
is confirmed qualitatively when looking at the second shell of neighbours (Figure III-6B). According 
to Greco et al. [49], modifications of the cobalt atoms coordination number (whereas platinum remains 
unaffected by the thermal treatment) can be accounted for by considering that the EXAFS signals for 
the Co atoms are extremely sensitive to substitutional disorder, so their intensities can be used as a 
measurement of the ordering level. Interestingly, the Debye-Waller values (Table III-2) also indicate 
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that the Co local structure is more disordered (larger Debye-Waller values) than the Pt local structure 
(smaller Debye-Waller values), which may confirm the hypothesis of Greco et al. [49]. In this frame, 
the smaller cobalt average coordination number observed might sign different structures adopted by 
the Pt3Co/C-skin catalyst. For example, it may indicate that (i) cobalt atoms could have segregated 
toward the surface of the nanoparticle during the annealing procedure, as suggested by Lai et al. [46] 
or (ii) a phase transition from a face centred cubic (lattice constants a = b = c and angles α = β = γ = 
90°) to a face centred tetragonal (a = b ≠ c and α = β = γ = 90°) crystal structure could have occurred 
upon annealing, as suggested by Park et al. [50]. Such phase transition was also observed by 
Schulenburg et al. [51], but for higher annealing temperatures (T > 873 K) than the one used in the 
preparation of our Pt3Co/C-skin catalyst. The first scenario is in contradiction with theory and 
experiments [6, 35]. Regarding the second, a distortion of the lattice crystal induces a decrease of the 
number of the first closest neighbours, but platinum should have also been impacted by a phase 
transition, which is experimentally discarded when looking at the value of NPt. In this case, a lattice 
mismatch between the Pt-Co core and the pure Pt phase might also explain a decrease of the number 
of closest neighbours for the atoms located on the top of the core and directly underlying the pure Pt 
skin surface. Indeed, as the chemical treatment performed to obtain the Pt3Co-skeleton generates 
numerous surface vacancies, the thermal treatment, which induces the surface segregation of Pt atoms, 
might induces a flux of these surface vacancies from the surface to the core, in order to counter 
balance the flux of Pt atoms. However, this hypothesis could not have been verified in the time-frame 
of this thesis. 
The first-shell interatomic distances estimated from the analyses of EXAFS spectra (Pt-Pt, Pt-
Co and Co-Pt but not Co-Co) are found to be less contracted by 1 % in the skin than in the skeleton 
structure. The fact that the Co-Co bond length remains unaffected by the thermal treatment in the skin 
catalyst may be an indirect proof that the Co atoms are located in the core of the nanoparticle after the 
heat treatment (the Co rich core would remain unaffected by the relaxed Pt rich skin surface). It is also 
interesting to compare the value of the interatomic distances calculated by XRD (Table III-1) and 
those calculated by EXAFS (Table III-2). The value found by XRD matches the Pt-Pt distance found 
by EXAFS but is greater than the other interatomic distances (Pt-Co, Co-Pt and Co-Co) by 1 to 4%. 
Similar effect has been observed but rarely commented in the literature on Pt-alloy nanoparticles with 
high Pt atomic content of ca. ≈75 at. % [31, 52]. The interatomic distances found by XRD are larger 
than those calculated from the fitting of the XAS signals on Pt-alloy nanoparticles with low Pt atomic 
content (<50 at. %) [10, 53]. In comparison, the interatomic distances estimated by XRD and XAS 
agree in the case of pure Pt/C nanoparticles [10]. It is therefore reasonable to wonder if XRD, which is 
currently the most commonly used technique to measure lattice parameters and further build Volcano 
plot bridging the activity of faradic reaction to the interatomic distance of a catalyst is the most 
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appropriate technique to use when working with alloy nanoparticles that can display local 
heterogeneities of chemical composition/structure. 
 Interestingly, the structural parameters derived from the analysis of the EXAFS signals on the 
Pt3Co/C MDM (Table III-2) are essentially similar to those found on the Pt3Co/C skin catalyst. From 
the reasoning on the average coordination number (with NPt = 9.9 ± 0.8 vs. NCo = 6.9 ± 0.8) and the 
relaxed Pt-Pt bond length, it seems reasonable to think that the Pt3Co/C MDM catalyst has a core/shell 
structure, with a Pt-rich shell and a Co-rich core. However, the surface structure (where belong most 
of the Pt-Pt pairs) is slightly less relaxed than in the Pt3Co/C-skin while the inner core structure (where 
belong all the Co-Co pairs) is much more contracted, close to the structural parameters of a pure Co 
phase (dCo-Co = 0.257 nm). These differences might arise from different synthesis routes between these 
two catalysts or differences in the thermal annealing procedure (duration, temperature).  
 Summing up, in what follows, it will be considered that the fresh Pt3Co/C MDM catalyst has a 
structure similar to that found for the Pt3Co/C-skin catalyst. We will then comment the degradations of 
this catalyst in the light of the results found in the literature about core/shell platinum alloy catalysts. 
Table III-2. Structural and electronic parameters estimated on the Pt3Co/C MDM, the Pt3Co/C 
skeleton and the Pt3Co/C skin catalysts from the analysis of the EXAFS signals. The R-factor 
indicates the quality of the fit from which the data reported in this table are extracted. 
 
 Evolution of the structure-activity relationship for Pt3Co/C cathode catalysts upon aging III.
1. Evolution of the stack performance upon aging 
catalyst Shell N R / Å σ2 (x10-3) / Å2 ΔE0 / eV R-factor 
Pt3Co/C-skeleton 
Pt-Pt 5.8 ± 0.6 2.70 ± 0.01 4.4 ± 1.3 3.7 ± 0.6 0.00520 
Pt-Co 3.7 ± 0.4 2.65 ± 0.01 9.3 ± 1.9 6.3 ± 0.7 0.00520 
Co-Pt 5.1 ± 0.5 2.66 ± 0.01 4.6 ± 0.1 6.5 ± 0.1 0.00003 
Co-Co 4.4 ± 0.4 2.63 ± 0.01 15 ± 0.4 4.4 ± 0.2 0.00003 
Pt3Co/C-skin 
Pt-Pt 8.4 ± 0.8 2.73 ± 0.01 4.5 ± 0.6 5.1 ± 0.6 0.00089 
Pt-Co 2.7 ± 0.3 2.68 ± 0.01 15 ± 0.2 8.4 ± 2.4 0.00089 
Co-Pt 4.7 ± 0.4 2.67 ± 0.01 4.5 ± 0.4 5.9 ± 0.4 0.00127 
Co-Co 2.7 ± 0.3 2.63 ± 0.01 14.5 ± 0.8 3.7 ± 1.3 0.00127 
Pt3Co/C MDM 
Pt-Pt 5.3 ± 0.4 2.72 ± 0.01 5.0 ± 0.9 6.5 ± 0.8 0.0019 
Pt-Co 3.2 ± 0.2 2.65 ± 0.01 9.5 ± 0.2 7.2 ± 1.3 0.0019 
Pt-O 1.4 ±0.2 2.01 ± 0.02 4.1 ± 5 14 ± 2 0.0019 
Co-Pt 3.8 ± 0.4 2.67 ± 0.01 3.6 ± 0.6 5.1 ± 0.7 0.0079 
Co-Co 3.1 ± 0.4 2.59 ± 0.01 13 ± 1 -0.7 ± 1.2 0.0079 
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Figure III-7 presents the output cell voltage DEcell recorded in the course of the three PEMFC 
tests realized in this work. DEcell comprises the following contributions: 
DEcell = Ecathode - Eanode = DEeq - ½hanode½-½hcathode½- hohmic             Eq. III-1 
where Ecathode (respectively Eanode) is the potential of the cathode (respectively anode); DEeq is the 
equilibrium voltage; ½hanode½ and ½hcathode½ represent the anodic and cathodic overpotentials, 
respectively and hohmic is the sum of the ohmic losses due to the resistance of the proton-exchange 
membrane (PEM), the catalytic layer (CL), the gas-diffusion layers (GDL) and the contact resistance 
between the GDL and the flow-field plates. Since the anodic overpotential is small due to the fast 
kinetics of the hydrogen oxidation reaction (pure hydrogen was fed to the PEMFC stack) and the fast 
hydrogen mass-transport within the anode, and since the anodic catalyst undergoes no major 
degradation under operation, the term ½hanode½ is considered to be negligible and constant during the 
aging procedure [54]. Moreover, since all the MEA components undergo no major degradation at the 
micro-scale level i.e. no thinning of the proton-exchange membrane, the catalyst layers and the GDL 
due to carbon corrosion (see below), the ohmic losses are believed to be constant during PEMFC 
operation. Therefore, the variations of the potential of the cathode are believed to follow, in first 
approximation, those of the average cell voltage: it is thus assumed that the average cathode potential 
during PEMFC operation varies as Ecathode, 20 A-stat > Ecathode, 50 A-start/stop > Ecathode, 50 A-stat (Figure III-7). As 
we will see, this assumption is crucial to understand the structural and compositional changes of the 
Pt3Co/C nanoparticles over time.  
 
Figure III-7. Output potential difference averaged over 6 cells for the different PEMFC tests as a 
function of the operation time. Error bars represent the standard deviation. For the test performed 
at I = 20 A (j = 0.24 A cm
−2
), only the output cell potential of a single cell was measured after t > 
1007 h. 
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It is interesting to note that the MEAs reach their best electrical performance after t > 50 h, 
which may indicate an incomplete conditioning of the MEA. For longer operation durations, the cell 
voltage decays at a rate of approximately 130 μV h-1 for MEAs operated in constant current load of 
0.24 and 0.60 A cm-2. In the start-stop mode, the performance decay is 65 μV h-1 over the 327 hours of 
operation time (disregarding the 327 hours of stop). The performance decay observed in this work 
agrees with the observations of Xie et al. (54 μV h-1 under operation at j = 1.07 A cm-2 with a Pt3Cr/C 
cathode catalyst [55]) and Gasteiger et al. (60 μV h-1 under operation at j = 0.20 A cm-2 with a 
multiply leached Pt3Co/C cathode catalyst [12]) under similar operating conditions. Interestingly, the 
cell voltage decay is greater for stationary operation mode with respect to intermittent operation mode, 
the latter being subjected to frequent gas purges. The observed performance decay and the differences 
between stationary and start/stop aging procedures point towards a beneficial effect of the gas purging 
in agreement with the observations of Lee et al. [56] and indirectly evidence that a large part of the 
observed voltage degradation is reversible in the constant current tests. This is confirmed by the non-
negligible increase of performances after sampling of MEA (Figure III-7). These decays also sign an 
increase in the ORR overpotential ½hcathode½ over time and so a degradation (loss of catalytic activity) 
of the Pt-based cathode catalysts. 
 
2. Structural evolution of the cathode catalytic layer upon aging 
a. At the micrometer scale 
Figure III-8 displays representative FEG-SEM images of the MEAs in their initial state and 
after t = 1124 h of aging at I = 50 A. The anode and the cathode have similar thicknesses but can be 
distinguished in the backscattered electron mode, due to the higher metal loading of the cathode. 
Operating the PEMFC for t = 1124 h does not induce major variations in the thickness of the CLs. In 
particular, no cracks or cavities are observed, at variance with previous studies on pure Pt/C or 
Pt2CoCr/C-based electrodes operated in intermittent [57, 58] or stationary [55] mode, respectively. 
This result holds true for all the other aged MEAs. Under higher magnification, as observed previously 
with Pt/C-based cathodes [57, 59-61], metal nanoparticles are detected within the PEM, the density 
and size distribution of which depend on the distance from the cathode. X-EDS analyses performed 
locally on the PEM showed that those particles are pure Pt, evidencing that, whereas both Pt and Co 
elements are corroded from the cathode CL, only Pt can deposit in the PEM following reduction by 
crossover H2. 
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Figure III-8. FEG-SEM images of the (a) fresh MEA and the aged MEA operated for t = 1124 h at 
I = 50 A in stationary conditions: (b) whole MEA located in the cathode inlet with a special focus 
(c) in the PEM region facing the cathode. 
 
b. At the nanometre scale  
Figure III-9 presents the particle size distribution (PSD), determined from TEM observations, 
of the cathode catalyst in its native form, after conditioning and after different life stages in various 
operating conditions. From the particle size distributions, the number, surface and volume-averaged 
mean particle diameter were calculated (Table III-3). PEMFC operation yields (i) the decrease of the 
fraction of the smallest nanoparticles, (ii) the increase of the mean particle size and (iii) a significant 
tailing on the large diameter side of the histogram. These features indicate that, similar than for a Pt/C 
catalyst [59, 62, 63], 3D electrochemical Ostwald ripening governs the coarsening of the cathodic 
Pt3Co/C electrocatalyst. 3D electrochemical Ostwald ripening involves: 
i. Preferential dissolution of the smallest nanoparticles (larger Gibbs–Thomson 
energies).  
ii. Formation and redistribution of Ptz+ and Coy+ ionic species within the cathode CL 
(discussed in Chapter V).  
25 µm 
25 µm 1 µm 
A 
B C 
Cathode 
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Anode 
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iii. Electrochemical redeposition of Ptz+ ions onto the surface of the largest crystallites or 
chemical reduction by H2 coming from the anode of the Pt
z+ ions in the polymer phase 
(membrane or ionomer) that lead to the formation of the so called Pt-band in the PEM. 
SEM observations of the fresh/aged MEA confirm the presence of the Pt crystallites in 
the PEM [64-66]. Conversely, Coy+ ionic species can neither be reduced by H2 in the 
PEM nor by the electrochemical potential in the catalytic layer. The formation of 
alloyed Pt-Co particles in the PEM is also thermodynamically unfavourable because 
the enthalpy of mixing of Pt–Co alloys is low (~ -10 kJ mol-1, see [26]). The influence 
of Coy+ ionic species released by the corrosion of the fresh Pt3Co/C material on the 
ORR kinetics will be discussed in Chapter V. 
Faster PSD broadening (Table III-3) are monitored in intermittent relative to stationary 
operations, indicating that the extent of degradation of the cathode CL is more pronounced when 
high/low cathode potentials alternate during start-up/shut-down of the fuel cell, in agreement with the 
observations of Haas and Davis [67]. 
A consequence of the increase of the mean particle size is a decrease of the electrochemical 
surface area (ECSA) of the catalyst. From an electrocatalytic viewpoint, an increase of the mean 
particle size can lead to a decrease of the mass activity (in A g-1Pt) for the ORR because larger 
nanoparticles exhibit lower ratio between the number of surface / bulk atoms, meaning that fewer 
platinum atoms can act as catalytic sites [68]. These two reasons, namely the continuous loss of ECSA 
and mass activity, qualitatively explain why the ORR overpotentential ½hcathode½ is increasing and the 
PEMFC performances are decreasing during operation (Figure III-7).  
The decreased ECSA over time indicates that Pt3Co/C catalysts suffer the same durability 
issues as Pt/C catalysts. This agrees with other results obtained from accelerated ageing tests with 
either solid [26] or liquid electrolyte [69]. In particular, a recent Identical Location (IL)-TEM study 
coupled to electrochemical measurements shows that the ECSA of Pt/C and Pt3Co/C catalysts having 
initially the same crystallite size and identical carbon supports is decreasing at the same rate, 
suggesting no beneficial effect of alloying cobalt atoms on the stability of Pt-based nanoparticles [70]. 
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Figure III-9. Particle size distributions of the fresh/aged cathode electrocatalysts after PEMFC 
operation at constant current density 50 A (j = 0.60 A cm
-2
), 20 A ( j = 0.24 A cm
-2
) or in start/stop 
conditions (1 h at j = 0.60 A cm
-2
 /1 h of stop). 400 individual particles (not agglomerated) were 
measured in each case. 
 Fresh Cond. 50 A              50 A S/S 20 A stat. 
0 h 17 h 504 h 1124 h 327 h 522 1007 1341 
Nd  / nm 4.2 4.3 4.5 4.7 4.7 4.4 4.6 5.0 
Sd  / nm 4.8 5.1 5.2 5.5 5.5 5.0 5.3 5.7 
Vd  / nm 5.3 5.5 5.5 5.9 5.9 5.4 5.8 6.0 
at. % Co (X- 26 24 20 15 24 16 17 14 
at. % Co (XRD) 20 18.5 17.5 15 15 16.5 16.5 13 to 
at. % Co (ICP) 26.5 20 19 17.5 17.5 19.5 18 --- 
Table III-3. Physical characteristics of the fresh/aged electrocatalysts: number-averaged Nd , 
surface-averaged Sd and volume-averaged Vd  mean particle size and Co atomic percentage 
evaluated by X-EDS, XRD and ICP-AES. 
 
3. Variation in the chemical composition of Pt3Co/C particles upon aging 
 Figure III-10 shows the X-ray diffraction patterns of the fresh/aged cathode catalysts and of a 
commercial 40 wt. % Pt/Vulcan XC72 (E-TEK) for comparison. The diffraction peaks of the aged 
catalysts are shifted toward smaller 2q angles, signing expansion of the lattice parameter of the aged 
catalysts over time. In Figure III-11, the atomic percentage of Co estimated by ICP-AES and XRD 
measurements are plotted as a function of different ageing conditions and for different durations. 
Figure III-11 and Table III-3 show that in all PEMFC operating conditions, the Co atoms are 
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continuously depleted from the fresh Pt3Co/C electrocatalyst over time, in agreement with the STM 
and ICP-OES measurements of Xu et al. [71]. The Co atomic content calculated from the shift of the 
XRD peaks agree with that found by X-EDS and ICP-AES analyses suggesting that the decrease of the 
lattice contraction may be attributed to the decrease of the cobalt content on the aged nanoparticles, 
and that most of the Co is indeed present in crystallized phases. 
 
Figure III-10.  XRD patterns of the fresh/aged cathode electrocatalysts and of a reference Pt/C 
catalyst. The inset in A is a zoom on the (220) diffraction peak of each catalyst.  
 
Figure III-11. Compositional changes of the cathode catalyst probed (A) by ICP-AES, giving 
information on the total Co at. % of the catalytic layer, and (B) by XRD (assuming that Vegard’s 
law applies to Pt-Co solid solutions) providing the fraction of Co alloyed to Pt 
 Interestingly, the rate of Co depletion is nearly identical for the first 1000 hours of operation at 
low/high current density. However, after t = 1341 h of operation at a constant load of 20 A, the 
laboratory X-ray diffraction peaks cannot be fitted by a single composition any more but multiple 
Pt:Co stoichiometries are detected with a Co content varying from 13 to less than 3 at%. It is also 
worth mentioning that the Co losses are more pronounced in intermittent relative to stationary 
operation, confirming the results of the previous section. These results suggest that the cathode 
A) 
B) 
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catalyst may age heterogeneously during PEMFC operation (which may be induced by imperfect 
catalyst utilization in the catalyst layer as it will be discussed in Chapter IV). 
 
4. Variation in the fine structure of Pt3Co/C particles upon aging 
a. HRSTEM-HAADF analyses on the aged Pt3Co/C catalysts 
 HRSTEM-HAADF observations were performed to unveil the structural/ chemical changes of 
the Pt-Co/C nanoparticles during PEMFC operation. In this imaging mode, the image intensity (I) of 
an atomic column is in first approximation, proportional to the product of the number (B) of atoms in 
the column and the square of the average atomic number Z of the atoms constituting the column:  
I = k B Za                       Eq. III-2 
where k is a fixed coefficient and a ~ 1.8 - 2. Figure III-12A shows a typical aberration-corrected 
HAADF image of the fresh Pt3Co/C electrocatalyst. The intensity variations of neighbouring atomic 
columns indicate that the Pt3Co structure is chemically disordered (solid solution), which is consistent 
with a classical description of a Pt3Co/C alloy nanoparticle. No changes of contrast are detectable from 
the core to the shell, indicating that Pt and Co atoms are homogeneously disordered within the particle. 
A core/shell structure, even if present, is difficult to quantify because of the large changes of the 
nanoparticle thickness close to their border.  
The Co composition of this individual particle is close to 30 at. % (Figure III-12B), slightly 
higher than what was obtained with XRD or ICP-AES measurements (Figure III-10). Figure III-13A 
shows another particle of the fresh electrocatalyst having a cobalt content close to 20 at. %. In Figure 
III-13C, the experimental normalized intensity variations in the HAADF image taken across a 
diameter are compared to the theoretical profile obtained on a spherical homogeneous particle. The 
theoretical intensity variations result from the variation of the thickness of the sphere along its 
diameter and not from a variation in chemical composition of the alloy. The agreement between 
theoretical and experimental profiles indicates that Pt and Co atoms are indeed homogeneously and 
randomly distributed in the fresh Pt3Co/C nanoparticle. The experimental profile of the fresh Pt3Co/C 
catalyst (Figure III-13C) confirms that the pure Pt surface cannot be distinguished from the Pt-Co 
core. A better atomic resolution might have been obtained with STEM measurements coupled to 
energy electron loss spectroscopy (EELS) [27, 33] and would have allowed to calculate the thickness 
of the Pt shell created during the annealing treatment.  
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Figure III-12. (A) Aberration-corrected HAADF image of a fresh Pt3Co/C nanoparticle and (B) the 
corresponding X-EDS spectrum. The averaged Pt and Co at. % are indicated in (A). The copper 
signal arises from the copper grid, where the catalyst is deposited for STEM measurements. 
 Figure III-13B presents a STEM-HAADF image of the Pt3Co/C electrocatalyst aged for t = 
1124 h at I = 50 A. The X-EDS analysis on this particle indicates a Co composition of 7 at. %, slightly 
lower than what was measured by XRD and ICP-AES (Figure III-10). The comparison between the 
experimental and the calculated HAADF intensity variations across this particle is presented in Figure 
III-13D. Interestingly, despite the strong decrease of the cobalt content during PEMFC operation, the 
agreement between the theoretical and experimental HAADF intensity profiles suggests that the 
distribution of the Pt and Co atoms of such particles remains homogeneous. 
 
Figure III-13. Aberration-corrected HAADF images of Pt-Co/C nanoparticles (A) before and (B) 
after operation at 50 A (j = 0.60 A cm
-2
)
 
for t = 1124 h. The Pt and Co at. % are indicated at the 
bottom right-hand side of the images. (C) and (D) are normalized HAADF intensity variations of 
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the particles selected in (A) and (B). The black/coloured curves stand for the experimental/ 
theoretical intensity profiles, respectively and assume a spherical shape. The image intensity across 
the particles was measured with Digital Micrograph. 
 Figure III-14.A shows a typical HAADF image of the Pt-Co/C electrocatalyst aged for t = 327 
h under start/stop conditions. Two types of particles coexist: (i) some particles presenting a bright shell 
covering a darker core, generally with a great difference in intensity between them, suggesting a 
core/shell structure and (ii) other particles appearing homogeneously contrasted, similar to what was 
found for the catalyst aged at I = 50 A (see Figure III-13). In order to gain more insights into the 
chemical structure of the first type of particles cited, we compared the HAADF intensity variations 
across the particle diameter with different theoretical profiles calculated for: a homogeneous Pt3Co 
particle (fit # 1), 8 atomic layers (2 nm) of Pt surrounding a Pt3Co core particle (fit # 2), 8 atomic 
layers (2 nm) of Pt surrounding a Co core particle (fit # 3) and a Pt “hollow” particle (8 atomic layers 
of Pt over an empty core, fit # 4). Obviously, neither the theoretical profile of an homogeneous P3Co 
nanoparticle (fit # 1) nor that of a nanoparticle containing a Pt3Co core (fit # 2) do fit the experimental 
profile. Figure III-14B shows that the best fit between the experimental and the theoretical HAADF 
intensity profiles is obtained when considering a Pt “hollow” nanoparticle (fit # 4) or a nanoparticle 
containing a pure Co core (fit # 3). However the last scenario can be discarded because the X-EDS 
spectrum recorded on this individual particle indicates a chemical composition in Pt of 100 at. %.  
 
Figure III-14. (A) Aberration-corrected HAADF image of Pt-Co/C nanoparticles aged for t = 327 h 
in start/stop conditions (327 hours at j = 0.60 A cm
-2 
/ 327 hours in stop conditions). (B) Normalized 
HAADF intensity variations across the particle selected in (A) and theoretical profiles for a 
homogeneous Pt3Co particle (fit # 1 - red curve), for a “Pt-skin” /Pt3Co core particle (fit # 2 - green 
curve), “Pt-skin” /Co core particle (fit # 3 - cyan curve) and for a “Pt-hollow” particle (fit # 4 - blue 
curve). 
 In Figure III-15A and C, we performed similar analyses on the sample aged for t = 1007 h 
under constant load I = 20 A. In this sample, many of the particles show a uniform contrast in HAADF 
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and possess a Co content varying between 0 and 10 at. % but, similar to what was found on the sample 
aged in start-stop conditions, many nanoparticles were found to have a core/shell contrast. Based on 
STEM-XEDS line-scan analyses along the diameter of individual nanoparticles, we found that the 
core/shell particles are either pure “Pt-hollow” particles or contain a very small Co at. % in their core 
(< 5 at. %). The line scan X-EDS analyses recorded at the centre and at the very edge of a particle do 
not show any Co in the shell, whereas less than 5 at. % of Co is detected in the centre of the 
nanoparticle (Figure III-15E). Figure III-15B shows a representative HAADF image of the cathode 
electrocatalyst after t = 1341 h of operation at I = 20 A. Clearly, the fraction of Pt “hollow” particles to 
the total number of particles greatly increased over time, confirming that the appearance of these 
structures may be correlated to the aging operation of the PEMFC. The Pt-hollow particles are 
spherically-shaped, compact with non-porous walls and possess a chemical composition close to 100 
at. % Pt, indicating that the Co depletion is completed at the end-of-life of the sample (see Figure III-
15F). 
 
Figure III-15. (A, B) Aberration-corrected HAADF images of Pt-Co/C nanoparticles after 
operation at 20 A (j = 0.24 A cm
-2
) for t = 1007 or 1341 h, respectively. (C, D) zoom on a single 
nanoparticle. The particle-averaged Pt and Co at. % are indicated at the bottom right-hand side of 
the images. (E, F) X-EDS spectra recorded at the centre and at the very edge of the particle imaged 
in (C, D) during a line-scan analysis. The lines in the images (C, D) indicate the locations of the 
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line-scan analysis. The copper signal arises from the copper grid where the catalyst is deposited 
during TEM measurements. 
 
b. EXAFS analyses of the aged Pt3Co/C catalysts 
 To get further insights into their fine nanostructure, the fresh/aged Pt3Co/C cathode catalysts 
were also investigated with ex situ Synchrotron XAS at the European Synchrotron Radiation Facility. 
Similar as in the first part of the chapter, only the parameters derived from the fitting of the EXAFS 
oscillations will be discussed, and the XANES part of the spectra will be used to confirm qualitatively 
the obtained conclusions. 
 
Figure III-16. k
2
 weighted EXAFS spectra of the fresh Pt3Co/C MDM (in black) and the aged 
catalysts having either homogeneous particles (in red, aged at I = 50 A for t = 1124h) or core-
shell/hollow particles (in blue, aged at I = 20 A for t = 1341h) recorded ex situ at the (A) Pt L3 and 
(B) Co K edges. 
 Figure III-16 and Figure III-17 show the k2-weighted EXAFS and the Fourier transforms of 
the k2-weighted EXAFS oscillations recorded on the fresh Pt3Co/C MDM and on two aged catalysts 
(the catalyst after t = 1124 h of ageing at I = 50 A, which was found to be partially depleted in cobalt 
but kept a homogeneous distribution of the atoms (see Figure III-13), and the catalyst aged during t = 
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1341 h at I = 20 A, for which compact, depleted in Co and spherically shaped “hollow” nanoparticles 
were found (see Figure III-15). Fitting the Fourier Transform signals enable drawing several 
conclusions. First, both aged Pt-Co/C catalysts feature an increase of the Pt and Co average 
coordination numbers (NPt = 12.2 ± 1.1 and NCo = 7.9 ± 0.9 for the Pt3Co/ C aged at I = 50 A and NPt = 
10.4 ± 1.4 and NCo = 7.8 ± 0.6 for the Pt3Co/ C aged at I = 20 A) with respect to the fresh catalyst (NPt 
= 9.9 ± 1.0 vs. NCo = 6.9 ± 0.7). The rationale for that is believed to be the increase of the mean 
particle size observed for the aged catalysts (see Figure III-9). Indeed, the average coordination 
numbers determined at the Pt L3 edge for the aged Pt-Co/C catalysts are close to those predicted for a 
7 nm cuboctahedral f.c.c nanoparticle (calculated average coordination number of NA-B ≈ 11) or for a 
bulk f.c.c. crystal (NA-B = 12). Two results extracted at the Co edge are interesteing to point out: (i) 
similar to what was observed for the fresh Pt-Co/C catalyst, the number of Co closest neighbours is 
much smaller than that of Pt atoms, suggesting that, when cobalt is still present in the particles, it 
remains confined in the core of the catalyst during the aging process within the same particular 
structure as discussed in paragraph II.3 (presence of vacancies) and (ii) the number of Co-Co 
neighbours significantly decreases at the benefit of Co-Pt neighbours. The latter confirms 
quantitatively that cobalt atoms have been leached out from the catalyst structure during the aging 
process. 
 Interestingly, the interatomic distances found on the aged catalysts are very similar to the fresh 
Pt3Co/C catalyst (Table III-4), even though an increase of the interatomic distances on the aged 
catalysts might have been expected from XRD measurements (Figure III-10).  
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Figure III-17. Fourier transform magnitudes of the fresh Pt3Co/C MDM (in black) and the aged 
catalysts having either homogeneous distribution of Pt and Co atom (in red, aged at I = 50 A for t = 
1124h) or hollow particles (in blue, aged at I = 20 A for t = 1341h) recorded ex situ at the (A) Pt L3 
and (B) Co K edges. The full lines are the experimental data and dotted lines are the fitted data. 
 One can also notice that the fits of the EXAFS signals on the aged catalysts greatly improve 
when Co-O bonds are implemented (see plain and dashed lines in Figure III-17). Actually, fitting 
reasonably the EXAFS signals at the Co edge without an interaction of the cobalt with a lighter atom 
such as oxygen (carbon or fluorine would have also fit, but are less likely) would not have been 
possible. It can be interpreted as the presence of Co-O bonds underlying the Pt surface atoms or 
oxidized Co atoms located in the ionomer of the cathode catalyst layer (see Chapter V for a detailed 
discussion). For pH ≥ 5, the formation of cobalt oxides is thermodynamically possible [72]. Another 
explanation for the formation of cobalt – oxide bonds might be that the mechanism of cobalt corrosion 
involves oxygen adsorption/absorption (discussed in Chapter IV).  
Catalyst shell R / Å σ2 (x10-3) / ΔE0 / eV R-
Pt3Co/C MDM 
t = 0 h 
Pt-Pt 5.3 ± 0.5 2.72 ± 0.01 5.0 ± 0.9 6.5 ± 0.8 0.0019 
Pt-Co 3.2 ± 0.3 2.65 ± 0.01 9.5 ± 0.2 7.2 ± 1.3 0.0019 
Pt-O 1.4 ±0.2 2.01 ± 0.02 4.1 ± 5 14 ± 2 0.0019 
Co-Pt 3.8 ± 0.4 2.67 ± 0.01 3.6 ± 0.6 5.1 ± 0.7 0.0079 
Co-Co 3.1 ± 0.3 2.59 ± 0.01 13 ± 1 -0.7 ± 0.0079 
Pt3Co/C  Pt-Pt 9.7 ± 0.9 2.72 ± 0.01 4.7 ± 0.5 6.0 ± 0.4 0.0010 
N 
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Table III-4. Structural parameters obtained by EXAFS analysis at the Pt L3 and the Co K edges of 
the fresh Pt3Co/C MDM and the aged catalysts (I = 50 A for t = 1124h and at I = 20 A for t = 
1341h). 
 
5. Changes of surface reactivity and catalytic activity of the catalyst upon aging 
a. Cyclic voltammograms in supporting electrolyte 
 Figure III-18A shows the cyclic voltammograms recorded in 0.1 M H2SO4 of the fresh 
Pt3Co/C and of a Pt/C used as a reference material. Interestingly, the charge ascribed to the 
adsorption/desorption of under-potential H (Hupd) is developing for the Pt3Co/C surface with respect to 
the Pt/C surface. This points towards different Hupd coverage/stoichiometry or indicate that the 
maximum Hupd coverage is reached at different potential values for bimetallic and monometallic 
surfaces. The first point has already been noticed in the literature [31, 32, 73] on bulk or nm-sized 
Pt3Co surfaces, although not discussed. Indeed, Stamenkovic et al. [32] used charge densities of 200 
and 180 mC per cm2 of Pt to determine the real surface area of “Pt-skeleton” [6, 32] or “Pt-skin”[74] 
structures, respectively. The primary work of Gauthier et al. [74] showed that “Pt-skin” surfaces have 
a surface enriched in Pt in the first atomic layer, while the next two to three atomic layers are enriched 
in Co. At variance, Stamenkovic et al. [32] evidenced that “Pt-skeleton” structures are alloyed 
surfaces, which underwent leaching of Co in acidic electrolyte and thus possess a 100% Pt outermost 
surface layer with subsurface layers having a chemical composition close to that of the mother alloy. 
Therefore, combining the results obtained by these authors, it is clear that the presence of Co atoms in 
the near-surface region lowers the Hupd charge density. The major consequence of the reduced Hupd 
charge density on aged Pt-Co/C surfaces is that using Hupd coulometry yields incorrect values of the 
real surface area of the fresh/aged electrocatalysts. In view of the above, the current densities of CV 
and the specific activities for the ORR have been normalized to the Pt real surface area determined by 
COad stripping coulometry. This way of normalizing the CV is used since a long time in our research 
group [75], and starts now to be used by other research groups [34, 76].  
I = 50 A; t = 1124 
h 
Pt-Co 1.4 ± 0.2 2.68 ± 0.01 5.3 ± 0.3 10.1 ± 0.0010 
Pt-O 1.1 ± 0.1 1.99 ± 0.30 0.5 ± 1.7 3.3 ± 1.8 0.0010 
Co-Pt 4.9 ± 0.5 2.70 ± 0.01 5.6 ± 0.6 8.1 ± 0.3 0.0010 
Co-Co 2.0 ± 0.4 2.59 ± 0.01 10 ± 2 -7.0 ± 0.0010 
Co-O 1.0 ± 0.1 2.04 ± 0.01 3 ± 1 5.7 ± 1.0 0.0010 
Pt3Co/C  
I = 20 A; t = 1341 
h 
Pt-Pt 9.2 ± 0.9 2.72 ± 0.01 4.7 ± 0.3 4.8 ± 0.5 0.0007 
Pt-Co 1.2 ± 0.5 2.68 ± 0.02 5.8 ± 0.2 10.9 ± 0.0007 
Co-Pt 4.7 ± 0.4 2.69 ± 0.01 6.1 ± 0.4 7.2 ± 0.3 0.0008 
Co-Co 1.9 ± 0.2 2.56 ± 0.01 9.5 ± 0.9 -3.3 ± 0.0008 
Co-O 1.0 ± 0.1 2.03 ± 0.01 3 ± 0.5 4.5 ± 0.6 0.0008 
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 Looking more closely at the CVs, it is interesting to note that not only the charge density but 
also the intensity of the Hupd peaks is changing. Considering similar particle sizes for the two 
electrocatalysts, the weakly marked Hupd features on the fresh Pt3Co/C indicate that the presence of Co 
in the near-surface region weakens the chemisorption energy of Hupd relative to pure Pt (decreased Hupd 
coverage - ligand effect). It is remarkable to note that the sharpness of the peaks and the Hupd charge 
density are clear fingerprints of the presence/absence of Co in the near-surface region. Second, when 
looking at the oxide formation potential region at approximately ca. E = 0.8 V vs. RHE, one notes a 
shift toward higher potential values for the Pt3Co/C catalyst comparing to the Pt/C catalyst. Similar for 
the Hupd, the presence of Co in the near-surface region weakens the chemisorption energy of 
hydroxide/oxide species relative to pure Pt surfaces. The lower affinity to site blocking 
hydroxide/oxide species is considered to be the reason of the better ORR performance of Pt3Co/C 
catalysts with respect to pure Pt/C catalysts. 
 
Figure III-18. Base voltammograms of (A) the fresh Pt3Co/C and the reference Pt/C electrocatalysts 
and (B) the Pt3Co/C electrocatalyst in its native form or aged at constant current I = 20 A (j = 0.24 
A cm
-2
) at T = 343K for different life stages.  Electrolyte: 0.1 mol dm
-3
 H2SO4; v = 0.020 V s
−1
; T = 
298 ± 1K, no RDE rotation. The currents are normalized to the real surface area estimated from CO 
stripping coulometry. Each voltammogram is the average of at least three measurements. 
 Interestingly, the voltammograms of Pt3Co/C electrocatalysts aged at I = 20 A constant load (j 
≈ 0.24 A cm-2) are located in-between the curves of the fresh Pt3Co/C and the Pt/C surfaces (Figure 
III-18B), confirming that the near-surface region of the catalyst continuously enriches in Pt during 
PEMFC operation. Similar observations were made at a constant load of 50 A (j ≈ 0.60 A cm-2) [65, 
66, 77] and confirm the conclusions derived from physico-chemical techniques: Co atoms are 
continuously leached from the fresh Pt3Co/C nanoparticles over time.  
 Considering the above, the general belief that Pt-alloy/C catalysts are more stable (minor 
decrease of the ECSA) than Pt/C catalysts should be modulated. Indeed, this statement is usually 
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based on changes of ECSA estimated from the HUPD coulometry [25, 78-82]. Moreover, the results 
obtained in this section clearly show that the evolution of the ECSA of a Pt-Co catalyst is a clear 
function of at least two counterbalancing effects: a positive effect due to the loss of the non-noble 
metal content (artificial increase of the ECSA) and a negative effect due to the catalyst particles 
growth/agglomeration (effective decrease of the ECSA). Summing up, COad stripping measurements 
appear a more appropriate technique to draw any conclusion on the robustness (in terms of surface 
area) of different catalysts. In addition, it should also been pointed out that a fair comparison requires 
in situ measurements (that is with cyclic voltammetry recorded in a PEMFC single cell).  
 
b. ORR activity in liquid electrolyte 
 Another important requirement of a cathode electrocatalyst for a PEMFC application is its 
ability to maintain a high ORR activity for the ORR over time. It is specified by the American 
Department of Energy that the cathode catalyst should never lose more than 60 % of its initial activity 
[83]. Figure III-19 shows the ORR specific activity (in µA cm-2Pt) of the fresh/aged catalysts in the 
kinetically limited region of the ORR (E = 0.85 V vs. RHE). Interestingly, a Volcano-type behaviour is 
observed when the ORR activity of fresh/aged catalysts are reported with respect to the interatomic 
distance determined from the position of the X-ray diffraction peaks. On the descending part of the 
curve (stationary operation at I = 50 A; j = 0.60 A cm-2), the catalytic activity varies linearly with the 
Pt-Pt interatomic distance, similarly to what was found by Jalan and Taylor [84]. In these operating 
conditions, Pt and Co atoms are homogeneously distributed within the individual nanoparticles, as 
confirmed by STEM-HAADF measurements. The continuous decrease of the Co content during 
PEMFC operation causes the expansion of the lattice parameter and increases the surface reactivity 
towards site-blocking oxygenated species (OH/O) [77]. The surface oxide coverage plays a key-role in 
the ORR kinetics: any decrease of the total number of Pt free sites available for the adsorption of 
dioxygen and reactive intermediates strongly depreciates the rate of the reaction. Our results are in 
agreement with the conclusions of the recent X-ray absorption study of Lai et al.[47]. The authors 
found that the ORR activity of PtxCo1-x electrocatalysts strongly depends on the chemical dealloying 
time. For short times close to 15 minutes, the original Pt0.5Co0.5/C nanoparticles possess a very thin Pt 
skin at their surface, and the catalytic performance towards the ORR is significantly enhanced. 
However, chemical dealloying for 4 hours results in a significant decrease of the Co extent, which 
depreciates the ORR activity.  
We now compare the activity for the ORR of three materials tested in different conditions (50 
A for t = 1124 h, 20 A for t = 1341 h and 50 A for t = 327 h of operation in start/stop conditions). 
Those electrocatalysts exhibit comparable bulk interatomic distance (close to 0.2735 nm) but 
significant ORR activity variations (by almost a factor of 2). The above results indicate that the ORR 
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catalytic activity is not only fixed by strain-induced changes in chemisorption energies but that the 
surface structure plays an essential role [77]. In favourable cell potential conditions i.e. catalysts aged 
under constant load I ≈ 20 A (j = 0.24 A cm-2) or intermittent operation corresponding to an average 
cell potential higher than 0.60 V, the formation of “Pt-hollow” nanoparticles improves the ORR 
specific activity with respect to pure Pt/C or even Pt3Co/C catalysts. The likely reason for that is 
believed to be (i) the larger particle size of “hollow” Pt particles (diameter above 8 nm), which 
decreases the contribution of low coordination sites binding oxygenated species very strongly [68, 85, 
86] and (ii) the fact that the lattice of the “hollow” Pt nanoparticles is slightly compressed relative to 
pure Pt/C.  
 
Figure III-19. Specific activities of the fresh/aged Pt3Co/C electrodes for the ORR reported at E = 
0.85 V vs. RHE vs. the Pt-Pt interatomic distance determined from XRD measurements. Porous 
RDE - Electrolyte: 0.1 M H2SO4 - T = 25 ± 1°C - v = 1 mV s
-1
. The specific activities for the ORR 
have been normalized to the Pt surface area determined by CO stripping coulometry. Each point is 
the averaged value of at least three measurements; the error bars represent the standard deviation. 
The above hypotheses are strongly reinforced by the results obtained from the XAS study. 
Indeed, Pt-O bonds have been evidenced on the catalyst aged at I = 50 A while none are monitored 
under the same conditions on the catalyst aged at I = 20 A (Figure III-17). Assuming that these bonds 
are located at the catalyst surface, the Pt-Co/C catalyst aged at I = 20 A has then a lower affinity for 
oxygenated species, which renders it more active for the ORR. These findings on the 
oxophilicity/oxidized state of the aged catalysts are confirmed by the decrease of the white line 
intensity on the XANES spectrum at the Pt L3 edge for the catalyst aged at I = 20 A (Figure III-20A). 
When looking at the XANES spectra obtained at both Pt L3 and Co K edges, the most significant 
variations are monitored at the Co K edge with an increase of the white line intensity and a complete 
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change of the XANES features upon aging (Figure III-20). These changes of the XANES spectra upon 
aging of the fresh Pt3Co/C nanoparticles are similar to those observed when comparing the skeleton 
and the skin structures (Figure III-4). Moreover, these changes are more marked for the catalyst aged 
at low current I = 20 A than on the catalyst aged at high current I = 50 A.  
 
Figure III-20. XANES spectra of the fresh/aged Pt-Co/C catalysts recorded at the European 
Synchrotron Radiation Facility in Grenoble (beamline BM30B) at the (A) Pt L3 and the (B) Co K 
edges. The 0 on the abscissa corresponds to the absorption edge energy of the respective absorbing 
element 
Finally, it should be pointed out that the ORR specific activities presented in Figure III-19 are 
at least four-fold inferior to those presented in the literature for the same type of materials [12]. Two 
main reasons may be put forth to account for this disparity. Firstly, in this study, the ORR specific 
activity of the fresh/aged electrocatalysts was measured in a low pH sulphuric acid electrolyte, because 
(bi)sulphate ions contained in sulphuric acid electrolyte possess chemical similarities with the 
sulphonated groups contained in Nafion® type ionomer used in PEMFC cathode catalyst layers [87, 
88]. However, even at a low concentration (here 0.1 M), those anions strongly adsorb on Pt-based 
surfaces, shifting the ORR to more negative potentials with respect to the most commonly used 
perchloric acid electrolyte [88]. This implies that measurements in sulphuric acid electrolyte 
“underestimate” the ORR activity of a catalyst in a PEMFC while measurements in perchloric 
“overestimate” it. Here, it could be argued that in situ measurements in a PEMFC single cell remain 
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the most relevant way of measuring properly the ORR activity of a given cathode catalyst [89]. 
However, the measurements performed in MEAs remain subjected to criticisms because of severe 
limitations such (i) catalyst utilization factor below 1, (ii) non-negligible mass transport and Ohmic 
contributions, (iii) interference of the anode and the cathode (finite permeability of Nafion® membrane 
to fuel and oxygen), (iv) high cell time-constant. 
Another reason that may be evoked is the coverage by oxygenated species. In this study, 
before the measurements of the ORR activity, the rotating disk electrode was polarized at E = 1.1 V 
vs. RHE for t = 1 min to ensure reproducible state of surface. Such conditions promote the formation 
of a high coverage with adsorbed species (oxygenated species, anions) that attenuates the reaction rate 
(see the description of the ORR kinetic current in Chapter I). Keeping the same idea in mind, 
measurements of the ORR activity performed (i) during negative-going potential scans and (ii) at 
small potential sweep rates severely decrease the availability of the catalytic sites to adsorb and further 
react O2 and hence yield poor ORR activities. Those testing conditions were unfortunately used to 
compare the activity of the fresh/aged Pt-Co/C catalysts with that of other catalysts and may account 
for the observed large differences in activity observed with reference studies [12, 31, 73]. 
 Conclusion IV.
 We have provided in this chapter a body of proof that Pt3Co/C cathode catalysts, having 
initially a core/shell structure similar to Pt3Co/C-skin catalysts, are not stable in their initial structure 
during long term PEMFC operation. Firstly, they are subjected to 3D Ostwald ripening (similar to 
what was observed for Pt/C catalysts) yielding changes in the shape and mean particle size. Second, 
Pt-Co/C nanoparticles undergo irreversible changes of the chemical composition, which largely 
depend on the cathode potential. At low cathode potential below the onset of surface oxide formation, 
the Pt-Co/C nanoparticles are depleted in Co but remain homogeneous in chemical composition. The 
decreased Co content yields a decrease of both the strain and the ligand effect of Co atoms contained 
in the core and the relaxation of the Pt-Pt bond lengths. Consequently, the ORR activity is depreciated 
on the aged Pt-Co/C nanoparticles. At high cathode potential, the decrease of the Co content is much 
faster over time, yielding the formation of compact spherically shaped “hollow” nanoparticles, free of 
any Co. Such specific structures perform better for the ORR than both Pt/C and the fresh Pt3Co/C 
catalysts. 
 A question also arises to know whether the conclusions drawn from this work on Pt3Co/C 
catalysts can be generalized to other Pt-based/C catalysts such as Pt3Cu/C or Pt3Ni/C. Regarding the 
stability toward 3D Ostwald ripening, which is motivated only by the Gibbs-Thomson energy of the 
particle (dependence on the initial particle size of the catalyst), all types of nanometre sized Pt-alloy 
seem to be subjected to this degradation mechanism [90]. The small but finite solubility of surface 
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platinum atoms seems not to be drastically changed, whether non-noble metal atoms are present or not 
close to the surface. However, regarding the stability toward the subsurface non-noble metal oxidation, 
which leads to the continuous loss of the non-noble metal content, as this degradation mechanism 
seems to be potential dependent, the difference in the equilibrium potential of each non-noble metal 
(cobalt is less noble than nickel and copper) may have an importance.  
 Therefore, the next chapter is dedicated to the understanding of the mechanism of subsurface 
cobalt removal from Pt3Co/C catalysts for at least two reasons: (i) it would help to find a mitigation 
strategy that could prevent subsurface non-noble metal removal of a Pt-alloy catalyst upon PEMFC 
operation and (ii) it may be interesting to provoke the removal of subsurface cobalt atoms, as it could 
be a mean to generate quickly highly performing Pt hollow catalysts. 
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I. Origins of a contamination by metal cations at the cathode of a PEMFC 
The instability of the PEMFC cathode catalyst in operation yields partial dissolution of the 
alloy nanoparticles and formation of Ptz+ and Coy+ (y = 2 is the most likely) ionic species (Chapter III 
and IV) [1, 2]. As detailed in Chapter I, mobile Ptz+ produced at the cathode are known to (i) 
redeposit electrochemically on Pt particles via a 3D Ostwald ripening mechanism and/or (ii) cross over 
the membrane following the electro-osmotic drag or the chemical diffusion before being chemically 
reduced by hydrogen. The behaviour of the Co2+ species has been scarcely studied in the literature. 
Contrary to Ptz+ species, Co2+ can neither redeposit in the cathode catalyst layer nor be reduced by H2. 
Therefore, they remain ion-exchanged in the ionomer, at least momentarily [3, 4]. It is thus interesting 
to investigate how these cobalt ions behave in a PEMFC environment once leached, and answer the 
following questions. How do they interact with the other components? What is their mechanism of 
contamination? Does Co2+ contamination induces reversible or irreversible loss of electrical 
performances? To which extent does it affect the degradation rates of the MEA materials and is there 
any mitigation strategy? The understanding of these interactions is crucial since polluting cations can 
be produced in situ by the corrosion of the cathodic electrocatalysts during PEMFC operation, but also 
by the corrosion of metal bipolar plates [5]. 
The amount of Co2+ leached from the cathode catalyst may not be negligible. Indeed, with a 
Pt3Co/C (40 wt. %) cathode loaded at ca. 0.4 mgPt3Co cm
-2, a Nafion® 900 EW ionomer and a ionomer 
to carbon ratio I/C of 1/1 in the cathode catalyst layer (these are standard values), the total amount of 
cobalt ions that can be leached is ??????= ??? ? ???? mol cm-2, while the total number of sulfonate 
groups available in the ionomer is ?????? ? ?????????? ?? ??????????? ? ??? ? ????  mol cm-2. Assuming 
that one cobalt ion occupies two sulfonate sites of the cathode ionomer, the complete cobalt dealloying 
of the Pt3Co catalyst is not even necessary to pollute all sulfonate groups of the cathode ionomer and 
so to completely inhibit its proton transport properties. The key question is then how these ionic 
species will behave: will they accumulate in the cathode catalyst layer and pollute the ionomer, 
redistribute in the whole MEA, like Ptz+ ions do, or be washed out in the exhaust water produced at the 
cathode?  
The transport of Ptz+ ions from the cathode to the anode is believed to proceed via a 
combination of (i) chemical diffusion due to the increasing concentration gradient [1, 6-10] , (ii) 
electro-osmotic drag [6] and (iii) migration, due to the formation of negatively charged platinum 
complexes (e.g. with halide species provided by the chemical degradation of the ionomer/membrane). 
If the concentration gradient rules the transport of ionic species in the PEMFC, it is interesting to 
compare the amount of Ptz+ and Co2+ produced during the degradation of the cathode catalyst. Chen et 
al. calculated that roughly 25% of the overall platinum mass from an initial Pt3Co/C cathode catalyst 
loaded at 0.5 mgPt cm
-2 was lost in the ionomer phase after a 24 h intensive voltage cycling [1]. In the 
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meantime the overall cobalt concentration in the cathode catalyst decreased from 17 to 12.5 at. %. 
Therefore the amount of platinum (??????) and cobalt (??????) ions produced from the degradation of 
the cathode catalyst is ?????? ? ??? ? ???????????????  and ?????? ? ??? ? ??????????????? . These 
values are close enough to suggest that, if a concentration gradient rules the transport of ionic species 
in the PEM, Co2+ could be redistributed such as Ptz+ are.  
The dynamic of transport also plays a significant role in the redistribution Ptz+ species. From 
the work of Ferreira et al. [11], the diffusion coefficient of platinum and cobalt ions (?????and ?????) 
in the ionomer phase can be estimated with the following equation: ???? ? ????? ??????????????                   Eq. V-1 
where ????? ??  is the diffusion coefficient of the ion in water (?????? ?? ? ? ? ????cm² s-1 and ?????? ?? ? ??? ? ????cm² s-1), ???????? is the volume fraction of ionomer in the electrode and ???? 
is the volume fraction of water in the ionomer phase. The comparable values of diffusivities (????? ????? ????) should allow the redistribution of cobalt ions at roughly the same rate as platinum ions.  
 In order to overcome the migration forces imposed by the potential gradient between the two 
electrodes when current flows (and so to be redistributed out of the cathode), Co2+ and Ptz+ have to 
form neutral or negatively charged compounds. The main thermodynamic data relative to the 
formation of Pt-based and Co-based complexes with negatively charged ions that can possibly be 
found within a PEMFC are listed in Table V-1. Whereas it is energetically favourable (???°<< 0) for 
platinum ions to form stable negatively charged (or neutral) complexes, it is clearly not the case for 
cobalt ions, except with F- species that are known to form when the Nafion® PEM is chemically 
attacked [12] (we did not find any thermodynamic data relative to the formation of PtF2). These results 
suggest that, under operation, cobalt ions most likely remain trapped in the cathode catalyst layer, 
which was confirmed experimentally by Kienitz et al. [13]. In the light of this result, the need to study 
the impact of cobalt ions on the electrocatalytic properties of cathode catalyst appears obvious. 
Formed species ???° / kJ mol-1 ???° / kJ mol-1 ??????  2.5 -17.0 ??????????  11.2 -27.8 ??????????  10.4 -35.6 ??????  -92.6 -88.5 ???????  -177.1 -114.5 ??????  -8.4 14.5 ?????  0.1 -0.7 ?????????  215 264 ?????  36.7 -29 
Table V-1. Main thermodynamic data relative to the formation of complex with Pt
z+
 or Co
y+
 and 
some negatively charged ions that can be found within a PEMFC at T = 298 K [14]. 
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From an applied viewpoint, two approaches have been developed to quantify the impact of 
cation contamination on the PEMFC performance: either the cation is injected into the air stream of 
the PEMFC, [15, 16] or the MEA is soaked in a solution containing the metallic salt prior being 
mounted and tested in the cell [13, 17, 18]. Whatever the way the contaminant is brought to the 
system, the PEM resistance, the ORR charge transfer resistance and the mass transport resistance are 
significantly increasing. While an increase in the PEM resistance in cation-contaminated PEMFC is 
commonly attributed to the higher affinity of the sulfonic acid groups of the perfluorosulfonated PEM 
to metal cations [19-23], the mechanisms leading to the increase in the ORR charge transfer and mass 
transport resistances remain poorly understood and require systematic work with model electrodes. 
From a most fundamental point of view, the interactions between the so-called spectator 
species  (such as solvated anions/cations, which can be electrochemicaly stable in their ionic form in 
the potential window of interest), and platinum electrocatalysts have been recently brought to light by 
Strmcnik et al. in alkaline electrolyte [24]. The authors evidenced that hydrated alkali metal cations 
form quasi-adsorbed clusters on Pt (111) surfaces and tailor the catalytic activity for reactions such as 
the ORR, the methanol oxidation and the hydrogen oxidation reaction. In a study on stepped platinum 
electrodes in alkaline electrolyte, Stoffelsma et al. showed that small cations with high hydration 
energies promote the CO electrooxidation kinetics, which they relate to the easier formation of 
hydroxide species OHad on these surfaces [25]. Nevertheless, the role of spectator cations has only 
been seldom explored in acidic media [26-28], in particular for nanometre-sized particles of interest 
for proton-exchange membrane fuel cells (PEMFC). 
The purpose of this chapter is to provide new insights of how such spectator cations do 
influence reactions of interest for PEMFC. We investigated the effect of several solvated metal cations 
(having different hydration energies and being electro-inactive in the potential range of interest for this 
study) on the surface reactivity and the electrocatalytic activity of Pt/C nanoparticles. These 
nanoparticles were coated or not with a perfluorosulfonated ionomer in order to simulate two-phase 
and three-phase interfaces (Pt | liquid and Pt | polymer | liquid interfaces depicted in Figure V-1). The 
ORR and the CO monolayer electrooxidation were particularly surveyed. In the second part of the 
chapter, Pt/C nanoparticles were contacted with membranes contaminated with known amounts of 
metal cations, and their ORR activity was determined using an ultramicroelectrode with cavity and a 
solid state cell (SSC), especially developed for this study (Pt | polymer interface depicted in Figure V-
1).  
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Figure V-1. Schematics of the three electrochemical setup used in this study A) two-phase Pt | liquid 
interface, B) three-phase Pt | polymer | liquid interface and C) three-phase Pt | polymer |  gas 
interface. The schematics of the SSC (D) are reprinted from Ref. [29]  with permission of the 
author. 
 
II. Effect of mono- and multivalent cations at the Pt | liquid electrolyte two-phase interface 
 In the first part of this study, a rotating disk electrode (RDE) composed of Pt/C (30 wt. %, E-
TEK) loaded at 9 µgPt cm
-2
geo and without addition of Nafion
® ionomer (Figure V-1a) was used as 
working electrode in a three-electrode cell configuration (Pt | liquid interface in Figure V-1A). The 
same single RDE tip was first tested in 0.1 M H2SO4 and then in each cation-containing solution, so as 
to directly monitor the impact of metal cations on the Pt/C surface reactivity (ORR and CO 
electrooxidation kinetics). The metal salts added to the supporting electrolyte were K2SO4 H2O 
(Organics, 99%), Li2SO4 H2O (Merck, 99%), CoSO4 7 H2O (Prolabo, 99%) and Al2(SO4)3 18 H2O 
(Merck, 99%). The amount of contamination of the liquid electrolyte for a given metal cation M+ is 
expressed by:  
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??? ? ??????????                    Eq. V-2 
where ??? is the proton concentration and ??? the M+ concentration in the electrolyte solution. 
 Figure V-2 displays the modifications of the cyclic voltammetry (CV) in supporting 
electrolyte (Figure V-2A) and the COad stripping voltammogram (Figure V-2B) induced by the 
addition of monovalent (K+ and Li+), divalent (Co2+) and trivalent (Al3+) cations to the base 0.1 M 
H2SO4 electrolyte. In the low potential region of the CV, the positions and the intensities of the peaks 
are associated with the adsorption/desorption of Hupd on/from the different facets of the platinum 
nanoparticles. The Hupd features remain largely unaffected by the presence of metal cations, which 
suggests that the latter are not specifically adsorbed on the Pt/C surface. The small variations of the 
electrochemically active surface area determined from the Hupd coulometry (AHupd) remain in the error 
bar of this measurement (Table V-3). The case of Co2+ ions however differs, since underpotential 
deposition is observed on the Pt/C surface at 0.2 < E < 0.4 V vs. RHE, which agrees with the literature 
[30]. At higher potential, where currents are associated to the formation/reduction of surface oxides on 
platinum, the CV is also barely modified except in the presence of aluminium cations, for which the 
onset of Pt-oxide formation is shifted towards positive potential. This observation is not in line with 
experiments conducted on single crystals in alkaline electrolyte, which evidenced that the growth of 
the hydroxide layer is promoted and shifted toward lower potential values in the presence of metal 
cations with high hydration enthalpies [24]. 
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Figure V-2 (A) Cyclic voltammograms and (B) COad stripping voltammograms for Pt/C electrodes 
in 0.1 M H2SO4 (black) modified by the addition of 0.1 M K
+
 (blue), 0.1 M Li
+
 (red), 0.1 M Co
2+ 
(grey) or 0.1 M Al
3+
 (green). T = 298 ± 1 K, sweep rate = 0.020 V s
-1
. As the same single RDE tip 
was probed in 0.1 M H2SO4 and in each of the four cation-containing solution, the I vs. E curves 
allow a direct monitoring of the impact of cations on the electrochemical surface area. 
 Figure V-2B features the COad stripping voltammograms recorded for different electrolyte 
compositions. As for Hupd, the charge of the CO monolayer oxidation is not depreciated in the presence 
of cations (see ACO in Table V-3). The COad stripping voltammogram in 0.1 M H2SO4 features both a 
main oxidation peak at E ≈ 0.76 V vs. RHE, ascribed to the electrochemical oxidation of CO 
molecules adsorbed on isolated particles, and a prepeak at E ≈ 0.70 V vs. RHE, ascribed to the more 
facile CO oxidation on grain boundaries interconnecting Pt crystallites, such as agglomerated particles 
[31, 32]. Interestingly, the oxidation of the COad monolayer initiates at lower potential values 
compared to 0.1 M H2SO4 in the presence of metal cations in solution, both for the main 
electrooxidation peak and the prepeak. It is also instructive to note that the coulometry of the main 
oxidation peak decreases at the expense of the prepeak in the presence of metal cations, this feature 
being more pronounced for Co2+ and Al3+ with respect to K+ and Li+ ions. Additional CV, COad 
stripping and ORR voltammograms were also performed in 0.1 M H2SO4 after the measurements in 
solutions containing metal cations. In each case, the final electrochemical characterizations overlapped 
with the initial ones, showing that metal cations only reversibly impact the electrocatalyst, therefore 
asserting that the structure of the Pt/C nanoparticles did not change during the electrocatalytic 
measurements. These findings indirectly mean that the formation of active oxygen-containing 
adsorbate species on the platinum surface is promoted in the presence of metal cations in solution. The 
greater the hydration enthalpy of the cation (Table V-3), the higher the negative shift of the onset of 
the COad monolayer oxidation (the reaction onset is even slightly above the potential of zero charge for 
aluminium ions), which agrees with the results obtained in alkaline media [25]. The authors 
successfully showed that alkali metal cations with high hydration energies stabilize adsorption of OHad 
molecules at the Pt surface. Consequently, the reaction kinetics of the methanol oxidation reaction or 
the oxygen reduction reaction are enhanced/depreciated depending if the oxygen-containing species 
are required by the reaction or rather poison the Pt surfaces sites respectively. 
 In agreement with the above, Figure V-3A shows that the Pt/C catalyst performs better for the 
ORR in 0.1 M H2SO4 than in the presence of any of the metal cations used in this study. A negative 
shift in potential of both the kinetic and the mass-transport limiting regions of the ORR curves is 
observed, the intensity of which scales as Al3+ > Co2+ > K+ ≈ Li+. This shift translates by a decrease of 
both the ORR specific activity measured at E = 0.85 V vs. RHE and the diffusion limiting current (see 
SA0.85V and ?? in Table V-3). As detailed in Chapter I, the current for the ORR in the kinetic region 
can be expressed as: 
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Consequently, a decrease in the kinetic current for the ORR may be ascribed to (i) an increased 
coverage by sulphate anions, resulting from the addition of cations in solution, (ii) a decrease in the 
number of exchanged electrons, (iii) an increased coverage by oxygenated species due to an easier 
platinum surface oxidation, (iv) an increase of the local pH (the pH of the solution was kept at the 
same value), (v) a decrease in the oxygen solubility, or (vi) a change in the rate determining step of the 
ORR. To check the first hypothesis, experiments were performed in electrolytes where the sulphate 
concentration was adjusted to the same concentration as the experiment with the metallic salt and 
quantified the resulting variation of specific activity and number of exchanged electrons. It is obvious 
from Table V-3 that the increase in sulphate concentration contributes only to a minor extent to the 
changes of both the specific activity and the number of exchanged electrons. To check the second 
hypothesis, RRDE measurements were performed and, from the disk and ring currents and the 
collection efficiency of the setup, the number of exchanged electrons n for the ORR was calculated in 
the presence/absence of the metal cations (Figure V-3). Table V-3 reports the number of exchanged 
electrons at E = 0.4 V vs. RHE (see???? ????? ), in the mass transport limited region. The impact of the 
presence of metal cations on the overall number of exchanged electrons is in the same range than the 
results presented by Li et al. [33]. No clear explanations can rationalize why the H2O2 production 
increases with cation addition, which could be important for membrane health in PEMFC. It was 
speculated that the effect of weakly adsorbed Co2+ on the ORR mechanism may occur mainly through 
Co2+ reacting with the intermediate Pt-O2H2(ad) generating [Co-H2O2]
2+ complexes in solution [33]. 
However, the small decrease of the number of exchanged electrons can also be attributed to (i) a small 
increase of the local pH in the close vicinity of the electrode in each cation-containing solution [34] or 
(ii) to steric hindrances induced by the oxide coverage increase, which leaves less place available for 
O2 molecules adsorption in the bridge configuration; the O2 molecules will then preferentially adsorb 
on top (only one oxygen bonded to platinum), a less favourable configuration to break the oxygen – 
oxygen bond that may account for the higher release of hydrogen peroxide as discussed by Roche et 
al. for MnOx/C-based ORR electrocatalysts [35]. As it is obvious from Figure V-3 and Table V-3 that 
the decrease in the number of exchanged electrons is negligible, we can therefore correlate the 
decrease of the kinetic current to an increase of the coverage by site-blocking species on platinum. 
Since cations are not specifically adsorbed at potentials above the potential of zero charge, this 
observed effect may be rationalized by considering more facile formation of (hydr)oxide species on 
the catalyst surface, or smaller ???  in solution. To go beyond, one must consider the diffusion-
convection limited current.  
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Figure V-3. (A) Disk and (B) ring currents (Ering = 1.23 V vs. RHE) for the ORR, corrected from the 
Ohmic drop (the ohmic resistances range from 17 Ω cm
2
 in 0.1 M H2SO4 to 19 Ω cm
2
 in the most 
heavily cation polluted solution), recorded in oxygen saturated 0.1 M H2SO4 (black) modified by the 
addition of 0.1 M K
+
 (blue), 0.1 M Li
+
(red), 0.1 M Co
2+
 (grey), or 0.1 M Al
3+(green). ω = 200 rpm, 
collection efficiency N = 16 %, T = 298 ± 1 K, v = 0.001 V s
-1
. The effective number of electrons is 
reported in (C). 
 Understanding the observed decrease in the diffusion limited current with increasing 
concentrations in metal cations in solution requires considering the analytic expression of the Levich 
equation: ?? ? ???? ? ????????????????????               Eq. V-4 
where ??? the oxygen diffusion coefficient in the media (in m2 s-1), ? the kinematic viscosity (in cm2 s-
1) and ? the angular rotation velocity of the electrode (in rad s-1). A decrease of the limited current 
densities in the contaminated solutions can be ascribed either to (i) a decrease of the number of 
exchanged electrons and so to a change of the ORR pathway (H2O2 production) or to (ii) changes of 
the oxygen transport properties (??? , ???  and ? ) in the bulk electrolyte. Even if the number of 
exchanged electrons decreases in presence of the metallic ions, its magnitude only contributes to a 
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minor extent to the overall decrease of???. In the particular case of the cobalt-containing solution, the 
number of exchanged electrons decreases by 1%, while the limited current density decreases by 17%, 
with respect to the measurement performed in 0.1 M H2SO4. Consequently, we argue that the O2 
transport properties i.e. ??? , ???  and ? values must be greatly affected by the presence of foreign 
metal cations in the base electrolyte.  
In order to verify this last assertion, these parameters were calculated in 0.1 M H2SO4 and in 
0.1 M H2SO4 + 0.1 M CoSO4 electrolyte solutions. The oxygen diffusion coefficient ???  was 
determined from Cottrell-like chronoamperometry experiments, performed on an ultramicroelectrode 
with cavity (UMEC) filled with a Pt/C powder (30 wt. %, E-TEK). In this technique, first published by 
Denuault et al.[36] for a gold microdisk and later on optimized by Wang et al.[37] for a gold 
microsphere, the ultramicroelectrode is polarized first at a potential where the ORR does not occur 
(here E = 1.1 V vs. RHE for t = 30 s) and then in a potential region where the oxygen reduction is 
diffusion limited (here E = 0.4 V vs. RHE for t = 10 s). The current transient during the potential step 
is recorded every t = 10 ms. From the slope S and the intercept A of the ? ? ????? ?? ? plot (Figure V-4), 
the oxygen diffusion coefficient can be determined with: ??? ?? ?????????                      Eq. V-5 
with ? is the radius of the microelectrode (? = 17 µm). The oxygen coefficient calculated in 0.1 M 
H2SO4, ? ??= 1.9 Í10-5 cm2 s-1, is in agreement with the value given by Dubau et al. [38] for the same 
electrolyte (see Table V-2). In presence of cobalt ions, the oxygen diffusion coefficient is decreased by 
ca. 16% to ???= 1.6 Í10-5 cm2 s-1. With the calculated values of the oxygen diffusion coefficient, the 
kinematic viscosity of both solutions can be determined with the oxygen diffusivity transient method 
on a rotating ring disk electrode introduced by Gan and Chin [39] and Lozar et al. [40] according to 
the Bruckenstein and Feldman method [41]. In this transient method, a potential step from Edisk = 1.1 
V vs. RHE to Edisk = 0.4 V vs. RHE is applied on the disk to reduce oxygen while in the same time the 
ring is maintained at a potential enabling oxygen reduction (Ering = 0.4 V vs. RHE). Stepping the 
potential step at the disk generates a depletion of oxygen, which reaches the vicinity of the ring after a 
transit time ts (s). This time ts can be expressed as follows: ?? ? ????? ? ? ???????? ? ???                    Eq. V-6 
where ? is a coefficient characteristic of the geometry of the RRDE. For an ideal RRDE it can be 
calculated with: ? ? ???? ? ??????????????                   Eq. V-7 
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?? is the inner radius of the ring electrode (in cm) and ?? the radius of the disk electrode (in cm). Here ? = 7.94. Therefore, from the slope of the ? ? ????? ?? ? plot (Figure V-5), the kinematic viscosities in 
both electrolytes can be calculated. Similar as for the oxygen diffusion coefficient, the presence of 
solvated cations such as Co2+ induces non-negligible decrease of the kinematic viscosity (Table V-2). 
Finally, with the measured value of ??, ?, ???and ? in each electrolyte, the oxygen solubility ??? in 
presence/ absence of solvated cobalt cations can be calculated with the Levich equation and is reported 
in Table V-2. The oxygen solubility is also decreased in a cobalt contaminated electrolyte. Similar 
changes were found by Okada et al. [28, 42] on Nafion®-covered Pt surfaces in solutions containing 
Fe3+, Ni2+ and Cu2+. 
 
Figure V-4. Cottrell lines relative to a potential step from E = 1.1 V vs. RHE to E = 0.4 V vs. RHE 
in oxygen saturated 0.1 M H2SO4 (black square symbols) and 0.1 M H2SO4 + 0.1 M CoSO4 (red 
square symbols). Sampling time = 10 ms. Three repetitions of the measurement confirmed the 
results. The linear regression of the corresponding curves are given. 
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Figure V-5. Transit time versus K*Ω-1 recorded in oxygen saturated 0.1 M H2SO4 (black square 
symbols) and 0.1 M H2SO4 + 0.1 M CoSO4 (red square symbols). Three repetitions of the 
measurement confirmed the results. The linear regressions are also given. 
 ?? / ??????????  ? ???  / cm2 s-1 ? / cm2 s-1 ???  / mol cm-3 
0.1 M H2SO4 4.14 3.94 1.9 Í10
-5 0.60 Í10-2 2.3 Í10-6 
0.1 M H2SO4 + 0.1 M Co
2+
 (γCo2+ = 0.66) 3.42 3.88 1.6 Í10
-5 0.30 Í10-2 1.9 Í10-6 
Table V-2. ORR limiting current densities ?? (from Table V-2), number of exchanged electrons ? 
(from Table V-2), kinematic viscosities??, oxygen diffusion coefficients ???  and solubilities ??? in 
0.1 M H2SO4 and in presence or absence of 0.1 M CoSO4. 
 To summarize this first part, it is worth mentioning that the Hupd process on Pt seems to be 
poorly affected by the presence of cations in solution, which agrees with previous works on Pt single 
crystal surfaces in acidic [27] and alkaline [24] supporting electrolyte. More interesting are the subtle 
effects of these cations on the hydroxide/oxide layer formed during CV experiments in 0.1 M H2SO4, 
while the kinetics and thermodynamics of the COad oxidation and the ORR, two reactions closely 
related to this hydroxide/oxide layer formation, are strongly but reversibly affected by the presence of 
metal cations in solution.  
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III. Effect of Co2+ cations at the Pt | polymer | liquid three-phase interface 
  In both the anode and cathode catalytic layers of a PEMFC, the electrochemical reactions take 
place at a three-phase interface composed of Pt/C nanoparticles, gas/fluid and a proton-conducting 
ionomer that forms a proton conducting network. The conventional ionomer in PEMFCs is Nafion®. It 
is well-established that the sulfonic acid groups of the proton-conducting ionomer possesses stronger 
affinity for metal cations (other than Li+) than for protons, [43] which favours protons replacement and 
formation of metal cations-sulfonate ion pairs (Mz+….SO3
-) as in normal ion exchange processes [24, 
44, 45]. Therefore, the rate of the CO electrooxidation and of the ORR are expected to differ 
significantly at the Pt | polymer | liquid three-phase interface and at the Pt | liquid two-phase interface. 
For the sake of better describing the transition from a two-phase to a three-phase interface, porous 
RDE were prepared with 3 ionomer to carbon weight (I/C) ratio: I/C = 0, I/C = 0.6 and I/C = 1. The 
experiments at I/C = 0.6 and I/C = 1 are close to the optimal ionomer loading required in a PEMFC 
[46] and serve to reconstitute Pt | polymer | liquid interfaces with variable diffusion properties (Figure 
V-1B). The average ionomer thickness over the carbon support can be calculated by dividing the 
surface area of carbon (250 m2 g-1carbon for Vulcan XC-72) by the volume of Nafion
® (calculated with 
its density 0.924 gNafion m
-3 and its loading in the electrode). For the experiment at I/C = 0.6, the 
average ionomer thickness over the carbon support is approximately 1 nm (assuming homogeneous 
and complete coverage of the carbon surface by the NafionÒ ionomer), while at I/C = 1 it is 
approximately 2 nm. Such calculations fairly agree with the experimental values of the thickness of 
the recast ionomer measured by More et al. [47]. 
  Figure V-6 presents the CV and the COad stripping voltammograms recorded at the Pt | 
polymer | liquid interface in the presence of increasing amounts of CoSO4 (2, 10 and 100 mM 
corresponding to γCo
2+ = 0.04, 0.17 and 0.66, respectively) and in the absence of Nafion® (I/C = 0). The 
addition of Co2+ cations to the base electrolyte does not modify the shape of the CV but strongly 
affects the COad stripping voltammograms. Indeed, the latter becomes highly asymmetric for increased 
Co2+ concentration in solution (Figure V-6B). Also, a shift towards negative potential of the onset 
potential of the COad monolayer oxidation is observed at high Co
2+ concentrations. These features can 
easily be rationalized by considering more facile (hydr)oxide formation at the Pt surface in the 
presence of Co2+ ions in solution. Interestingly, the effect of Co2+ ions is almost vanishing with 
increasing values of the I/C ratio (Figure V-6A, C, E). 
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Figure V-6. Cyclic voltammetries in supporting electrolyte and COad stripping voltammograms for 
Pt/C in 0.1 M H2SO4 (black curves) and in Co
2+
 containing solution:  γCo
2+ = 0.04 (red curves), γCo
2+ 
= 0.17 (blue curves) and γCo
2+ 
= 0.66 (green curves) with different amounts of Nafion
®
 added to the 
ink during the preparation of the porous RDE: I/C = 0 (A and B), I/C = 0.6 (C and D) and I/C = 1 
(E and F). T = 298 ± 1 K, v = 0.020 V s
-1
. The currents are normalized with the area determined 
from COad stripping experiments. 
  The ORR voltammograms recorded for different I/C ratio in Co2+ containing solutions are 
presented in Figure V-6. Whatever the value of I/C, the presence of Co2+ ions in solution depreciates 
the rate of the ORR in both the kinetic and the diffusion limited region of the voltammogram. As for 
COad stripping voltammograms, the impact of Co
2+ ions on the ORR voltammograms is depressed at 
high I/C ratio (Figure V-6B and C). For instance, the ORR specific activity decrease in heavily Co2+ 
contaminated solutions (γCo
2+ = 0.66), amounts 20 % at I/C = 1 and ca. 70 % at I/C = 0 (Figure V-8). 
The increasing effect of the I/C ratio on the ORR kinetics is believed to reflect different degree of 
coverage of the Pt/C with Nafion® at I/C = 0.6 and I/C = 1 (in the case I/C = 0.6 and 1, some Pt/C 
nanoparticles may still experience a Pt | liquid electrolyte environment). 
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Figure V-7. Linear sweep ORR voltammograms, corrected from ohmic drop (the ohmic resistances 
range from 17 Ω cm2 in 0.1 M H2SO4 to 19 Ω cm
2
 in the most heavily cobalt polluted solution), for 
Pt/C in 0.1 M H2SO4 (γCo
2+ 
= 0, black curves) and in Co
2+
 containing solution:  γCo
2+ 
= 0.04 (red 
curves), γCo
2+ 
= 0.17 (blue curves) and γCo
2+ 
= 0.66 (green curves). Several amount of Nafion
®
 were 
added to the ink for the preparation of the porous RDE: (A) I/C = 0, (B) I/C = 0.6 and (C) I/C = 1. T 
= 298 ± 1 K, v = 0.001 V s
-1
, ω = 900 rpm. 
 Electrochemical measurements were also performed to show whether any “recovery” was 
possible after contamination of the porous RDEs by Co2+ ions. For that purpose, the porous RDEs 
were transferred back from the most-concentrated Co2+ containing solution to the base 0.1 M H2SO4 
solution after the ORR measurements. Figure V-8 shows that the ORR kinetic parameters of the aged 
RDEs nicely superpose with those measured on the “fresh” electrode. This result suggests that the 
observed changes of the rates of CO electrooxidation or ORR in Co2+-containing solution are 
essentially linked to a modification of the double-layer structure, which will be discussed in Section 
3.4. Also, the recovery of the intrinsic catalytic activity of the Pt/C surface agrees with the results 
reported by Kienitz et al. [13] on Cs contaminated MEAs. 
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Figure V-8. (A) Normalized specific activities at E = 0.85 V vs. RHE (SA0.85) and (B) normalized 
current densities (jD) with respect to the “Initial γCo
2+=0” value in several cobalt containing 
solutions and with several amount of Nafion
®
 added to the ink for the preparation of the porous 
RDE: (blue columns) I/C = 0, (white columns) I/C = 0.6 and (red columns) I/C = 1. T = 298 ± 1 K, v 
= 0.001 V s
-1, ω = 900 rpm. 
 
IV. Effect of Co2+ ions at the 3-phase Pt | polymer | gas interface using a solid state cell (SSC) 
1. Description of the SSC setup 
 A home-made SSC was developed to measure the electrocatalytic activity of Pt/C catalyst 
powders in contact with a proton conducting membrane which should mimic the Pt | polymer interface 
in a PEMFC (Figure V-1C). The use of such cells is motivated by the idea that the electrocatalytic 
behaviour of a catalyst in liquid supporting electrolyte differs in some points to its behaviour in a 
PEMFC environment. This SSC consists of a PEM (Nafion® 117, 1100 g mol-1 EW), a ultra-micro 
electrode with a cavity pressed on one of its side and a Pt counter electrode and a reference electrode 
(a RHE) pressed on its other side (see Figure V-1d). The cell is operated under controlled atmosphere, 
and allows examining the activity of Pt/C for the electrochemical COad oxidation and the ORR. More 
information about the SSC can be found in the experimental section of this manuscript and in 
reference [29]. 
A) 
B) 
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2. Preparation and quantification of the cobalt-contaminated membranes 
 The amount of contamination of the membrane is defined similarly as the amount of pollution 
of the liquid electrolyte (equation V-1), which allows comparing the experiments in both type of 
electrolyte (liquid and solid). Nafion® membranes were contaminated by replacing a fraction of the H+ 
associated with the sulfonic acid groups with Co2+ ions, as detailed in Reference [18]. Nafion® 117 
membranes were first acidified in 1 M H2SO4 for 2 two days at ambient temperature, then soaked in 
stirred solutions of 1 M H2SO4 with several amount of CoSO4 over 1 week. To ensure that all CoSO4 
salt was removed from the PEM, the latter was rinsed in ultra-pure water (18.2 MΩ cm, < 3 ppb total 
organic carbon) over one week, the water being replaced every two days. The amount of 
contamination of the PEM was determined with X-ray energy dispersive spectroscopy measurements. 
Figure V-9 gives the isotherm of equilibrium of a cobalt doped-Nafion® 117 membrane with a cobalt-
doped 0.1 M H2SO4 solution. This plot perfectly translates the higher affinity of the sulfonate groups 
of the Nafion® membrane towards cobalt ions than towards protons (at a given ?????????????? , ?????? ??????? > ??????????????). The trend of this curve agrees with the results obtained by Okada et 
al. [20] with Nafion® 117 membranes contaminated by other divalent cations (Fe2+, Ni2+, Cu2+). 
 
Figure V-9. Measured equilibrium contamination fraction of the membrane (γCo
2+
, membrane) as a 
function of the contamination fraction of the liquid solution the membranes were soaked in (γCo
2+
, 
solution). 
 
3. CV and COad stripping measurements in the SSC 
 Having convincingly shown that Co2+ ions modify the Pt surface reactivity both at the Pt | 
liquid and the Pt | polymer | liquid interfaces, we now focus on a pure Pt | solid electrolyte interface, 
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the structure of which is very similar to that observed in a MEA. Figure V-10 displays the cyclic 
voltammograms and the COad monolayer oxidation voltammograms recorded in the SSC with a 
UMEC in contact with a Nafion® 117 in its H+ form or with a cobalt-polluted Nafion® 117 membrane 
(????? ? ???). The CV is greatly affected by the presence of Co2+ ions bounded to sulfonate sites: (i) 
the charge in the Hupd region is increased and (ii) the hydroxide/oxide layer formation on Pt is 
favoured when cobalt ions are present in the membrane. 
 
Figure V-10. Base (A) and COad stripping voltammograms (B) for Pt/C in contact with a cobalt free 
Nafion
®
 117 (????? ? ?) and a cobalt contaminated Nafion® 117 (????? ? ?? ?). T = 295 ± 3 K, v = 
0.005 V s
-1
. 
 
4. ORR measurement in the SSC 
 Figure V-11A shows a marked decrease of the ORR rate both in the diffusion limited and in 
the kinetically controlled region of the CV with increasing values of ?????. In the SSC, the changes 
induced on the kinetics of the COad stripping oxidation (Figure V-10B) and the ORR can be easily 
rationalized by the favoured hydroxide/oxide layer formation on Pt observed on the CV. In the Tafel 
cathodic plots given in Figure V-11 for several cobalt-contaminated membranes, the ORR curves are 
gradually depreciated when the extent of contamination of the membrane increases. The decrease in 
the ORR kinetic currents in cobalt-contaminated membrane agrees with results obtained on caesium-
polluted MEA during fuel cell experiments [13]. The ORR limiting current density (??) are greatly 
affected by the presence of cobalt in the membrane (Figure V-11A). These values are showing almost 
A) 
B) 
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a linear decrease with the extent of contamination of the membrane ????  (with here ??? = ????) 
(Figure V-11C). Other data, collected from liquid electrolyte experiments (Figure V-8) and from 
caesium-polluted MEA fuel cell experiments [13], are added to Figure V-11C for the sake of 
comparison. Clearly, the values collected from the SSC experiments are exhibiting an intermediate 
behaviour between those collected in liquid electrolyte experiments, where the presence of solvated 
cobalt affects mainly the oxygen diffusion related parameters, and those collected in single cell tests, 
where the presence of caesium bounded to sulfonate sites are believed to decrease the availability of 
protons in the cathode catalyst layer. 
 
Figure V-11. (A) linear sweep ORR voltammograms for Pt/C in contact with cobalt-free (????? ??) or cobalt-contaminated Nafion® 117 PEMs, (B) Tafel plots of the mass-transport corrected 
kinetic current obtained from the steady-state I-U curves at a rotation rate = 900 rpm, (C) 
normalized diffusion limited current for cobalt-free and cobalt-contaminated Nafion
®
 117 PEMs. 
Temperature = 22 ± 1°C, sweep rate = 0.001 V s
-1
. 
To determine the mechanism that limits the ORR in the mass transport limited region i.e. to 
settle which one from the protons or oxygen mass-transport is limiting in this SSC experiment, 
additional experiments were carried out. First, in Figure V-12A, a mild potential sweeping was 
performed in the hydrogen evolution region with a cobalt-free and a cobalt-contaminated Nafion® 117 
PEM. The amount of H2 generated from the reduction of H
+, largely superior to the amount of H2O 
released during the ORR, suggests that the ORR kinetics in the SSC is not limited by the concentration 
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of H+, even in heavily Co2+ contaminated PEMs. A sampled-current voltammetry was also performed 
in the same conditions (Figure V-12). In this technique [48], the electrode potential continuously 
alternates between an electrode potential where the faradic reaction proceeds (E1 = 0.4, 0.5, 0.6, 0.7, 
0.8, 0.85, 0.9 or 0.95 V vs. RHE) and a potential where the faradic reaction does not occur (E2 = 1 V 
vs. RHE). During the rest period at E2 (t = 1 minute), the solution is purged by O2 so as to restore the 
O2 concentration at the vicinity of the Pt/C surface. At the electrode potential E1, O2 purging is stopped 
to avoid any transport by convection, and the ORR current is measured after different sampling times 
(t = 0.2 s (square symbols) or t = 10 s (triangle symbols)). For the longer sampling time (t = 10 s), the 
SCVs feature three distinct zones: (i) a kinetic region above 0.90 V vs. RHE, (ii) a mixed diffusion-
kinetic limitation region (0.75 < E < 0.90 V), and (iii) a diffusion controlled region (E < 0.75V), 
similarly to the experiments performed in the porous RDE or SSC configuration. Clearly, the rate of 
the ORR is slightly varying between the fresh and Co2+ contaminated NafionÒ 117 PEM. More 
interesting are the ORR currents measured after t = 0.2 s. When the Pt/C surface is in contact with a 
cobalt-free NafionÒ 117 PEM, the larger values of the measured current indicate that more oxygen 
molecules are able to diffuse through the ionomer within this timeframe to be further reduced at the 
Pt/C surface, with respect to a Co2+ contaminated Nafion® membrane. In the light of these results, one 
can conclude that the O2 transport properties limit the ORR performance in the SSC configuration and 
that on the contrary protons are not limiting the ORR in our experimental conditions. This result could 
also have been predicted from the work of Greszler et. al. [18] with the following equation:  
?????????????? ?????????????? ????????????                   Eq. V-8 
where ??????????????  , the maximum ORR current in a PEMFC in the case of a proton limiting 
mechanism, is given for any average cation fraction in a membrane. ???????? is a dimensionless factor 
related to the average cation fractional occupancy in the membrane, ????  is the conductivity of the 
membrane (in S cm-1) and ????????? is the membrane thickness (in cm). The other parameters have 
their usual meanings. In the case of the most heavily cobalt polluted (????? ? 0.9, ???????? ≈ 0.5) 
Nafion® 117 membrane  (???? ≈ 0.1 S cm-1, ????????? = 0.0175 cm) [49] one obtains ?????????????? ? 
70 mA cm-2geo, which is almost 50 times greater than the present experimental ORR limiting current 
(Figure V-11A). 
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Figure V-12. (A) Linear sweep ORR voltammograms for Pt/C in contact with a pure Nafion
®
 117 
(?????= 0, black curves) and a Co-contaminated Nafion® 117 (?????= 0.7, red curves) and linear 
sweep voltammograms in argon saturated solution in the hydrogen formation region, (B) sampled-
current voltammetry in an oxygen saturated SSC with a pure Nafion
®
 117 (?????= 0, black symbols) 
and a Co-contaminated Nafion
®
 117 (?????= 0.7, red symbols). The current is sampled after 0.2 s 
(square symbols) and after 10 s (triangle symbols). 
 Summing up, contrary to the common belief, it is the oxygen transport that mainly limits the 
ORR in the SSC experiments and not that of protons, even for Co2+-contaminated membranes. Similar 
to the results obtained in liquid electrolyte, we assumed that the ORR mechanism remains largely 
unchanged for the cobalt-free and the cobalt-contaminated PEMs [28]. As argued in the experimental 
section, in the SSC configuration, O2 molecules have to cross over the Nafion
Ò 117 PEM before 
reacting on the Pt/C surface. Various models have been used in the literature to describe the structure 
of the Nafion® PEMs but most of them proposed that ionic clusters are distributed in a hydrophobic 
polymeric matrix (“inverse micelles”) [50-53]. Upon swelling, the ionic clusters then aggregate to 
form a network where protons can efficiently be transported. In the SSC configuration, it is believed 
that O2 molecules diffuse through this network from the gas atmosphere to the Pt/C surface, where 
they are reduced. The decrease of ??  with the increase of ?????  suggests that the size of the 
hydrophilic channels connecting the ionic clusters is severely decreasing upon pollution with Co2+ 
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[54]. This is in line with previous observations, [20, 42, 55] which have shown reduced water uptake 
as the contamination level increases. Therefore, it can be postulated that the fast decrease of the 
diffusion limited current in the SSC configuration mainly reflects the changes in the size/connection of 
the hydrophilic domains of the PEM. 
 
V. Representations of the nano-scale interactions of solvated cations with a platinum 
surface 
From all our results we are now able to answer, or at least give some lead, how cations interact 
with platinum interfaces in simple two phase interfaces or in more complicated three-phase interfaces, 
such as in a PEMFC active layer. The results obtained are graphically summarized in Figure V-13. At 
the Pt | liquid interface - at electrode potential above the point of zero charge (PZC) - water molecules, 
dissociated water molecules (OHad) and sulphate anions are chemisorbed in the inner Helmholtz plane 
(IHP). The centre of the electrical charge of the solvated counter cations is located in the outer 
Helmholtz plane (OHP). As suggested by Strmcnik et al. [24], some of the solvated counter cations 
partially lose their hydration shell and come closer to the Pt surface, yielding increased OHad coverage 
(“non-covalent” interactions). The more facile OHad formation on Pt in the presence of Co
2+ ions 
enhances the COad electrooxidation kinetics and depreciates the rate of the ORR in the kinetically-
controlled region of the ORR curves (“site blocking” effect). Changes in the diffusion limited region 
of the ORR curves are rationalized on the basis of reduced values of the O2 mass-transport.  
At the Pt | polymer | liquid interface, the impact of Co2+ cations is modulated, which can be 
accounted for by considering different double layer structures on a Nafion®-free and on a Nafion®-
covered Pt/C surface. Indeed, at the latter and at electrode potential above the PZC, the positive charge 
carried by the Pt surface may cause the adsorption of the sulfonic acid groups or electrostatic 
interactions with the fluorinated backbone of the perfluorosulfonated ionomer. Consequently, the Co2+ 
ions interacting with the sulfonate groups of the ionomer (they have replaced H+) are repelled from the 
surface further from the OHP. 
Finally, the experiments performed at the Pt | polymer | gas interface unambiguously show that 
the O2 transport properties limit the ORR performance in a configuration that is close to that 
encountered in a PEMFC environment. These changes are tentatively explained by the reduced water 
uptake at saturation, which we believe translates by a decrease in the size of the channels connecting 
the hydrophilic domains of the NafionÒ PEM/ionomer, that adversely affects O2 transport.  
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Figure V-13. Sketches of (A) two-phase Pt | liquid interface, (B) three-phase Pt | polymer | liquid 
interface and (C) three-phase Pt | polymer | gas interface in the presence of solvated metal cations. 
 
VI. Conclusion 
Metal/alloy nanoparticles dissolution upon PEMFC long-term operation is a well-known issue 
at the cathode of a PEMFC, especially when state-of-the-art Pt-M/C electrocatalysts are used (M being 
a 3d transition metal). While it is commonly admitted that the metal cations generated upon the 
cathode electrocatalyst corrosion do contaminate the ionomer and hinder the ORR kinetics, little is 
known about the mechanisms at stake in these processes. In this chapter, model Pt/C nanoparticles 
coated or not with a perfluorosulfonated ionomer, were studied for the CO electrooxidation reaction 
and the ORR in the presence of metal cations in the electrolyte phase(s). The study was performed for 
three electrode-electrolyte configurations: (i) Pt/C RDE | liquid electrolyte interface, (ii) Pt/C RDE | 
polymer | liquid electrolyte interface and Pt/C UMEC | polymer electrolyte | gas phase. The results 
assert that metal cations enhance the adsorption of oxygen species (water) at the Pt surface and 
therefore do negatively impact the ORR kinetics, whatever the nature of the Pt/C | electrolyte 
interface. In addition, we provide indubitable evidence that the electrolyte contamination heightens the 
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mass-transport resistance of molecular oxygen more than the proton resistance, even for solid polymer 
electrolytes, a configuration mimicking that encountered in real PEMFC conditions. 
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I. Origins of “In-the-plane” and “Through-the-plane” aging heterogeneities 
Despite some (mere) studies pointing towards localized phenomena (e.g. relative to the PEM  
[1-4] or CL [4-6] degradation), it is striking to note that PEMFC membrane-electrode assembly 
(MEA) is generally considered to age homogeneously. Considering that oxygen and hydrogen are 
consumed and water produced/accumulated along the gas channel, this fact cannot be taken as granted: 
it should indeed yield in-the-plane heterogeneities, as demonstrated by local measurements of the 
heterogeneous current distribution within individual MEA [7-10]. Also, it is now well-established that 
the part of the CL located close to the membrane works more efficiently than that located close to the 
gas-diffusion layer (GDL), because the ionic path there is much smaller; this should drive through-the-
plane heterogeneities, yielding different aging rates and/or mechanisms at the GDL | CL and CL | 
PEM interfaces [5, 6, 11]. Obviously, such heterogeneous aging within individual MEA is very prone 
to be accentuated by the operating conditions: current density, stoichiometry, relative humidity, 
temperature etc. but very few studies have focused on this issue so far. Two scales of heterogeneities 
appearing during PEMFC operation that can directly impact the degradation of the cathode catalyst 
layer have been identified (Figure VI-1), and will be explored in the present chapter. 
Figure VI-1. Scheme of the two levels of heterogeneities that can be found within a single MEA: 
(A) through-the-plane, i.e. from the anode to the cathode and especially from PEM | Cathode to the 
Cathode | GDL interface, and (B) in-the-plane, i.e. from the cathode inlet (facing the anode outlet) 
to the cathode outlet (facing the anode inlet) in a counter-flow configuration. 
  We will first try to unveil through-the-plane (from the GDL | CL to the CL | PEM interface of 
the cathode CL, Figure VI-1A) heterogeneities of aging. For that purpose, ultramicrotomed thin slices 
of MEAs operated in various operating conditions were prepared and thoroughly analyzed in field-
emission gun scanning electron microscopy (FEG-SEM) and transmission electron microscopy 
(TEM). These tools were used to isolate the catalyst morphology changes (density over the carbon 
substrate, size, shape, extent of agglomeration) within the CL thickness.  
  In the second part of this chapter, we will investigate in-the-plane (along the gas channel, i.e.
from the cathode inlet to the cathode outlet, Figure VI-1B) degradation heterogeneities of the cathode 
A) B)
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catalyst that appear upon long-term PEMFC aging. It is worth to point out that the MEA were operated 
in counter-flow mode, meaning that the cathode inlet faces the anode outlet and the cathode outlet 
faces the anode inlet. As concerned with this second type of heterogeneities, never reported so far in 
the literature to the best of our knowledge, the cathode inlet and outlet regions of the MEA were 
thoroughly and quantitatively surveyed on a comparative basis. For that purpose, aging markers such 
as the presence/absence of Pt nanoparticles in the PEM (from FEG-SEM analyses on ultramicrotomed 
MEA), the mean particle size, particle density and morphology (isolated vs. agglomerated) (all 
determined from TEM), the mean crystallite size (from X-ray diffraction, XRD) and the chemical 
composition (either relative to the crystalline particles: XRD, or to the whole population of particles 
on a global (ICP-AES) or local (X-ray energy dispersive spectroscopy, TEM/X-EDS) were compared 
for the cathode electrocatalysts at the inlet (IN) or outlet (OUT) regions of the cathode. All these 
characterization techniques were performed very locally, close to each inlet/outlet, as depicted in 
Figure VI-2. 
  To give more strength to this study, additional experiments using a segmented cell approach 
(with the cathode being segmented in 20 segments along the gas flow channel, and having the same 
cell geometry than that use to age the MEA by Axane) will be presented at the end of the chapter. 
Figure VI-2: Schematic representation of the localization of the regions investigated with physico-
chemical analyses. 
II. Through the plane heterogeneities 
  Through-the-plane heterogeneities at the cathode were studied for samples taken from the 
cathode inlet of the aged MEA (see Figure VI-1), where the operating conditions regarding liquid and 
gas mass transport are better managed than at the cathode outlet (unlikely accumulation of liquid 
water). Experiments were performed on the same MEAs (with initially a Pt3Co/C cathode) that 
underwent the same aging procedures (stationary aging at I = 20 A for t = 1341 h and I = 50 A for t = 
1024 h) than in Chapter III. For the sake of convenience, we present in this chapter the results 
obtained only on the MEA aged at I = 20 A for t = 1341 h. Indeed, the data obtained on the MEA aged 
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at I = 50 A for t = 1024 h, published by Dubau et al. [12], are similar regarding most of the points 
detailed hereafter. 
  TEM images of the aged ultramicrotomed MEA, with a special focus at different positions of 
the cathode catalyst, are given in Figure VI-3. The particle size distributions (PSD) of the cathode 
electrocatalyst were evaluated at the two interfaces (Figure VI-4). In agreement with [12], Figure VI-4 
evidences (i) a decrease of the fraction of the smallest particles, (ii) an increase of the mean particle 
size, (iii) a significant tailing on the large diameter side of the particle size distribution after PEMFC 
operation. Those nm-scale changes of the particle morphology agree with an Ostwald ripening 
mechanism, as discussed in Chapter III. Of particular interest in Figure VI-4 is that the changes are 
function of the “through-the-plane” position within the cathode CL. In particular, the loss of the 
smallest particles and the increased fraction of agglomerated large particles (the size of which ranges 
between 10 to 15 nm) is more important at the CL | PEM interface relative to the GDL | CL interface. 
Those features translate into an increased mean particle size close to the PEM relative to the GDL. In a 
PEMFC, Ostwald ripening is believed to occur in three dimensions and the inter-particle transport is 
ensured by the diffusion of Ptz+ ionic species, while the growth of the particles follows the 
electrochemical/chemical redeposition of these ions. In the present study, the increased mean particle 
size and the increased fraction of agglomerated particles at the CL | PEM interface is likely a 
consequence of the higher probability for Ptz+ to be reduced by H2 crossing over the PEM (the 
concentration of H2 coming from the anode side is obviously higher at this interface). Conversely, Pt
z+
ionic species produced close to the GDL are more prone to be washed by water and to leave the cell.  
Figure VI-3. Characteristic TEM images of the cathode catalyst aged at I = 20 A for t = 1341 h 
relative to (A) the PEM/ Cathode interface, (B) the middle of the cathode and (C) the Cathode/ 
GDL.
  
PEM / Cathode Middle Cathode Cathode / GDL
  
A) B) C) 
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Figure VI-4. Particle size distribution of (A) the fresh and the 1341h aged Pt-Co/C electrocatalyst 
(B) at the GDL | CL interface and (C) at the CL | PEM interface evaluated from TEM images on 
ultramicrotomed MEAs. 
  In Figure VI-5, the fraction of isolated and agglomerated particles estimated from TEM 
images of the fresh/aged cathode electrocatalyst is presented. In agreement with [12], a pronounced 
increase of the fraction of agglomerated particles is observed at the expanse of the fraction of isolated 
particles (the density of isolated/agglomerated nanoparticles amounts to 14350/650 particles per µm2
of carbon, respectively). These features are classical in durability studies of PEMFC materials and can 
be accounted for by the occurrence of Ostwald ripening and crystallite migration [13, 14]. 
Interestingly, the total number of particles (isolated + agglomerated) is larger at the GDL | CL 
interface relative to the CL | PEM interface. Combined with the larger decrease of the amount of 
isolated particles, these features point towards more pronounced degradation of the CL | PEM region 
of the cathode.  
Figure VI-5. Density of isolated particles (open triangles) and agglomerated particles (filled 
triangles) for the 1341 h aged cathode catalyst
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  Figure VI-6C shows the FEG-SEM image of an ultramicrotomed slice of the MEA operated 
during t = 1341 h at I = 20 A (the GDL/CL interface being located at the left and the CL/PEM 
interface at the right). X-EDS analyses were performed on ten identical rectangles (L = 29 µm, l = µm, 
e = 90 nm (the thickness of the ultramicrotomed sample) equating to a volume analyzed of ca. V = 2 
µm3) defined “through-the-plane” in the cathode catalyst layer. Performing X-EDS on an 
ultramicrotomed slice allows a great spatial resolution of the analysis (due to the limited depth/sphere 
of interaction of the X-ray fluorescence zone) i.e. much greater than on a classical non-
ultramicrotomed sample. The large volume analyzed (V = 1.8 µm3) also gives statistical relevance to 
this measurement. 
  First, the Pt:Co atomic ratio (Figure VI-6A) shows little variations from the PEM to the GDL, 
in agreement with [12, 15]. As the Pt:Co atomic ratio is stable as one move from the PEM/cathode to 
the cathode/GDL interfaces, this result suggest that the path taken for the production/removal of the Pt 
and Co ionic species might be closely linked. Looking now at the platinum and cobalt individual 
weight per cent, a trend is discernible: a gradual much lower weight content in platinum is depicted at 
both interfaces with respect to the middle of the cathode CL. This indicates that the Ptz+ ionic species, 
produced by corrosion of the Pt-Co/C particles, can be removed either through the PEM or through the 
GDL (along the gas flow channel). At the CL | PEM interface, these results may be rationalized by 
considering that crossover H2 favours the precipitation of Pt
z+ species in the ion-conducting phase, 
yielding the “Pt-band” in the PEM. The chemical reduction of Ptz+ ions by H2 forces the diffusion of Pt 
ionic species towards the “Pt-band” and activates Pt mass losses at the CL | PEM interface. The above 
arguments agree with the theoretical model of Pt surface area/mass losses developed by Holby et al. 
[16]. The formation of a Pt-band in the PEM is monitored at a distance of ca. 5-6 µm away from the 
interface with the cathode inlet (Figure VI-7A). While the FEG-SEM resolution enables the 
monitoring of the formation of the Pt-band due to almost micrometre size of the particles in this 
region, TEM observations on the ultramicrotomed samples demonstrated that the redistribution and 
redeposition of the Ptz+ occurs in the whole PEM (Figure VI-7A), with however a decreasing size of 
the Pt particles when moving from the Pt-band to the anode interface [13]. Figure 2 in [12] depicts 
similar phenomenon at the cathode inlet region of the stack aged for t = 1124 h at I = 50 A. For the 
longest duration i.e. 1341 h at the lowest current density I = 20 A, where the Pt dissolution is 
exacerbated (highest cathode potential), a clear Pt excess is monitored at the anode CL | PEM interface 
facing the cathode inlet region (Figure VI-7B). The rationale for the presence of Pt redeposition onto 
the anode facing the cathode-inlet region is once again the combination of a strong flux of Ptz+ species 
originating from the corrosion of the cathode-inlet electrocatalyst and the small flux of H2 in the 
anode-outlet; both enable Ptz+ species to diffuse in greater extent down to the anode interface, where 
they electrochemically redeposit into Pt metal at the anode potential [13, 17, 18]. 
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Figure VI-6. (A, B) X-EDS analyses performed locally on ten different positions in the cathode CL 
imaged in (C). (A) The Pt:Co atomic ratio and (B) the Pt and Co weight percentage (the 
contribution of carbon to the X-EDS signal was not considered for the calculation in (B)). 
 
Figure VI-7. TEM images of (A) an ultramicrotomed MEAs aged for t = 1341 h at I = 20 A in the 
cathode inlet region. Figure (B) is a zoom at the PEM / anode interface. 
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1. Presence/absence of Pt particles in the PEM 
  Figure VI-9 shows representative FEG-SEM images of the MEA aged for t = 1124 h at I = 
50A in stationary mode. More specifically, Figure VI-9A shows an image of the whole MEA in the 
cathode inlet zone. Figure VI-9B is a zoom inside the PEM, ca. 5-6 µm away from the interface with 
the cathode inlet. Figure VI-9C shows the whole MEA in the cathode outlet zone of the cathode 
(“cathode outlet”) and Figure VI-9D is an image of the PEM taken in the same conditions and distance 
to the cathode interface as Figure VI-9B. It is obvious that the “platinum-band” inside the PEM is only 
present in the cathode inlet region of the MEA. This band originates from the chemical reduction of 
Ptz+ ions (produced by the corrosion of the cathode electrocatalyst) by H2 crossing-over the PEM from 
the anode to the cathode. As evidenced by previous studies, the position of the “Pt-band” depends on 
the balance between O2 and H2 partial pressures [19, 20]. Its presence in the inlet region highlights that 
both Ptz+ and H2 are concomitantly present in the PEM in this region of the MEA. On the contrary, its 
absence in the cathode outlet region implies either that no Ptz+ is provided to the PEM at the cathode 
outlet or that no H2 crosses over the PEM in this region. Considering that our MEAs were operated in 
counter-flow configuration, i.e. with the anode inlet facing the cathode outlet, the second hypothesis is 
unlikely. Indeed, the larger H2 stoichiometry in the fuel in the anode inlet region and the continuous 
decrease of the local current density upon aging in this region (see for example references [7, 21]), 
strengthen the effect of the H2 crossover and should favour the redeposition of Pt
z+ directly within the 
cathode CL rather than in the PEM. Conversely, the larger H2 crossover in the cathode outlet region 
favours its diffusion up to the cathode, preventing consequent transport of Ptz+ species through the 
PEM and rendering even more unlikely Pt redeposition at the anode CL | PEM interface facing this 
zone. As stated above, only for longer durations (t = 1341 h) and higher cathode potentials (for the 
aging at I = 20 A) are some Pt crystallites detected in the PEM at the cathode-outlet, but in much 
lower extent than in the cathode-inlet region, (Figure VI-10) while none was monitored after t = 1007 
h at I = 20 A. We should therefore expect large extent of Ptz+ reduction at the cathode/PEM interface 
in the cathode outlet region, as will be investigated in the following section. 
A) B)
C) D)
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Figure VI-9. FEG-SEM images of MEAs operated for t = 1124 h at j = 0.60 A cm
-2 
in stationary 
conditions: (A) whole MEA located in the cathode inlet with a special focus (B) in the PEM region 
facing the cathode, (C) whole MEA located in the cathode outlet with a special focus (D) in the 
PEM region facing the cathode. 

Figure VI-10. FEG-SEM images of MEAs operated for t = 1341 h at I = 20 A in stationary 
conditions: (A) whole MEA located in the cathode outlet with a special focus (B) in the PEM region 
facing the cathode. 

2. Mean particle size/density (TEM), and mean crystallite size (XRD) 
  Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) images of the fresh/aged Pt-Co/C cathode 
electrocatalyst obtained from scraped CL materials are presented in Figure VI-11 for the different 
operating conditions investigated. The associated densities of isolated and agglomerated particles per 
µm2 of carbon established from TEM images are shown in Figure VI-12. The observed trends agree 
with those obtained by binarization of the TEM images and semi-quantitative estimation of the Pt-
Co/C surface coverage (Figure VI-13). Finally, Figure VI-14 presents the volume-averaged mean 
particle size ( Vd ) calculated from transmission electron microscopy (TEM) images and the mean 
crystallite size estimated by XRD ( XRDd , see Section 2.4). For the determination of the volume-
averaged mean particle size (Figure VI-14), only spherical Pt-Co/C nanoparticles were counted, while 
agglomerated or non-spherical Pt-Co/C particles were disregarded. In XRD, the mean crystallite size 
was estimated from the width at half-maximum of the (111) and (220) diffraction patterns. TEM and 
XRD are complementary techniques: the observed changes of Vd  directly reflect the changes of the 
isolated and (hemi-)spherically shaped particles, whereas the changes of XRDd  are representative of 
the size of the coherently scattering crystallites.  
A) B)
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Analysing the mean crystallite size derived from XRD analyses after aging at I = 50 A strengthens this 
conclusion (Figure VI-14B). Indeed, the variations of Vd  are comparable in the cathode inlet and 
outlet regions. Conversely, the variations of XRDd  are much larger at the cathode outlet than the inlet. 
These differences agree with the presence of larger single crystalline domains in the cathode outlet 
region (not necessarily accounted for in Vd  if the generated particles are not spherical) that are 
generated by the consequent Pt redeposition in this region. The presence of these agglomerated and 
non-spherical particles follows a 3D-Ostwald ripening mechanism with the source of Ptz+ species 
being the cathode inlet region. It is also important to stress that the operating current density strongly 
influences in-the-plane heterogeneities: whereas the differences between the inlet and outlet regions 
are obvious at high current (I = 50 A in stationary or start-stop modes), almost zero difference is 
observed on XRDd  at low current operation (I = 20 A). These results indicate that the MEA is working 
more homogeneously at low current relative to high current. 

Figure VI-12.Density of (A) agglomerated and (B) isolated particles per µm² of carbon evaluated 
from TEM images of the fresh/aged cathode electrocatalysts in the different operating conditions 
investigated in this study. 
A)
B) 
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Figure VI-13. Pt-Co surface coverage over the carbon support estimated by binarization of the 
TEM images and integration of the pixels with ImageJ
® 
(magnification x 200 000). Each point is 
the averaged value of at least ten measurements; the error bars represent the standard deviation. 

Figure VI-14. (A) Volume-averaged mean particle size of isolated spherical particles estimated from 
TEM measurements and (B) mean crystallite size estimated from XRD measurements. 
  The influence of the operating conditions is also clear when comparing the variation of the 
cathode thickness in the inlet and outlet cathode regions in each operating condition. Table VI-1 shows 
B) 
A)
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that the cathode thickness decrease is more pronounced at low current and when operating in a 
start/stop mode, signing a faster carbon corrosion (into CO2) in that case. There are however no major 
heterogeneities ( 1 µm) from the carbon corrosion prospect between the inlet and the outlet regions, 
meaning that the only parameter that governs the carbon corrosion is the cathode potential (which is 
homogeneous in the plane of the MEA) and not the local current density. However, even if there are 
no major changes in the electrode thickness, it is not excluded that the aging induces changes in the 
porosity (following carbon corrosion) inside the CL when comparing the cathode inlet with the outlet 
region.  
Thickness / µm 
Fresh (cathode inlet) 13.5 ± 1 
After conditioning (cathode inlet) 14.0 ± 1 
I = 50 A – t = 504 h (cathode inlet) 14.0 ± 1 
I = 50 A – t = 1124 h (cathode inlet) 13.0 ± 1 
I = 50 A – t = 1124 h (cathode outlet) 14.0 ± 1 
I = 20 A – t = 522 h (cathode inlet) 11.5 ± 1 
I = 20 A – t = 522 h (cathode outlet) 11.0 ± 1 
I = 20 A – t = 1007 h (cathode inlet) 12.5 ± 1 
I = 20 A – t = 1007 h (cathode outlet) 12.0 ± 1 
I = 50 A start/stop - t = 327h (cathode inlet) 11.5 ± 1 
I = 50 A start/stop – t = 327 h (cathode outlet) 10.5 ± 1 
Table VI-1. Cathode thicknesses after different life stage in each PEMFC operating condition. 
3. Compositional changes 
  In Chapter III, we evidenced that Pt3Co/C nanoparticles are not stable at the cathode of a 
PEMFC. In particular, the Gibbs-Thompson relation forecast dynamic evolution of the nm-sized 
materials, with dissolution of the smallest Pt-Co/C particles and formation of Co2+/Ptz+ ions [13, 17, 
18, 23]. In addition, because of different standard potentials, only Ptz+ ions can redeposit 
electrochemically onto larger-sized particles [12, 24, 25]. Therefore, the degradation of the fresh 
Pt3Co/C particles translates experimentally by an increase of the Pt:Co atomic ratio, making this 
parameter a structural marker of choice to follow the extent of degradation of the mother Pt3Co/C 
electrocatalyst. In this study, the Pt:Co atomic ratio was estimated by ICP and XRD after different life 
stages (Figure VI-15). Again, differences are observed depending on the analyzed region of the MEA, 
with the outlet region being less degraded than the inlet region of the cathode CL. In addition, the Co 
at. % estimated by XRD constantly decreases, while that estimated by ICP-AES remains nearly 
constant after the conditioning step. These results indicate that the Co2+ ions formed by corrosion of 
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the Pt-Co/C nanoparticles (increase of Pt:Co measured by XRD, signing the dissolution of Co from the 
crystallized phase) likely remain trapped in the cathode CL ionomer (rather constant overall Pt:Co 
ratio, including that for non-crystallized Co, e.g. Co2+). 

Figure VI-15. Compositional changes of the cathode material during PEMFC operation probed (A) 
by ICP-AES giving information on the total at% Co of the catalytic layer and (B) by XRD providing 
the fraction of Co alloyed to Pt. 

4. Confirmation of in-the-plane heterogeneities by a segmented cell approach 
  In the frame of the H2E-OSEO project, the MEAs aged by Axane, have also been subjected to 
a thorough investigation of their local properties using a segmented fuel cell (at LEMTA). In the last 
decade, segmented PEMFC have proven to be an excellent in situ diagnostic tool to study the factors 
responsible for the uneven electrochemical response of the MEA “active” area. A segmented fuel cell 
is similar to an ordinary fuel cell with the exception that one of the electrodes is divided into smaller 
independent electrodes, having the possibility to be solicited with current, voltage and resistance, 
independently of the others [26]. Segmented fuel cells are therefore an excellent diagnostic tool to 
understand local electrochemical performance in single cells and stacks. The integration of various 
analytical techniques that allow: (i) H2, O2, N2 and H2O distribution determination, (ii) condensed 
B) 
A) 
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phenomena [27, 28], sign higher mass-transport resistances at the cathode outlet with respect to the 
cathode inlet.  
Figure VI-17. Current density distribution as a function of the position at the cathode. For the 
correspondence segment/position in the cathode, please refer to Figure VI-16. The average current 
density imposed to the system is set at j = 0.5 A cm
-2
. H2 and Air relative humidity are set at 40 % 
and 75 % respectively. H2 and Air stoichiometry are set at 1.2 and 2.5 respectively. T = 343 K
Figure VI-18. EIS spectra distribution recorded in a galvanostatic mode at j = 0.5 A cm
-2
 as a 
function of the position at the cathode. For the correspondence segment/position in the cathode, 
please refer at Figure VI-16. Same operating conditions as in Figure VI-17
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  It is now interesting to study how this irregular current distribution evolves with the 
aging/degradation of the MEA. In this frame, two aging procedures were performed based on 
repetitive start and stop cycles (during the start periods, the cell was operated at j = 0.56 A cm-2 for t = 
30 min under H2/Air).  
  In the first aging procedure, repetitive “fuel starvation” events were provoked by purging air at 
the anode side during each stop event (Figure VI-19). Thus, during each start, the anode is partially 
exposed to hydrogen and partially exposed to oxygen. As detailed by Reiser et al., this situation 
generates a flow of current opposite to normal fuel cell mode at the oxygen-exposed region and raises 
the cathode interfacial potential difference to high values (ca. 1.4 V) [29]. Consequently harsh carbon 
corrosion occurs at the cathode region facing the anode outlet (here the cathode inlet) within the 
moment where the cell re-operates. Moreover, the analysis of the local internal currents occurring 
during each start or stop events confirmed that only the start events were harmful to the MEA (because 
the air purging of the anode compartment was performed at very high flow rate) [30]. Multiplying the 
number of these events leads to a complete local destruction of the catalyst layer. In the current density 
distribution in Figure VI-19A, the local and severe degradation of the catalyst layer in the cathode 
inlet translates by a large decrease of the maximum current density that can be produced locally in this 
region. To compensate the loss of performances of the cathode inlet region, the outlet region has to 
produce twice the current than the average, which is possible as long as the cathode outlet region has 
not been degraded upon aging. The different rates of degradation between the cathode inlet and the 
outlet are materialized by the behaviours of the local polarization curves (Figure VI-19B for the 
cathode inlet and Figure VI-19C for the cathode outlet). 
Figure VI-19. (A) Evolution of the current density distribution upon aging of an MEA during an 
aging mimicking harsh fuel starvation conditions. The representative evolutions of the local 
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polarization curves upon aging recorded at the cathode inlet (segment 2) and cathode outlet 
(segment 19) are given respectively in (B) and (C).
  During the second aging procedure, the stop events were managed as follows: both gas flows 
were stopped the 30 min during which a valve sealed the anode and did forbid any air intrusion 
through the anode gas channel. Therefore, H2 naturally vented out through the PEM into the cathode. 
As a result, the composition of the gases at the cathode transiently changed from air to a mixture of air 
and H2, inducing transient cathode potential drop to an undetermined value located between the open-
circuit potential (OCP) and 0 V vs. RHE. This process is accompanied by a transient pressure drop 
across the MEA, the overall pressure at the anode decreasing fast when H2 diffuses through the PEM; 
indeed the diffusion of air in the opposite direction is slower. This way of stopping the cell slows 
down/ inhibits [31] the issues related to the “fuel starvation” [29]. It is worth mentioning here that the 
start/stop aging discussed in the beginning of this chapter (from Figure VI-11 to Figure VI-15) was 
performed in a similar way as the aging presented here, thus without promoting fuel starvation and 
severe carbon corrosion events at the cathode inlet. As this way of managing start and stop events does 
not lead to severe degradation of the cathode catalyst layer, which was further confirmed by the local 
internal currents, the loss of performances that will be discussed below can be mainly attributed to the 
degradation of the catalyst upon operation under stationary conditions (j = 0.56 A cm-2). When looking 
at the evolution of the local current densities upon aging (Figure VI-20A), in the light of the 
corresponding polarization curves (Figure VI-20B for the cathode inlet and Figure VI-20C for the 
cathode outlet), this current density distribution follows the one obtained on fresh MEA (Figure VI-
17). Indeed, the differences between the cathode inlet and outlet are even heightened upon aging, 
suggesting at least constant mass-transport issues at the cathode outlet. This way of operating the cell 
engenders loss of performances (degradation of the polarization curve) of the cathode catalyst layer at 
the cathode outlet, while the cathode inlet remains essentially unaffected. By looking more carefully at 
the polarization curve recorded at the cathode outlet (Figure VI-20B), its activation overpotential (j < 
0.2 A cm-2, related to the ORR overpotential and so to the cathode catalyst) seems more severely 
affected/ degraded than the rest of the plot, where ohmic losses become non-negligible.  
  These preliminary results obtained using a segmented cell approach might be enough to 
rationalize the fact that in-the-plane heterogeneous operating conditions are appearing upon aging (due 
to the singular design of the flow-field of the cathodic bipolar plate) and impact the rate of degradation 
of the cathode catalyst layer at the micrometre and the nanometre scales. 
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Figure VI-20. (A) Evolution upon aging of the current density distribution of a MEA during a test 
mimicking stationary aging conditions. The representative evolutions of the local polarization 
curves upon aging recorded at the cathode inlet (segment 2) and cathode outlet (segment 19) are 
given respectively in (B) and (C).

IV. Towards a unified spatially-resolved “model” of local degradation within a PEMFC 
MEA 
 The results from the two previous sections (through-the-plane and in-the-plane 
heterogeneities) revealed that the aging of a PEMFC MEA can definitely not be considered 
homogeneous on the MEA scale: depending on the applied current, one has to take into account the 
possible differences of aging rate and/or mechanisms at (i) the inlet/outlet regions of the cathode and 
(ii) within the cathode thickness. We believe that the heterogeneity of operation and aging can be 
understood as follows: 
1- the cathode outlet operates at a lower current density comparing to the inlet, following 
the larger air mass-transport hindrance of the air-depleted oxidant in the flooded 
cathode outlet region [7, 21]. Consequently, the flux of protons is likely smaller in the 
cathode outlet region, which, coupled to the higher presence of liquid water (that 
accumulates downstream of the air gas channel), locally increases the pH. Conversely, 
the cathode electrocatalyst is subjected to a higher oxidizing environment at the 
cathode inlet (lower proton concentration, higher air partial pressure and temperature);  
2- as a result, the cathode outlet region that faces the anode inlet region is in a less 
oxidizing atmosphere than the cathode inlet region, because of the air mass-transport 
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hindrance mentioned in (1) and the higher H2 crossover. In addition, the local 
temperature is also higher in the cathode inlet region (larger heat production at higher 
current density [32]); 
3- the higher temperature and acidity of the cathode inlet as well as the increased local 
polarization voltage facilitate the dissolution of Pt-Co/C particles, compared to the 
cathode outlet region;  
4- the Ptz+ and Coy+ formed at the cathode inlet redistribute within the whole MEA 
(across the PEM and down the cathode gas channel), but only Ptz+ species can 
redeposit for thermodynamical reasons [12, 25]. The Co2+ ions are washed and 
subsequently exhausted in the excess water or retained in the cathode ionomer; the 
driving force for Ptz+ and Co2+ redistribution are dual: (i) convection in liquid water in 
the gas channels or the GDL pores; (ii) diffusion in the hydrated ionomer phase of the 
catalytic layer. As Co2+ ionic species are not consumed by crossover H2, the diffusion 
gradient of Co2+ species is smaller than for Ptz+ species. Consequently, the Co ionic 
species more likely stay in the ionomer phase within the cathode CL (the migration 
maintains Co2+ at the cathode) or in the PEM (that they may reach by diffusion); 
5- the redeposition of Pt is moderate in the inlet region of the cathode CL, where the acid 
and oxidizing environment is not favourable; therefore Ptz+ can diffuse into the PEM 
facing the cathode inlet region, where its redeposition is possible because of the mild 
H2 crossover (the cathode inlet faces the anode outlet, with depleted H2 in the fuel); 
6- on the contrary at the cathode outlet, Ptz+ redeposition occurs inside the CL thanks to 
the more reducing environment in this region (larger H2 crossover combined with 
lower air partial pressure); this scenario is supported by the large extent of 
agglomeration monitored at the cathode outlet (see Figure VI-11 and Figure VI-12), 
and by the observations of Xie et al. of similar agglomeration in high humidity 
conditions (i.e. conditions similar to those of the cathode outlet in the present study) 
[33]; 
7- overall, a Ptz+ “pump” proceeds between the cathode inlet and outlet, respectively 
locus of intense generation of Ptz+ in the oxidizing environment of the cathode inlet 
(large air partial pressure and low pH) and locus of intense redeposition in the 
reducing environment of the cathode outlet (large H2 crossover; low air partial 
pressure in the presumably more flooded part of the cathode). Such a Ptz+ pump also 
likely proceeds between the cathode inlet and the anode | PEM interface that faces the 
cathode inlet favouring the enrichment of the anode | membrane interface in this 
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particular region of the MEA (the anode | membrane interface that faces the cathode 
outlet region does not show such Pt enrichment). 
These processes are graphically summarized on Figure VI-21. They are extensively supported by the 
experimental findings presented throughout this chapter and agree with relevant literature data. 

Figure VI-21. Schematic representation of the mass transport fluxes within a PEMFC MEA 
operating at “high current”, i.e. with an heterogeneous distribution of the current density along the 
gas channel (j > javerage at the inlet and j < javerage at the outlet, as a result of the larger air mass-
transport hindrance of the air-depleted oxidant in the flooded cathode outlet region). j and javerage
stand for the localized or average current density, respectively. 

V. Conclusion 
 The present chapter, through the conjunction of several physico-chemical techniques applied 
to fresh/aged PEMFC MEAs, shows that the degradation of the cathode CL materials cannot be 
considered as homogeneous. The local analyses indeed put in evidence that the cathode inlet ages 
much more rapidly than the cathode outlet, when the cell current is high. This likely originates from 
heterogeneities of local current density and temperature (the inlet works far more than the outlet, 
essentially because of larger air oxygen mass-transport limitations of the air-depleted-oxidant in the 
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partially-flooded CL prevent this latter region from operating properly), but the phenomenon levels off 
upon decrease of the average cell current. As a result, the cells operated at low current (I = 20 A in the 
present study) operate and age more homogeneously that those operated at high current (I = 50 A) in 
stationary conditions. Frequent cathode purges and starts/stop steps that enable “de-flooding” of the 
cathode outlet region, seem also to yield much more homogeneous aging of the cathode CL materials. 

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 Throughout this manuscript, the multi-scale degradations of the cathode catalyst layer of a 
PEMFC, key component of such multi-scale system, have been investigated. The special attention paid 
to the degradation of the cathode catalyst layer was motivated as this component induces most of the 
voltage losses of a PEMFC system (related to the oxygen reduction reaction and to the oxygen and 
water transport). Moreover, when considering long-term PEMFC operation under stationary 
conditions, even if the end of life of a MEA and so of the PEMFC, seems to be dictated by the 
longevity of the PEM, most of the loss of performances of the PEMFC system can be attributed to 
(ir)reversible degradations of the cathode catalyst layer. When considering long-term PEMFC 
operations under transient conditions, representative of the conditions that would sustain the cathode 
in an automotive application, the impact of the cathode catalyst layer on the longevity of the PEMFC 
system is even increased. Abundantly commented in the last decade regarding their improved 
electrocatalytic activity for the ORR with respect to Pt/C catalyst, the presumable stability of nano-
meter sized Pt3Co carbon nanoparticles layers has been surveyed and discussed in this manuscript. 
 First, the fine structure of such Pt-alloy catalysts (chemically and thermally pretreated to form 
a pure Pt top-surface layer presumably protective toward the dissolution of the non-noble element), 
was investigated by a detailed EXAFS analysis. The results confirm that the strain effects in Pt-skin 
surface structures are comprised between those in Pt-skeleton and pure Pt surface structures, which 
can be rationalized by the intermediate concentration in Pt atoms in Pt-skin surface compared to Pt-
skeleton and pure Pt surface structures. As Pt-skin surface structures are performing better for the 
ORR than the latter, it emphasizes the strong interplay between geometric (modification of the surface 
strain) and electronic (shift of the d-band vacancy with respect to the Fermi level) effects. Based on 
EXAFS analysis, the inner core of Pt-skin catalysts largely differs from the inner core of Pt-skeleton 
catalysts, not only in term of composition but also in term of structure. The singularities evidenced in 
the Pt-skin inner structure, rarely commented in the literature, was rationalized by different scenario, 
which could not be verified so far. A more detailed study of the XANES spectra, especially those 
recorded at the Co edge which appeared to be very sensitive to the catalyst structure, should be done 
by performing ab intio calculations and could be helpful to confirm EXAFS results. 
 Durability tests followed by physical, chemical and electrochemical characterizations on 
Pt3Co/C catalysts, having initially a core-shell structure similar as the Pt-skin catalyst, have shown that 
the degradation of these PEMFC cathode (electro)catalysts can be divided into two distinct parts. 
Firstly, these objects are subjected to 3D Ostwald ripening, similar as Pt/C (electro)catalysts, mainly 
due to their nanometric size. This degradation mechanism results in an increase of the catalyst mean 
particle size and so to a loss of electrochemical surface area of the cathode catalyst layer. Secondly, 
Pt3Co/C catalysts face a decrease of their Co atomic content, which greatly depreciates their surface 
reactivity for the ORR. Interestingly, under specific aging conditions (high cathode potential) the fast 
decrease of the Co content over time yields formation of compact spherically shaped “hollow” Pt/C 
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nanoparticles, free of any Co. These structures perform better for the ORR than both Pt/C and the 
fresh Pt3Co/C electrocatalyst. Additional measurements confirmed that the ORR activity increase is 
clearly attributed to the presence of these Pt-hollow particles within the CL and not to a particle size 
effect of the remaining Pt-Co nanoparticles. From a fractional viewpoint, the mechanism of Co atoms 
corrosion from the fresh Pt3Co catalyst structure seems to be linked to the formation of surface 
(hydr)oxides, as suggested by electrochemical tests. This result should be confirmed by coupled 
electrochemical-physical techniques. In situ coupled electrochemical/XAS experiments should provide 
valuable results if performed at the Co edge. This is clearly not possible with the current design of the 
electrochemical/XAS cell used in this study. A new cell should be built up to allow such 
measurements. 
 While Pt-hollow particles are formed upon PEMFC aging, a great amount of cobalt ionic 
species is redistributed within the whole MEA. Although it is commonly admitted that the produced 
metal cations do contaminate the ionomer/membrane (contrary to platinum ionic species, which can be 
chemically or electrochemically reduced), we found that non-covalent interactions between metal 
cations and the catalyst surface enhance the adsorption of oxygen-containing species and therefore do 
negatively impact the ORR kinetics. The specific adsorption of sulfonate anions of Nafion® locally 
modifies the double layer structure and increases the tolerance to metal cations. We also provided 
evidences that the electrolyte contamination heightens the mass-transport resistance of molecular 
oxygen for both solid and liquid electrolytes. Even if several interfaces mimicking that encountered in 
PEMFCs were tested, it could be interesting to confirm these results during single cell PEMFC testing.
 Due to the negative effect of cobalt pollution within the MEA, the use of rapid dealloying 
procedures in PEMFC to generate in situ Pt-hollow catalyst from Pt-alloy catalysts is therefore not 
recommended. It is rather recommended to perform such dealloying procedures on Pt-alloy catalysts 
prior to their mounting in the MEA, or to find synthesis methods to generate these structures. In 
particular, a synthesis method that uses Co nanoparticles (electro)deposited on carbon powder support 
as a template and immerged into deaerated K2PtCl4 solution is currently investigated in the laboratory 
(L. Dubau). This procedure leads to the formation of a pure Pt shell (with controlled thickness, 
depending on [K2PtCl4]) surrounding the inner cobalt core which can be removed by electrochemical 
tests.  
 Finally, this manuscript has investigated the microscale changes of the cathode catalyst layer 
upon aging and tackle an issue rarely commented so far: are the rates and mechanisms of degradation 
homogeneous within a single MEA? Although this manuscript does not debrief all the results obtained 
in the frame of the H2E project, and more especially those obtained in a close collaboration with 
LEMTA, interesting prospects have been set up during this PhD. In particular we have shown that 
heterogeneities of aging can occur in a PEMFC cathode catalyst layer with a segmented cell approach 
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having a simple 2D geometry (which minimizes mass-transport related issues), 20 segments and a low 
surface area of ca. 30 cm2. Start-up/shut-down tests were performed and the cathode CL degradation 
was monitored on-line with the internal currents method coupled to CO2 measurements of the exhaust 
gas, localized polarization curves, localized cyclic voltammetry and localized electrochemical 
impedance spectroscopy measurements. Having in mind the locally resolved information about the 
cathode CL degradation, the local loss of performances observed in the segmented cell can be 
correlated to the local degradations of the Pt/C cathode CL. On-going results have put into evidence 
the heterogeneous rates and mechanisms of degradation in local areas of the MEA, i.e. underlying 
channels and ribs. These results suggest that each specific system design (flow-fields patterns, bipolar 
plates …), which has a great impact on the initial performance of a PEMFC system, might also induce 
geometry-related local rates of degradation of the materials. Once again a balance between initial 
performances and durability of the materials is observed and should be accounted for when designing 
efficient PEMFC materials/systems. 
Figure VII-1. Scheme of multi-scale degradations of the cathode catalyst layer of a PEMFC 
identified and studied in the frame of this PhD thesis 
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Résumé 
Nous avons étudié les mécanismes de dégradation de 
catalyseurs Pt3Co/C en conditions réelles (stacks 16 cellules, 
hydrogène/air, stationnaire et intermittent, t > 1000 heures). Des 
modifications de la structure atomique, de la morphologie et de la 
composition chimique des catalyseurs ont été mises en évidence 
grâce à des techniques à résolution atomique, tels que la 
microscopie HAADF ou encore la spectroscopie d’absorption de 
rayons X. En plus d’être sujets à la maturation d’Ostwald 3D, ces 
catalyseurs perdent continuellement et irréversiblement les atomes 
de cobalt contenus dans le matériau « natif », ce qui conduit à la 
formation de nanoparticules « creuses » de Pt. Nous avons montré  
l’effet d’une contamination de l’électrode par des cations 
métalliques (Co2+). 
Des hétérogénéités de vieillissement de ces électrodes, à la 
fois « dans le plan » et « à travers le plan », ont été mises en 
évidence, en utilisant des marqueurs structuraux caractéristiques 
des électrodes. Des différences locales des cinétiques et des 
mécanismes de dégradation ont été confirmées grâce à des tests 
en monocellule PEMFC à cathode segmentée. 
Mots clés : pile à combustible à membrane échangeuse de 
protons, durabilité des matériaux de PEMFC,  nanoparticules de 
Pt/C « creuses », effet d’une contamination cationique des 
couches catalytiques, hétérogénéités de vieillissement 
Abstract 
The durability of Pt3Co/C PEMFC cathode catalysts is 
investigated under real operating conditions (16-cell short stacks, 
hydrogen/air, constant current or start/stop, ageing time > 1000 
hours). Using atomically resolved physical techniques such as 
HRSTEM-HAADF, and XAS, a detailed picture of how atomic 
structure, chemical composition and morphology of these cathode 
catalysts are changing over time has been drawn. In addition to 3D 
Ostwald ripening, these Pt-alloy catalysts undergo irreversible 
decrease of their cobalt content upon aging, yielding formation of 
“hollow” Pt/C nanoparticles. In the meantime, a great amount of 
Co2+ species is released within the MEA, which influences the 
catalyst surface reactivity and its ORR activity. 
Finally, structural markers of the degradation of the cathode 
catalyst have been used to unveil aging heterogeneities within the 
MEA: “through-the-plane” heterogeneities of aging (i.e. from the 
PEM/cathode interface to the cathode/GDL interface), and “in-the-
plane” heterogeneities of ageing (i.e. from the gas inlet to the gas 
outlet) have been evidenced. The latter was confirmed using a 
cathode catalytic layer segmented in 20 segments along the gas 
flow channel. 
Keywords: proton exchange membrane fuel cell, durability of 
PEMFC materials, “hollow” Pt/C nanoparticles, effect of cation 
contamination, aging heterogeneities.
